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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores the body of know'ledge pertainÍng to neighbour-

hood change by outlining nine "theories'' from the literature. These

theorÍes are evaluated by interpreting their range of applicabÍlity in

three differíng neighbourhoods in the inner cíty of Toronto. The

theories varied in their explanation of the neighbourhood phenomena and

were cl assi f i ed by thei r abi'l i tí es to expl ai n one, tvro or al I three of

the neighbourhoods. Only two theories were found to be significant in

exp'laining all three neÍghbourhoods but all the theoríes were found to

be sígnificant Ín explaÍnÍng at least one neighbourhood. The theories

fit ínto one or more of three geneÞal types: comprehensive type,

attempting to explain all neighbourhood phenomena; narrolr focus, empha-

sizing specífic determinants of neighbourhood change; and neighbourhood-

specific, orÍented towards conditíoni peCulìár to-ã neìglboùrhood. Thé

study identifies four overall limitatíons in the theories'abiìity to

explaín the three neighbourhoods: the avai'labiìity of information on

the neighbourhoods; the practical development of the theoretical con-

cepts; the exclusion of unique neighbourhood characterístícs Ín the

interpretatìons; and the subiective int,erpretations of controversial

premises contaíned in the theories. The study provides a framework to

further evaluate these theories ín other inner city neighbourhoods.

I
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CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTI ON

One of the bravest - and saddest - sights Ín an old city is a

single house or a row of houses, painted swept and g_arnished,
scrupulously clean wíth plants in window boxes and flowers at
tfre þate and all around the unmistakable evidence of disorder,
vandálísm and decline. It is a visual image of a socia'l fact
- that housing exists within a community and its effectiveness
as an eìement of family support and socia'l stabilíty must be

profoundly affected by what is going 9n around it.
-Barbara tlard (t976, p. 125)

1.1 Purpose

The term "inner city " conjures up images of blight and decay,

hìgh-rise offices and department stores, trendy boutiques and restaur-

ants, and deteriorating and "whitepainted" houses existing sometimes

side by side. What caus.es one neighbourhood to be exclusive and another

to be run-down, is a complex process. Economic and social forces are at

work fosteri ng condi ti ons of decl i ne, stabi I i ty or revi tal i zati on.

These conditions exist Ín any living environment but nowhere are they as

extreme and often as contradictory as in the inner city'
planning and ìand market theorists have attempted to expìain the

contrasts and anomalies of inner city neighbourhoods through analyses of

processes of structural change. This has included studies of land

val ues, mobi 1 i ty, commuti ng costs, i ndi vi dual preferences, 1 andl ord-

tenant relations, housing demand, social values and capital accumula-

tíon. The wide varÍety of views and the continuing erat,ic decline and

revitalization of inner city neighbourhoods indicate a need to better
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exp'lain these theories and a need to better evaluate them through an

interpretatÍon of their ideas in actual inner city neighbourhoods.

The purpose of this thesis is to define from the literature on

nei ghbourhood change a body of rel ated concepts and i deas, termed

"theories" that attempt to explain the changÍng conditions of inner city

neÍghbourhoods and to evaluate their range of applicability in interpre-

ting these neighbourhoods. hlhile many of the theories consider the

whole "inner city", this inquiry concentrates on inner city residential

neighbourhoods and it is in these types of areas that these theories are

eva'luated through the case studies. As housing is the focus of the

neighbourhood and as it can be assumed that overall neighbourhood condi-

tion is reflected primari'ly in the condition of the housing stock and

secondly in the local conrnercial activity, there is a bias toward

housing theories although some other related ideas are introduced. The

theorÍes consider the forces and proce.sses behind neighbourhood change;

The three neÍghbourhood case studies outline neighbourhood conditions

and characteristÍcs. The strength of the theoretical interpretation ís

based on the extent the theory can explaÍn the changing neighbourhood

characteri sti cs.

The changÍng condition of the inner city is outlined by defining

the term "inner city" and then delineatÍng the area in Toronto. The

changing characteristerics of thÍs area determine the patterns of change

that are generally occurring in inner city neighbourhoods. Attempts to

explain these patterns of change constitute the theoretical body of

knowledge on neighbourhood change. The outlined theories of neighbour-

hood change consist sf a grouping of these ideas that attempt to expìaÍn
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the patterns that are evident Ín different inner city areas.

The muìtitude of pressures that determine the character of an inner

city neighbourhood are as varied as the neighbourhoods themselves. The

nine theories that are defíned in Chapter 3 represent a cu1mination of

the major ideas of the major theorists. These consist primariìy of

h$s-!lS,"thg,or"ies--9-f -l99atjqn", . dgmand, u.til ity and condi!ion. Some of

them may be considered to be more comprehensÍve than others. A'lì cou'ld

be deveìoped further by more research but each provide a s'lightly

different perspective to the explanation of how the inner city neigh-

bourhood has evolved. Very broadly, the theories can be associated with

\",.r

,,,. . ' .-..." -.-.::i< 
..

three generic categoríes: feconomicJ based on the ideas of classical,
. . - -.-r...--:ì.\

neoc'lassical and neoMarxist economiês;¡'socio-economíÇ, based on ideas of

the Urban Ecologittt:.-June Jacobs and other socÍal and economíc

theorists; and r.-sjclo-cultural'-.þased on cultural and social va'lues rather

than economical determínants. l,lhile none of the theories can be cate-

gorized stríctly as many of the ideas overlap, all of these theories

tend towards one of these generic groups. The theories are presented

more or less historically, as they have evolved ín the líterature.

llithin each theory are concepts suggesting the practical appìica-

tion of the theory. These concepts are outlined relative to affected

neighbourhood characteristics. This lÍnks the theoríes to the patterns

and processes of neighbourhood change in the defined Inner City and pro-

vides the basis to interpret the theories in inner cíty neighbourhoods.

For example, if a theoretícal índicator is based on the mobilíty of the

resident popuìation and the neighbourhood characterÍstics suggest no

mobility in the population, one can conclude that the theory has little
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interpretive value in that neÍghbourhood. In this way the applicability

of the theories will be evaluated through their interpretation in the

Ínner city neighbourhoods.

The three neighbourhood case studies are described by outlÍning ten

neighbourhood characteristics taken over tÍme largely from census tract

information. These characteristics were defined as sígnificant in a

,publication by the now defunct federal Minístry of State for Urban

ffai rs The Chan ln Canadian Inner Ci By comparing the changes in

these characteristics over a ten year period, the patterns and processes

of change in each neighbourhood can be determined and the theories of

nei ghbourhood change can be i nterpreted and then eva'l uated for those

neíghbourhoods. From this approach, the outcome should provide some

clearer explanations for the disorder surrounding the brave little house

with the window boxes and the flowers at the gate. There will also be a

clearer understanding of these"-theories regarding their app'licabÍlity to

particular situations and neighbourhoods.

L.2. Methodology

The inner city, types of inner cítíes and inner city neighbourhood

characteristÍcs ane díscussed and defined by a Ministry of State for

Urban Affai rs publ i cati on cal I ed the Changi ng Canadian Inner City by

McLemore, Aass and Keilhofer (McLemore et al., 1975) and through studies

by the Instítute of Urban Studies at the University of Wínnipeg. 0ther

sources are noted Ín the text. The characterístics of the defined inner

cíty of Toronto were determined by combÍning all information for Census

tracts included in the area,
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The theories of neíghbourhood change are grouped and categorized

targely through the work of Grigsby and Rosenburg's nine "themes or

images" of the i nner ci ty i n Urban Housi ng Pol i cy ( Gri gsby and

Rosenburg, 1975), and L.S. Bourne's eight "hypotheses" of inner city

declÍne Ín Perspectìves on the Inner City (1.S. Bourne, 1978). The nine

theorÍes, while reflecting the analysis of these researchers are further

refined by the ideas of other theorÍsts, adiusted to concentrate on the

Ínner city neighbourhood and extended to include new theories of revit-

al i zati on.

The neighbourhood characteristics are made up largely of statistics

collected from census tract information. The boundaries of the neigh-

bourhoods were determined by McLernore, Aass and Keílhofer (McLemore et

al.,1975) according to contiguous census tracts that formed a geograph-

ical neÍghbourhood. Three neighbourhoods were se'lected on the basis of

beÍng representative of dístinct neÍghbourhood conditions. This choice

was aided by the author's personal experience and work at the Bureau of

Municipal Research in Toronto, Additional information was obtained from

Toronto Real Estate Board's average housÍng prices (Toronto Real Estate

Board, 1975-1982), neighbourhood libraries, socÍal services and organi-

zations, City of Toronto Planning Board's neighbourhood studíes and from

"windshieìd surveys" of the areas.

The theories of neighbourhood change are evaluated by testing their

abílity to explain a phenomena evident from the neighbourhood informa-

tion. ThÍs evaluation is based on a comparative study of the range of

applicability of these theories. One can assume that the choice of the

three sample neighbourhoods provides a good indication of the range of
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phenolnena representative of the general inner city situations of neigh-

bourhood change. The interpretations then provide a good general evalu-

ation of the strengths and weaknesses of the theories.

1.3 Synopsr s

Chapter 1 introduces the thesis. Chapter 2 provides defínÍtional

and background information on the inner city and the inner city neigh-

bourhood. Definitions of ínner city are discussed and a workíng defini-

tion stated, processes of change are outlined followed by the types of

inner city neighbourhoods and neighbourhood characteristÍcs. Chapter 3

outlines nine theories of neighbourhood change and the processes by

whích that change occurs. Chapter 4 outlines the basic characteristics

of South Parkdale and Ínterprets the theories fol'lowing the identifica-

tion of the patterns of change. Chapters 5 and 6 outline the same

information and interpret the theories in Toronto's inner city neigh-

bourhoods of The Annex and South Riverdale. Chapter 7 evaìuates the

applicability of the theories and critiques the methodology. Chapter B

conc'ludes the thesi s.
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CHAPTER 2

THE INNER CITY AND THE INNER CITY NEIGHBOURHOOD

Perceptions of the inner city vary and a need exists to clarify

what is meant by the term. Once the inner city is defined, the inner

city of Toronto is examined to determíne the characteristics and

patterns of change that have recently occurred in the area. General

processes of inner city change, identified in recent studies, are then

identifíed and linked to the changes occurring in Toronto's inner city.

Following this, the types and conditions of inner city areas are broken

down and the general characteristics for the neÍghbourhood types identi-

fi ed.

2.1 The Inner CitY Defined

The term "inner city" refers to the somewhat vague area of transi-

tion, decline and redeveìopment contiguous to, and usually incìusive of,

the central busi ness di strict or commerci al centre of the ci ty

(Heilbrun, !974, p.25). Geographic defin'itions tend toward a static

perception of the area while sociological definitions tend toward a

dynamic perception of a continuaìly changing area difficult to deline-

ate. The dichotomy of these perceptions is a recurring e'lement not only

in definitions of inner city but in the theoretical explanations of

inner city decline and growth.

¡ne definition claims that the inner city is a "heavy concentration

of the most acute physical, economic, social and poìitical problems of
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the city" (Case , Lg72, p.2). l,lithin this area, housÍng appears to be

the most important element. Many definitions of inner city have simply

stated it as a zone of older housing. In The Changing Canadian Inner

City, the authors delineated the inner cities of several large Canadian

cities using age of the housíng stock as the only criteria (McLemore et

al., 1975, pp.2-4).

Bourne outlined a more dynamic approach based on the apparent

socia'l and physical problems of the area. His criteria are determíned

relative to suburban "pulì" and inner city "push" factors (Bourne,1,978,

p.52). Push factors are those forces which discourage a middìe cìass

from living in the ínner city. These would include high property taxes,

deteri orati ng housi ng stock, agi ng physi caì i nfrastructure, poor

schools, low property values and hígh crime rates.

Suburban pull factors are those forces whích encourage the middle

class popu'latÍon or those with sufficient financial resources to move to

newer suburban areas. These would incìude less expensÍve fÍnancÍng for

housi ng , new school s, I arger I ots and more pri vacy. l,fhi I e Bourne states

this model emphasizes the American situation, this definitÍon could be

app'l Í cabl e to the Canadi an ci ty as wel 1 . To use thi s model , the

criterÍa are analyzed spatíally, a sígnificant cut-off point of change

is determined for each, thereby defining an inner city. Any number of

inner cíties can be delineated using thís technique and depending on the

desired purpose, a composíte inner city can be developed through map

overl ays.

More recently a redefínÍtion of inner cÍty appeared Ín the Canada

Housing and Mortgage Corporation publication, Habitat. The authors
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claim the term is used as "an informal descríption of core areas where

di sproporti onately 'l arge numbers of 'lower i ncome peopl e, the jobl ess,

the disabled, older single elderly persons, and those with chronic

health, income and housing probìems lÍve" (Hill and McClaÍn,1gBZ,

p.2). However due to the changíng nature of the "traditÍonally" defined

inner city, Hill and McClaÍn claim that there can no longer be a geo-

graphicaì'ly uniform definition. The aging of the suburbs has destroyed

the traditional boundaries. HousÌng renovation or "whitepaintíng" con-

tinues in o'lder residential areas, the elderìy are often decentralized

in suburban seníor citizen homes, the most affordable housing and rental

accomodation for low income residents ís now primarÍly Ín the suburbs

and Ímtnigrants are more likely to settle near sources of emplo¡rment,

more often the suburbs. For these reasons, the authors point out that

the problems of the Ínner city are shiftíng to the suburbs. Further

exacerbating this situation is the fact that past..pnograÌns to alleviate

some of these problems have been based in inner city areas. As neþr

ínner city support servíces are developed, often it is the new midd'le

income residents who most benefÍt. Perceptions of inner cÍty probìems

have helped to define the inner city, however these probìems are no

longer confined to the core of the city. The authors assume a problem

oriented definition of inner city supposing that inner cíty and urban

problems are analogous. ThÍs definitíon is potentially most useful in

the deve'lopment of programs to allevÍate these problems.

McLemore et al. developed an "operationa'l defínitíon" which serves

the purpose of this thesis. It involves four general characteristics:

1. the oldest housing stock in the urban area, much in poor condi-
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tìon and subjected to pressures for redevelopment;

2. a wide mixture of land uses (many transitional) and dense form;

3. a location between the central business district and the suburbs

causíng a concentratíon of transportation routes; /

4. the first area of settlement for immigrants (from outside the

country) and mi grants ( from other areas Í n the country)

(McLemore et al, 1975, p.2).

Using the age of the housÍng stock (pre-1946) as the only criteri-
or, the authors a spatia'l inner city for the major cíties in Canada.

This involved determining all census tracts Ín the cíty where the built

before 1946 is more than double the metropolitan figure (tgZt census).

ThÍs takes into account the differences in or any tracks not meeting the

criterion but surrounded by other tracts that did were Íncluded.

Maps 1 and 2 Índicate the Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) of

Toronto, the City of Toronto and the delineated Inner Cíty of Toronto.

Map l cotnpares the vast area of the ClvlA to that of the city of Toronto.

Map 2 compares the City of Toronto boundary with that of the defined

inner City. The Inner City closely follows the City boundary. As three

neighbourhoods in Toronto's Inner City are used as case studies in

Chapters Four, Five and Six, a further discussion of this area is use-

ful .

Table 1 provides some statÍstical ínformation on the Inner City and

the Census Metropolítan Area (CMA) of Toronto for 1971 and 1981. This

informatíon establishes patterns of change ín the Inner City area and

helps to identÍfy processes of change that may be reshaping Ínner city

nei ghbourhoods.
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TABLE 1: The Inner City and CMA of Toronto, L971, 1981

Vari abì e Inner City CMA

Year 197 I 1981 197 1 TgAn -

Popul ati on (% of CMA) 642 ,290(247,\ 600 ,678 (20%) 2,628,070 2,998,947

Age groups:
less than 19
65 and over

Househol ds:
number
average size

Average househol d
í ncome

Educati on:
I ess than grade 9
uni versí ty

Fami I i es
number
famÍly size
chí I d/fami ly

Occupational Groups:
b'l ue col I ar
white collar
professi ona'l

Unempl oyment
Born outsÍde Canada

Type of Dwel'l Í ng:
si ngle detached
apartments

Dwe'l I i ngs:
owner-occupÍ ed

Room per dwel I i ng
Average annual rent
0vercrowdi ng

( over 1 person/room)

$10,104 NA $11,911 $35,799

28%
L0%

221,060
3.2

42%
6%

26%
4t7,
t6%
9%

45%

22%
431"

43%

5.2
$ 1438

9%

24%

t2%

234,080
2.6

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

?2%

46%

43%

NA

NA

NA

347"
B%

77 4 ,465
3.3

32%
6%

25%
42%

t9%
7%

34%

46%

37%

55%

5.6
$1 559

6%

1,040,430
2.8

t7%
t2%

785,395
3.2
1.3

?6%

43%

247"
4%

38%

56%
NA

$4080

NA

297"
9%

55625,6
3.4
1.5

600t37
3.0
1,.2

159,780
3.2
1.3

407"
39%

NA: 1981 Census information not available at the time of writing.

Source: Statistics Canada: 1971, l.9Bl Census of Canada
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The Census Metropolitan Area Ís defÍned as "the maÍn labour narket

of a continuous built up area having a populatÍon of 100,000 or more"

(Canada Year Book, I978-79, pp. 136-37). The CMA of Toronto covers a

vast area from Oakville to Ca'ledon to Newmarket to Ajax. Although the

Inner City boundary may have changed slíghily over the ten year period

as it is defined by McLemore et a1., ít is useful to compare the same

geographic area.

From the Ínformation contaÍned in Table I solne trends can be high-

ìighted. C'learly the Inner City of Toronto has been experÍencing an

outflow of population while the suburban and exurban areas of the

Toronto CMA continue to attract new residents, presumably many from the

inner city. There has been an equa'l declÍne in the percentage of

children making up the total popuìation for both defined areas, indica-

tÍng that the t,rend towards smaller families Ís a unÍversal rather than

an I nner Ci ty phenomenon j n Toronto; tlowever there are proporti onal ]y

less chiìdren ín the Inner City compared to the who'le region. Average

household size is decreasíng throughout the area but has declíned to a

greater extent in the Inner City. This has impìications regarding the

use of the housìng stock in the Inner City. l^lhÍle the proportion of

single detached dwellings did not change over the ten year period in the

Inner City, apartments increased theír proportion of total dwellings,

This implies apartment conversion and construction. However owner-occu-

pancy in the Inner City has not changed and remains significantly lower

than in the CMA.

Recent visual surveys of the Inner City by the author indicate

other less statistical'ly documented patterns and possible changes in
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different neighbourhoods. Mobilíty of the resident popuìation appears

to vary dramatically depending upon the type, condition and location of

each neighbourhood. For example, neÍghbourhoods of high densìty apart-

ments ín average to poor condÍtion, located close to the subway lÍne are

1ikely high'ly mobile areas. There are likely significant changes in

average household income in some neíghbourhoods as popuìations decline,

renovation activíty picks up and property values increase. txtensíve

changes in land use in some areas such as neþ, apartment construction,

expanded retail and office functîons and altered transportation corri-
dors have changed housÍng suppìy and demand. The aging housíng stock in

many areas of the Inner City requÍres maintenance and in some neÍghbour-

hoods maybe undermaíntained while in other neighbourhoods extensÍve

renovation activity in its many forms, especially "white painting,' is
evi dent. Redevel opment acti ví ty i n 'l Í kely havi ng several possi bl e

effects: increasing residential density; decreasing residentía'l density;

improving housing condition and property values; or forcÍng ìow income

residents out of the area.

2.2 Patterns and Processes of Change

It is evident from Table 1 that thene are a variety of physical and

social processes operating in the inner city area. These processes are

both an integral part of the definition of inner city as was pointed out

in the previous section and an inherent part of any theoretical atternpt

to explain the change occurring in the ínner city. The previously

Ídentified patterns of change can be summarized from studÍes by the

Institute of urban studies (I.linnipeg Development plan RevÍew, 1979, p.7)
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and McLemore et al. (1S75, p. +). The Institute of Urban StudÍes work

re'l ates to the i nner ci ty of l,li nni peg whi'le McLemore et al ' s paper

refers to the Canadian inner city generalìy. All of this informatÍon

was based on trends and patterns developing ìargely before the L97I

census year.

From the Institute of Urban Studíes and McLemore et ô1, these

patterns of inner city change have been identÍfied:

1. aging of the housing stock;

2. increased pressure for development;

3. expansion of the central business district ínto inner city

nei ghbourhoods;

4. expansion of transportation routes;

5. decline of the índustrial base;

6 . agi ng of the popu'l ati on;

7. loss of famjly housêholds.

Patterns of neighbourhood change can a'lso be outlined from Table 1 that

may represent more recent trends that are occurring in the Inner City of

Toronto:

1. outf'low of popuìation from the area;

2. decline ín the number of children making up the population;

3. increase in the number of elderly making up the population;

4. decline in the average household size;

5. increase in the number of apartments relative to houses.

As well there are more recent patterns that may be evídent in certain

Inner City neÍghbourhoods. These patterns are evÍdent from recent

visual surveys of the Inner City (by the author):
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1. mobility of the population, within or in and out of the area;

2. change in average househo'ld income;

3. changes in land use;

4 . undermai ntenance or decl i ne i n housi ng qua'l i ty ;

5. renovation in al1 its forms, especially "whitepainting";

6. redevelopment involving the destruction of o'ld structures and

new development.

The purpose of the theories of neighbourhood change outlined in

Chapter 3, is to explain these patterns in the inner city. These

patterns can be identifÍed as a process when the causes and implications

of these changes are analyzed. For example the pattern of the outflow

of population from the ínner city can be identified as caused by the

process of suburbanizatíon with implicatíons regarding the economy, the

employment prospect,s and the quality of life in the inner city. However

the dec'line in the Ínner cíty's population also could be lÍnked to the

process of gentrification, impìying that the míddle classes have redis-

covered the inner city and are movíng in, renovating houses, lowering

the population density as their household size is smaller and forcÍng

out the lower income groups. Identifying a process of change involves

applying a theoretical ana'lysis to the perceived patterns of change in

the neighbourhood. It is only by analyzing severa'l characteristics and

determinÍng patterns in partíc1ar inner city neighbourhoods that the

processes can be stated. Even then, they are subject to to some extent

to the va'lue judgements of the analysts. As such, they are identifÍed

as "theorÍes".

Patterns of change for the entire inner city area are too general
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to explain the types of changes that are occurring in a'll inner city

neighbourhoods as there are a multitude of processes that may be identi-

fied as operating in different inner city areas. The following section

considers methods of determining types and conditions of Ínner city

areas relative to the neighbourhood characteristics.

2.3 Neighbourhood Typology

The inner city is clearly not a homogeneous and uniform area,

While particular processes are at work and while there are a variety of

similar characteristics, the inner city is made up of different neigh-

bourhoods each with individual characteristics and pressures. McLemore

et al. have identifÍed four types of inner city areas: declining areas,

stab'le areas, areas of revitalization and areas of massive redevelopment

(Mclemore et al., 1975, pp.10-12). They poÍnt out however, that "devel-

opment of neighbourhoods is an extremely complex process and seldom will

a case fit exactly into one or the other of the four types." (lníd,

p.5). Neighbourhoods will exhibit certain of the characteristics and

will generally tend towards one type. The dímensions of the four types

are indicated in Table 2, reprinted from their study. These categorÍes

are meant to reflect physical, economic and social conditions Ín each

area. The ten characteristics used to identîfy the dimensions of the

neighbourhoods wi'11 provide the basÍs for the Ínformation collected on

the three neÍghbourhoods in the inner city of Toronto.

The four types of areas can be outlined as follows:

1. declining areas are undergoing worsening physical condÍtions,

the more affluent popul ation ís moving out, serious sociaì
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problems are developing and there is a lack of community organi-

zati on;

2. stab'le areas are not subjected to physicaì decline or severe

social problems and pressure for redeveìopment is 1ow;

3. revitalízing areas are neighbourhoods experiencing an inflow of

population more affluent than the present popuìation and the

physical condition of the area is improving;

4. massiveìy redeveloping areas are those where large sca'le prÍvate

and pubìic developments are altering the physical and demo-

graphic composition of the area. (lbid, p.6)

These crÍteria are used to determine the condition of the three

neighbourhoods outlined in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

0ther studies on the typology of the inner city have determined

sÍmÍ'lar breakdowns of the varÍous characterÍstics. The llinnipeg Area

Characteri zatí on study started by the Ci ty of l,li nni peg' s Department of

Environmenta'l Planning Ín L978, examines the entire cíty to define the

various neighbourhoods ín the context of present policy implÍcatÍons.

The intent is to provide detailed neighbourhood information as the basic

foundat,íon for policy oriented decísion-making. Clearly evident from

this approach is that there is little need to characterize specific

nei ghbourhoods wi thout I i nki ng them to some poì i cy or program.

Boundaries are defined based on physical críteria and data ís collected

indicating the physical condition of the area. The process of urban

development is the basis for program grouping and in the definition of

general area types. l^lhile neighbourhood condition ís identified by this

typology, the process of change is emphasized.
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The urban development cycìe may be described as having three
basic stages: growth, st,abiì i ty and dec'li ne. Any area of the
city inevitably passes through these three stages wíth initiaì
growth occurring in response to growth of the city as a
whole. Although growth of the city may continue, the area or
neighbourhood then experiences a period of stability where
growth 'levels off and a hígh degree of self-sufficiency is
evident Ín the resident population. The natural conclusíon of
the cycle is a period of decline, where the physical neigh-
bourhood becomes obso'lete, ei ther because i t naturaì ly wears
out or demands of the resident population change. If and when
decline reaches a point where total renewal is the onìy alter-
native, the neighbourhood agaÍn enters the gr
cycle. (Winnípeg Area Characterization, 1978,

owth stage of the
p.5 )

This cycle of development of the neighbourhood is simply stated but

not as easily explained. The "wearing out" of neighbourhoods and

reaching the point where renewal is the only alternative are not easily

understood processes. The following chapter reviews the theoretical

literature on how neighbourhood change occurs and identifies some of

these processes.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORIES OF NIIGHBOURHOOD CHANGE

The condition or state of the neighbourhood can be explained by

analyzing the patterns of residentia'l development. Models explaínÍng

the structure of inner city residential areas have concentrated on land

use patterns and demographic characteristics" The classÍcal mode'ls:

concentric zones, sector theory and multiple nuclei theory are stilì

relevant and provide the foundation for many of the more modern ideas.

As inner city neighbourhoods developed or experienced their initial

growth stage at the earlíest over forty years ôgo, there is a strong

historícal eìement to these theories. Filtering and Invasion and

Succession are based on work done ín the 1920s and 1930s. The theories

are biased toward housing concerns and many concentrate on the predomin-

ant probìem of decline. Recently there has emerged considerable litera-

ture on the occurrence of a form of inner city revitalization referred

to as on.j l,lhile this ís an important aspect to neighbour-

hood of the decline oriented theories are able to explain

this development as many of the attempts to explain gentrification are

clearìy based on established ideas. The theories are prob'lem focused

and in each case the process of development is linked to any reìevant

nei ghbourhood characterí stics.

Grigsby and Rosenburg outlined nine themes r t'imagestt the

inner city taken from various theories or groups of related ídeas which

attempt to explain urban change. These "images" are declÍne oriented.
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The fil..t"er:i.ng--p.¡oc,egs which allocates housing by age and condi-

tion: the tower income residents inherit the older dwelìings no

longer demanded by higher income groups.

ung_r " ,qj._ty"- .0,Þ..s_o--l.ese enç--e, whi ch suggests that the structures and

economy of the inner city become obso'lete due to-. "ç!g-lgi-ng*t3gt"eg.

$d*.P- rç f-ç" !:.e n c-e-s-'

The spati al concentrati on of I ow i ncome fami 1 i es where the

declining economy, poor housing and concentratíon of the resi-

dents dictate decline.

Low income itsetf where the residents cause the decline of the

nei ghbourhood,

Problem families where certain residents inst,igate decline by

their lack of concern and destructive activities'

Greedy i nvestors where 'l andl ords, i nvestors and devel opers

destroy nei ghbourhoods by undermai ntai ni ng dwel I i ngs, al lowi ng

property values to fall in attempts to avoid maintenance cost

and buy neighbouring land cheaply for redeve'lopment.

Exp'loitive system where the political economìc system alìows the

-_exploitation 
of disadvantaged inner city residents.

8. Racial discrimination in which mjnority groups in the inner city

'are discriminated agaínst in the housing and iob markets.

9. Deteriorating sociaì fabric where inner city neighbourhoods are

subjected to crime, poverty and unemployment and suffer an over-

atl decline in social and economic stability (Grigsby and

Rosenburg , L975, pp.195-210).

Each image represents a simplified but useful vision of inner city
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problems and the forces that create them. Individuaìly they lack an

overall objectivity but together give some insight into the diversity

and complexity of inner city change. Many of the Ìmages suggest compìe-

mentary revitalization. For example, obsolescence images of growth and

could be reversed if the changÍng tastes and preferences favour inner

city dwellings.

L.S. Bourne developed eight "hypotheses" of inner city decline and

some of these evolved from the images of Grigsby and Rosenburg"

1. Natural evolutíon developed by the Human Ecologists using the

fittering model and the idea of concentric zones of income

groups evolving outwards with rising income.

2. The "pull" hypothesis in whích the suburban draws of new homes,

larger lots, better schools, etc. attract inner city residents.

3.Qbsotescence where inner city structures are no longer in

demand

4. Unintended poìicy in which non-urban policies at the national

level are detrimentaì to the inner city.

5. Expì oi tati on i nvol vi ng the imbal ance of por.rer between the í nner

city and the suburbs and the manipulation of city politicians by

special interests in ways that exploit inner city residents.

6. Structural change in which shifts in the nationaì economy dis-

favour the growth and development of inner city areas.

7. Fiscal crÍsis and "underclass" in which declining resources and

rising costs have caused the out-migration of the middle classes

from the inner city.

8. Conflict involving the geographical expression of the segrega'
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tion and cultural isolation of disadvantaged minorities (l-.S.

Bourne, 1978, pp.30-54).

Again*many of these hypotheses can represent a complementary condi-

tion of revitalization. These Ímages and hypotheses overlap to some

extent and can be condensed into a more comp'lete set of nine theories.

To these ideas are added some of the more relevant theoretical work on

neighbourhood change and inner cíty revitalizatíon. Thene are some gaps

and limitations to these theories and they are evaluated and critÍqued

after their application to the neighbourhoods in Chapter 7.

3.1 Fil terinq

Based in classÍcal economícs, filtering involves the transítion of

the neighbourhood housing stock: lower Íncome groups Ínherit the housing

that no longer meets the needs of hígher íncome groups who move into new

housing at the periphery of the.itV. Very sÍmp'ly, the housing stock

"filters down" to lower Íncome residents as it ages. Inherent in the

process is the arrival of new low income residents as well as young

couples. These new arrivals are often immigrants forced to inhabit the

cheapest accomodation. Grigsby and Rosenburg outlined a filtering

"image". Whi'le somewhat simplistic in its originaì form, the idea has

been further deveìoped to explain the supply and demand of the inner

city housing stock.

In 1939, Homer Hoyt used filtering as the "dynamic element" in his

sector theory which explaíned the location in the city of certain types

of residential distrícts. The theory implied a succession in occupancy

through dwellings originally constucted for upper íncome families (Hoyt,
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1939, p.76). Hoyt used these varíabìes to determine the growth of

fashionable residential neíghbourhoods out from the centre of the city:

dÍstributÍon of income and socío-economic groups, and the quality and

dist,ribution of new constructÍon. Sector theory was criticized for being

"sÍmplified and detennínistic" (Chapin, 1.964) and for failing to present

an operational framework. Hoyt determÍned that fashionable residentia'l

sectors move on high ground, along transportation routes and avoid dead

ends.

Later l',lallace Smith defined filtering as, "an ind1rect process for

meeting the housÍng demand of a'lower íncome group (Smittr,1964, p.l).

Responding to criticism that filtering ratíonalized the housing market's

determination to build new dwellings primarÍly for higher íncome groups,

he stated that it was an issue of public policy whether it is desirable

that low income housing needs be met in this way. If housíng for low

íncome familíes is deemed deficient, then their construction should be

subsÍdÍzed. He defended the concept for having played an Ímportant ro'le

i n "the deve'l opment of urban analyti ca] techni que. . . " ( Smi th , 1964 ,

p.la ) .

In 1963 l,lilliam Grigsby further defined filtering:

...filtering occurs only when value declÍnes more rapidly than
quality, so families can obtaÍn either higher qua'lity and more
space at the same price or the same quality and space at a
lower price. (erigsby, 1963, p.95)

GrÍgsby argued that filtering allows the optimum use of given

resources and does not attempt to answer "welfare questions" whÍch he

felt were best left to empirical testing or to "careful deductive

reasonÍng based on an operational model and realistic market data"
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(ibíd). He developed a matrÍx of relationships among housing submarkets

exploring the choices and connectÍons available. His "Empirica'l Method"

was criticized for beíng non-operational (Smitfr, 1964, p.15).

FÍìtering is rooted in an orthodox economic view of the housing

market. Solomon and Vandell have outlined some of the basic "tenets" or

assumptions of thís theory. Housing príce is determÍned by Írnpersonal

market relatíonshíps. Land'lords will onìy rehabilitate their property

if the marginal revenue is greater than the marginal cost of doing so.

Imperfections occur in the system due to short-run profiteeríng in

various sub-markets. However competÍtÍon will return the market to an

efficíently allocative equilibrium. Neighbourhood decline occurs when

the return on properties ín a neighbourhood diminishes to minimal cash

flows and there is no capÍtal appreciation or tax she'lters. Reduced

demand resu'lts in more rapid fíìtering. Reduced suppty results in dís-

investment (Solomon and Vandell, 1979, p.84).

Neil Smíth has explaÍned the filterÍng concept is his attempt to

develop a theory of gentrification:

"..the objective mechanism underlying filtering is the depre-
ciation and devaluation of capítal invested in residential
i nner ci ty nei ghbourhoods. Thi s depreci ati on produces the
obiective economic conditÍons that make capital revaluation
(gentrí f i cati on) a rati onal market response (SmTTÎ,-Tg7E
p.s45).

The reversa'l in directíon of the traditional filtering process

would have consequences for the entire urban area:

...we may wítness a fundamental restructuring of urban space
comparable with suburbanization. Then indeed, it would be a
back to the city movement by people too- middle and upper
income people, that ís- while the working class and the poor
would ínherit the o'ld declining suburbs in a cruelly Íronic
continuatíon of the filteríng process (Smith, 1979, p.547).

Filtering is a basic concept used in nany classical and neo-classi,
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cal economÍc perspectives and is especia'lly prevalent in the work of the

Human Ecologists, outlined in the next theory,

3.7 Invasion and Succession

Based in classÍcal economícs, invasÍon and succession is a concept

that postulates that housing ís allocated through a "natural evolution"

of species or like populations who invade a neighbourhood and take it
over from the former residents due to their superior adaptability. This

process occurs cyc'l í ca'l ty as economi c and soci al cond'i ti ons change.

0ut'lined by L.S. Bourne as the "natural evolutíon hypothesis", invasion

and successíon uses the filtering concept to explaín the transÍtion of

the housing stock. However thÍs theory adds a sociological e'lement to

filterÍng's mechanical supply and demand perspective.

This concept was first introduced in the 1920s by the Human Ecolo-

gists at the University of ChÍcago. Park introduced the idea that the

city is a product of nature and that díversÍty or segregation of neigh-

bourhoods wi'l I occur natural ly.

Personal tastes and convenience, vocatíonal and economic
Ínterests, Ínfallibly tend to segregate and thus to cìassÍfy
the populations of great cities. In this way the city
acquires an organízation and distribution of populatíon whÍch
Ís neíther designed nor controlled. (Park, L925, p.5)

It Ís this segregation which creat,es like popuìatÍons who are able

to invade and take over neighbourhoods. Burgess outlined the importance

of immigration and the relevance of the filterÍng concept.

Immígrants invasÍon of the city has the effect of a tidal wave
inundatíng first the Ímmigrant colonies, the ports of first
entry, dis'lodging thousands of inhabitants who overflow into
the next zone, and so on and on until the momentum of the wave
has spent its force on the ìast urban zone. The whole effect
is to speed up expansíon, to speed up industry, to speed up
the junkíng process in the area of deterioration (Burgess,
1925, p.57 ) .
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Burgess explained that mobiIity is the "pulse of the community" as

movement occurs in response to new stimulation or situation. He feels

that mobility is probabìy the best index of the "state of metabolism of

the city". Mobi'lity depends upon the composition of the popuìation, the

degree of detachment of the person from the family or other groups and

the number of contacts and stimuìants occurring. Land values are an

important indicator of rnobility as "the highest ìand values are at the

point of greatest mobilíty in the city..." (Burgess, t925, pp.58-61).

McKenzie defined "Human Ecoìogy" and out'lined the approach.

Human Ecology Ís fundamenta'lly Ínterested in the effect of
position in both time and space, upon human Ínstítutions and
ffi"ãn b-ehaviour.... These spatial relationships of human
beíngs are the products of competition and selection, and are
continuousìy in process of change as new factors enter to dis-
turb the competatï ve rel ati ons or to faci I i tate mobi 1 i ty
(McKenzie, 1925, p.63).

McKenzÍe outlined the conditions whÍch inítiate the invasion of a

new population Ínto a neighbourhood:

1. change in transportation fonns or routes;

2. physica'l obsolescence due to age, change in use or fashÍon;

3. erection of maior public or private building;

4. change Ín structure or introduction of new índustry;

5. redistribution of income of the residents due to economÍc

change;

6. real estate promotion changing the dernand for sites (McKenzie,

1925, p.75).

If the invader is offered little resistance, the nevr population

begins a process of dÍsplacement and selection which eventually drives

the majority of the former residents away. The degree of solidarity and
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type of invader will determine the strength of resistance by the resi-

dent population. The invading population will have the strongest effect

on land values and rentals. If the invasion is one of change in land

use, the vaìue of the I and í ncreases whi I e the vaì ue of the structures

decreases.

The climax of the process occurs when the domínant group is able to

withstand invasions. Structures become uniform, land values stable and

there is less eompetÍtion for 1and, housing and commerciaì space, The

resu'lt is a we'll defined neighbourhood, defined in terms of land values

with the highest land va'lues at the centre and the lowest at the

peri phery.

Berry and Kasarda reviewed and updated the concepts of the Human

Ecologísts in 1977. They pointed out that this theory divided communíty

organi zati on í nto two I evel s: a bÍ oti c I evel concerned wí th the

Darwinian competítion to survive and the cultural level concerned with

communication, consensus and moral order. These two levels are separ-

ated analytically on'ly as every community is organized símu'ltaneously on

both levels. The focus of the Human Ecologists is at the biotic level.

"Natural areas" resu'lt from the competition, division of labour and the

worki ngs of the market: central busí ness di strict, ethnic ghetto,

rooming house dÍstrict, etc. The spatial pattern is regulated by com-

petition (Barry and Kasarda, L977, pp.4-6).

In the contemporary interpretation of these ideas, Barry and

Kasarda íntroduced the importance of ínterdependence over competition in

the strugg'le to survive: "...as a population develops an effective

organization, it improves its chances of survíval in its environment"
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(Barry and Kasarda, I977, p,12). In anaìyzing neighbourhood stabiìity

and change, they considered four interdependent variables: collective

popul ati ons functi oni ng as an enti ty; the 'l evel of organi zati on or

internal structure of the population; the envíronment or external infìu-

ences including other organizations; and technology, the techniques,

too'ls and artifacts used by the popuìation. In order for change to be

cumulative, all variables must advance together (Barry and Kasarda,

t977 , pp"14-15) 
"

Hudson applied these ideas to the phenomenon of revitalization.

Again he emphasized that it was the group behaviour of like populations

adjusting to the envÍronment that created the occurrence of invasion and

succession. He assumes the initial uníformity of the population in an

area including the immigrant populations which have dominated neÍghbour-

hoods ripe for revitalization. Site modification occurs as energy is

spent renovating and restoring the housing. Maturity or the point of

stability is reached when the basic demographic characteristics remain

the same (Hudson, 1980, p.397-407).

The Human Ecologísts based their ideas on rapidly growing American

cities of the 1920s and assumed continued growth, immigration, industri-

alization and absence of planning. The market dominates and whiìe

social organìzation plays a major role in the process, they assume only

a geographic component to the behaviour of like populations. Cìearly

lacking is a po1ítical component. The next theory is concerned with

social organization from a politicaì perspèctive.

3.3 Special Interests

This theory is concerned with the suppìy side of the housing market
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postulating that various institutions and special interests dominate the

production and allocation of housing by controlling the market. This

neo-classica'l economic perspective suggests that these special interests

have simiìar obiectives, dominated by making a profit, and therefore

make decisions not in the best'interests of the residents of the neigh-

bourhood or the inner city but Ín the attempt to maximize profits and

cooperate with other powerfu'l interests, including governments.

These ideas come from a varÍety of sources. They includes Grigsby

and Rosenburg's "greedy investor" image and L.S. Bourne's "exploitation"

hypothesis. There are several scenarios.

The first concerns the role of the landlord. Landlords have the

interests of their properties in common and maintaÍn their dwellings

relative to the profit they are able to make from their tenants. Once

profits begin to decline, the landlord undermaintains his properties to

cut costs and increase profits creating substandard housing (Grigsby and

Rosenburg, 1975 , p.2A2l.

gnce the properties have decreased in vaìue and are clearìy in need

of renovatíon or redevelopment, the roles of the investors and finan-

cíers becomes important. The det,erioration of the housing stock spreads

(known as the "neíghbourhood effect") because of the limited financing

avaílabìe for renovatîons due to the finance companies' resistance to

lend money to any residents in the area due to the high risk involved.

This is known as "redlining". The consequence is the deterioration of

the neighbourhood. In a related scenarí0, Ínvestors buy up large seg-

ments of a neighbourhood they wísh to redevelop, and allow those proper-

ties to bring down the value of neighbouring properties by purposely
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undermaintaining them or tearing them down and leaving vacant lots.

This often forces homeowners to sell and allows Ínvestors to redevelop

the blocks. This process is known as "blockbusting" and involves a

"conscious plot" on the part of the interest groups to redevelop the

inner cíty as they see fit, destroy the character of neighbourhoods and

maximize profits (Bourne, 1978, p.38-42),

James Lorimer, in his book The Developers, named these interests

the "property industry" and declared that the possibility of their mono-

po'ly control of the housing industry ís very real . He added another

component to the scenario when he suggested that government agencies and

departments also could be included in the property Índustry as they have

vested interests in encouraging development especially housing starts.

The property Índustry operates as a conglomerate force due to their

shared special ínterests (LorÍmer, 1978, pp.173-185).

Jane Jacobs, irì her book The Death and Life of Great Rmerican

Cities, outlined three types of finances that shape urban change: credit

from conventional, non-government sources; government money including

tax receipts, mortgage insurance and subsidÍes; and underworld credit at

high Ínterest rates. She asserts that it is the "cataclysmic" money or

strong doses of pri vate sector or government money that domi nate change

in the city. She feels a more gradual source of money would be less

disrupting and damaging to the neighbourhoods. There are three stages

in neighbourhood decline inÍtíated by the money market: first the with-

drawal of conventional money; second the damaging affects of underworld

money; and third the cataclysmic use of government money and then con-

ventiona'l money again to rebuild the neíghbourhood. She pointed out in
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1961., that money $ras becomÍng more institutionalÍzed necessítating its

cataclysmic use (Jacobs, 1961, p.29i-310).

Jacobs alluded to the role of speciaì Ínterests ín ínfluencing

governments.

Cynics...think that pickings are made so easy nowadays for
exploitive money in cities because the Ínvestment shadow world
Iunderwor]d moneyl represents powerful Ínterests with a big
say somewhere behínd the legislative and administratÍve scenes
(Jacobs, 1961, p.316).

A final scenarío Ís that production decisions actually dictate the

deinand for housing. SmÍth outlines this process regarding the revitali-

zation of inner city neighbourhoods.

"...gentrification may be initiated in a given neÍghbourhood
by several dÍfferent actors in the land and housing market...
the process is inítiated not by the exercise of those individ-
ual consumer preferences much loved by neo-classÍcal econo-
mists, but by some form of coìlective social action at, the
neighbourhood level. The state for example, initÍated most if
not al'l early schernes.... More commonly today,... one or more
financial instítutÍons wil'l reverse a longstanding redìining
polÍcy and actively target a neíghbourhsod as a potential
market for construction loans and mortgages (Smittr, t979,
p.sa5).

ThÍs theory combines supply side perspectives that assume a strong

element of collusion on the the part of these special interests. The

next theory presents the opposing vÍew.

3.4 Consumer Preference

This approach ís based on the individual's abi'lity to make housing

and locatíonal decisÍons accordíng to hÍs own income situatÍon and his

own tastes and preferences. It is the demand for housing and the action

of the individual which domÍnate the processes of neighbourhood change.

Production decisions follow the dictates of demand, responding to the
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individual's changing requirements and tastes. The theory has two com-

ponents: economic/technical in terms of meeting advances in technology

and balancing out cost differentia'ls; and socio-cultural in terms of

changing demographic and cultural aspects.

Alonso in his Theory of the Urban Land Market, developed a static

model to explain the paradox he observed that the poor tend to live in
the centre of the city on expensive ìand while the rích tend to ìive on

the periphery on cheap land. He exp'lained this phenomenon ín terms of

the consumer ba'lancing out his costs and preferences.

A consumer, given hís income and pattern of tastes, wilì seek
to balance the costs and bother of commuting against the ad-
vantages of cheaper land with increasing distance from the
centre of the city and the satisfaction of more space for
living (Alonso, 1960, p.157).

Jane Jacobs used thÍs concept of consumer preference to explaín the

gradual rejuvenation of some slum neighbourhoods. She called the pro-

cess "unslumming" and it has relevance today regarding the revitaliza-

tion occurríng in some inner city neighbourhoods.

UnsìummÍng hínges, paradoxically, on the retention of a very
considerable part of a s'lum population wÍthin a slum. It
hi nges on whether a considerabl e number of residents and
businessmen of a slum find it both desirable and practical to
make and carry out their plans right there, or whether they
must virtually all move elsewhere (Jacobs, 1961, p.Z7Zl,

She outlined the stages of neighbourhood change in this scenario.

FÍrst there occurs a drop in the population of the area and no increases

in the number of vacancies as the resident population moves gradua'lly

i nto mi dd1 e c'l ass and choose not to I eave. Second, the nei ghbourhood

gains competence and strength as residents develop a stronger community

organizatíon. Third, there occurs a gradual neíghbourhood self-diversí-
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ficatÍon in terms of jobs, income and education of the residents

(Jacobs, 1961, pp.280-2821.

Diversíty of the resident population is an Ímportant theme in thÍs

theory as ne'i ghbourhood di versi ty impl i es i ndi vi dual choÍ ces, prefer-

ences and values. Jacobs suggested that the strongest and most success-

ful neíghbourhoods are those that generate diversity and vitatity. How-

ever, she asserts that there are several forces that inhibit thís growth

of díversity:

...the tendency for outstanding successful diversíty ín cities
to destroy itself; the tendency for massive single elements in
cities...to cast a deadenÍng influence; the tendency for popu-
lation instability to counter the growth of diversity; and the
tendency for both public and private money to either glut or
starve deve'lopment or change (Jacobs, 1961 , p.24Zl .

Hodge has linked this loss of neíghbourhood diversÍty to the pro-

cess of revitalízation.

As interest is rekind'led Ín central neíghbourhoods, rísing
prices and condominÍum conversion force many long-term resi-
dents out of theÍr housing.... When existíng residents move
voluntarily they are replaced by hígher íncome households that
are able to outbid potential replacements more similar to the
departing households. The end result...is a loss of díversíty
in neÍghbourhood (Hodge, 1980, p.187).

This símilarity in behavÍour of residents of different income

groups have created some doubts over the "independent" actÍons of índi-

viduals. Smith has challenged and refined some of the prernises of con-

sumer preference startÍng with questioníng its va'lidity as the dominant

theory expl ai ni ng revi taì í zati on.

Popul ar among reví taì Í zati on theori sts i s the noti on that
young, usually professional, middle class people have changed
thei r I i festyl e. . . . Thus wi th the trend towards fewer
children, postponed marriages and a fast rísing divorce rate,
younger homebuyers and renters are trading in the tarníshed
dream of their parents for a new dream defined in urban rather
than suburban terms (Smith, 1979, p.538).
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Smith cítes economic choices that are beÍng made in favour of the

ìnner city incìuding such reasons as rising commuting costs and hÍgh

costs of neþr housíng versus renovating. But lÍke Jacobs, he asserts

that the evidence indicates that the back to the city movement is

centered on capital rather than peopìe and that it is often the long

term residents who are investing in their neighbourhoods. He feels that

consumer preference has a role to play ín the revita'lizatíon of neigh-

bourhoods but feels that it has been over emphasized:

...consumer preference and demand are of primary importance Ín
determi ni ng the fi nal form and character of revi tal i zed
areas. . . ( Smi th , L979, p.540) .

Smith's concern for the role of capitaì in directíng neighbourhood

change is the perspective taken Ín the next theory.

3.5 Capi tal Accumul ati on

This neo-MarxÍst perspective is based on a crítique of neo-c'lassi-

cal perspectives which assume a simu'ltaneous adjustment of buyers and

sellers ín the housing market. Similar to special Interests, thís

theory postulates that the role of institutions in manipulating capital

to serve their own profit oriented interests, is the major determÍnant

of urban form and condition. This control over capítal has three

aspects: demand for housing is created and manipulated; hÍgh cost hous-

ing ís promoted and low cost housing ígnored; and government interven-

tions favour and promote capita'l accumulatíon and monopoly control of

the housing market. ThÍs perspective takes Special Interests theory one

step further by linking social class to access to housing: the "under-

c1ass", those not gíven access to the ruling institutions, are purposeìy
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exploit,ed and limited in their housing choices by the controlled work-

ings of the market system. It is based on Grigsby and Rosenburg's

"exploitive system" image and Bourne's "exploitation" hypothesis.

David Harvey in Social Justice and the City has presented a compre-

hensive critique of the political economic system and provided the

foundation which other theorists have built on. He states that the

capitalist market economy, "exerts a'lmost tyrannical control" over alI

aspects of private and social ìife. Land use decisions are dictated by

the monopo'lístic power of private property and, " can on'ly be understood

in terms of the genera'l processes whereby society is pushed down some

path. . .by an evol vi ng market system" (Harvey, 1973, p.190) . These

general processes can be understood once the basic premises of this

theory are outlined.

Guterbock, r{ho compared both the "Marxist and plura'l istic"

approaches to urban revitalization, stated the "coroìIary assumptions"

of this perspective:

1. the state serves the interests of the ruling class;

2. economic growth serves the interest of a few;

3. processes of change in urban spatial structure are managed by

elites so as to perpetuate existing ínequalities and enhance

possÍbilities for exploitation of the have-nots;

4. developing capital is the moving force behind all urban change-

i ndi vi dual i ni ti ati ve and col I ecti ve acti on, "vol untari st

mechanísms" (Molotch, t979) are fruÍtless as ìong as the basic

nature of society remains unchanged (Guterbock,1980, p.431),

I,lol f e, Drover and Skel ton expounded on these i deas i n a Canadi an
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context in their paper: "Inner Cíty Real Estate Activity in Montreal:

Institutíonal Characteristics of Decline". They observed that the

housing market does not operate as a homogeneous whole and questioned

the neo-classical assertions that djfferential rent, the excess of

return over production costs, ís the a'llocative device in the housing

market: "if ground rent is determined by monopoly condítions, it is

probably an Ínadequate mechanism for assuring choice, efficiency or

equíty" (1,'lolfe, Drover and Skelton, 1.980, p.352).

They outlined the role of capital in the allocation of housing by

explaining that the physical arrangement of society is due to three

aspects. First is the capÍtalist mode of productíon which creates

demand, promotes high cost housing and allows for further capital

accumulation. Government intervention nerely favours productive capit-

al. The examples they cite are expressvrays whích promote automobile

production more than satisfy individual preferences, and low cost inner

city housing which benefits industria'l capÍtal by keeping wages low,

The second aspect Ís social class whích as Harvey explained he'lps to

define eligibílity or access to the institutions financia'l1y responsible

for housing (mortgage lenders, financiers for renovations, etc,).

Therefore poor quality ínner city housing is defined as hÍgh risk and

low capital cost (Harvey, t9741. The state is the third aspect which

whi I e promoti ng capi tal accumul ati on a'l so mai ntai ns soci al order.

0'Connor i n Fi scal Cri si s of the State has outl i ned thi s aspect

(0'Connor, 1973). Further capitaì accumulation is encouraged by the

state advancing capital at subsídized or below average rates, by the

reduction of land costs al'lowing land assembly and the provision of tax
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concessions to production interests (lrlolfe, Drover and Skelton,1980,

pp.353-354).

Smíth has developed this approach relative to the process of revit-

alization. His paper, "Toward a Theory of Gentrification" attempts to

evaluate all major economic theories of revitalizatíon and develops his

ot{n "rent gap" theory whích is based on work by Harvey and other neo-

Marxíst theorists.

Smith observes that housing costs decrease due to the advances Ín

the productivity of housing (new building techniques), and housing

values decrease wíth the general physÍcal decline of housing condi-

tions. Some areas remaÍn stable íf major repairs are done. However,

more commonly, after owners experience the Ínítial depreciation, they

are likely to sel'l out and seek a safer investment. If repairs are not

made, the dwelling like'ly converts to a rental unit. Undermaintenance

is a reasonable response as investment will likely be more profitable

elsewhere. l,lith deterÍoratíng conditions, no landìord wants to invest

more than is necessary to maíntain the present revenue flow. The neigh-

bourhood experiences an outflow of capíta'l as fÍnanciers cut off credit

and abandonment could occur as the final resu'lt of this process of

decl í ne (Smi th, 1,979, pp.540-5421 .

Revitalization occurs after "physícal deterioration and economic

depreciatíon" of the housíng stock reaches an extent that capítal rein-

vestment becomes a logÍcal market response. According to the rent gap

theory, thÍs potential for reÍnvestment only occurs when depreciation

reaches such an extent thät developers can purchase the'land cheaply,

redevelop or renovate it and profit from their actíons. Smith states:
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...gentrification Ís not a chance occurrance or an inexplic-
abl e reversa'l of some i nevi tab'le f i I teri ng process. 0n the
contrary, it is to be expected. The depreciation of capital
in the nineteenth century inner city neïghbourhoods, together
with continued urban growth during the first half of the twen-
tieth century, have combíned to produce condition in which
profitabìe reinvestment ís possible. If this rent gap theory
of gentrification is correct, it would be expected that
rehabilÍtation began where the gap was greatest and the high-
est returns avaíìable, ie. in neighbourhoods particularly
close to the city centre and in neÍghbourhoods where the
sequence of declining values had pretty much run íts course
( Smi ttr , L97 9, p .546 ) .

From t,his microeconomic approach concerned with the specific work-

ings and manipulations of the supply and demand of housing in the inner

city, we move to a macroeconomic perspectÍve, concerned with the broad

natíonal and international forces shaping the form of the inner city

nei ghbourhood.

3.6 Extra-Urban Forces

This broad economic and socia'l approach combines three general

forces: natíonal and world economic conditions, national and provincial

pol i ci es and natí onal demographi c changes whi ch ei ther di rectly or

indÍrect'ly affect the Ínner city neighbourhood. This theory emphasizes

the unintended effects of these forces which historically have not

benefitted the inner cíty area. Recently, however, there Ís evidence

that urban policies are now aiding the new middle class "whitepainters"

and spurrring the revitalization of some inner city neighbourhoods. This

approach ís based on L.S. Bourne's "unintended polícy" and "structural

change" hypotheses.

Bourne suggests that many federal poìicies sínce

l.lar have either purposely or unknowÍngly encouraged s'l

¡iÌf,$
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commercial decentralization of the city. SuburbanÍzation is the process

resulting from the blatant favoritism given to suburban development by

governments over ínner city development. For example, federal transpor-

tation policies have favoured highway and expressway construction pro-

viding easy access to the central business district fro¡n the suburbs.

Housing policies have favoured suburban growth through subsidies to both

suppliers and purchasers of homes. In some cases tax policies have

forced cities to depend heavily on the property tax, encouraging devel-

opment outside urban municipal boundarÍes where property tax rates are

lower. Immigration and agricultural policies have affected mÍgration to

the cities changing their growth patterns (Bourne, L978, pp.36-39).

0'Connor emphasizes the changes Ín the national economy which,

aíded by federal policies, have had a detrÍmental effect. The recession

of the economy wÍth high unemployment rates coupled with the decentrali-

zation of industry and limited access to low income housing have trapped

the "underclass" in many inner city neíghbourhoods. The fiscal crisis

of cities has meant high inner city property tax rates, increasing

demand for often declining social and recreational servíces and increas-

ing competition between the inner city and suburban areas for a limited

tax base (0'Connor, 1973, pp.198-200). In 1970, American urban policy

was defined as follows.

The Congress...declares...that the nationa'l urban growth
poìicy should (1) favor patterns of urbanization and economic
deveìopment and stabilizatÍon which offer a range of alterna-
tive locations...(3) help reverse trends of migration and
physical growth, (4) treat comprehensively the problems of
poverty and employment associated with disorderly urbanization
and rural decline (Housing and Urban Deve'lopment Act of 1970,
Section 702).
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Barely a decade later, belÍefs about the nature of change
appear to have reversed, however, and along wÍth them the
opinìons on apparent growth directions to be promoted and the
corrective actions to be taken (Berry, 1979, p.21.

Pierce and Hagstrom point out that there was a dístinct national

urban polÍcy shÍft in the mÍd to late seventies. Carter announced it
was tÍme, "to stop encouraging competítive suburban growth" (PÍerce and

Hagstrom, 1981, p.143). This came about due to:

the growi ng rea'l i zati on by ci ty of f i cia'l s that unfettered
urban developrnent, often subsidized through government housing
and highway programs, has been a chief reason for urban
declÍne (pierce and Hagstrom, 1981., p.149).

Carter outlined the nerv orientation in the Urban and Regional

Po'licy Group's 1978 report: "A New Partnership to Conserve Ameríca's

Communíties: A National Urban Policy". He stated:

...if the Administration is to help citíes revita'lize, eìimin-
ate sprawl, support the return of the middle class to central
areas, improve housing conditions of the urban poor, it must
Íncrease the production of housÍng, rehabílitatíon of existÍng
housing for middle class groups in cities... revÍtalization
over new development (Berry, t979, p.3).

In Canada, Hill and McClain observed that some federal polÍcies

aímed at improving inner cíty housíng conditions for the residents (eg.

Neighbourhood Improvement Program and Residential RehabÍ'litatíon Assis-

tance Program) have, unlike the UnÍted States, "significant'ly helped the

few remai ni ng homeowners and smal I renta'l property owners retaí n thei r

residences" How long they will be able to remaín "is still a questÍon"

(Hill and McClaÍn,1982, p.3). The authors also state that recent public

funding of Ínner city areas may be reversing the patterns of decline

prevalent in the preceding decades and that this is likely detrimental

to suburban areas where many programs should now be directed.
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The development and support of inner-city environmental con-
cerns, neighbourhood improvement programs, renewal of water-
front areas and industrial conversions came as much from the
net{ settlers as it did from existing residents. The results
may welì have been a misallocation of government priorities
and mísdirection of public funding in the hopes that improved
inner-city residential neighbourhoods would improve the social
conditions for exísting resÍdents or that suburban land
development would provide new alternatives (HÍll and McClain,
1982, p.6).

A final aspect to this theory ís the effect on neighbourhoods of

changing nationaì demographic characteristics including low birth rates,

declining household size and increasing number of single person house-

holds. These effects are felt sirnÍ1arly in all neighbourhoods but most

significantly in older inner city areas as such patterns as decìining

popu'lation densitíes affect ìong established businesses and services.

National policies and econornic and social changes affect the rela-

tionships between landlords and tenants . Their particular responses to

conditions affect neighbourhood stability and these ideas are explored

ín the next theory.

3.7 Landlord-Tenant Relations

This theory, a'lthough limited in its scope, Ís important because

its focus is on neighbourhood stabitity and the actíons that maintain Ít
rather than on neíghbourhood decline or revitalization. The main pre-

mise is that a good understanding between landlord and tenant which is a

function of economÍc conditions, ethnicíty and the size of the dwelling

structure, can allow the maintenance of a good stock of inexpensive

housing and a strong community. There are many pressures on a neigh-

bourhood to break these non-economic ties between landlord and tenant.
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The greatest pressure is that of redevelopment. This approach also has

a strong ethnic component as the reìations between landlord and tenant

depend upon a cultura'l bond or trust. If this bond is broken, the rela-

tions become strictly economic and usually the rent íncreases. This

theory is largely the work of Solomon and Vande'll who call it "dual

theory", because of the dual reìationship which can exist between land-

lord and tenant.

These ideas are related to Grigsby and Rosenburg's "spatia'l concen-

tration of low income families", "problem families" and "greedy

investors" images which all emphasize the poor relations between land-

lord and tenant. In the "spatíal concentration of low íncome families"

ít is the concentratíon of residents into a ghetto situation which leads

to decline. "Problem families" speìl the decline of their neighbour-

hoods by their irresponsib'le behavíour towards their dwellings. "Greedy

í nvestors" mi I k al I they can out of the I ow í ncome resi dents and

gradually undermaintain their structures so it will become profitab'le to

redevelop their sites (Grigsby and Rosenburg, I975, pp.195-210).

Solomon and Vandell outlined three "competing behavioral hypo-

theses" which explaÍn the differing behavíour between landlord and

tenant according to an orthodox economic perspective, a radícal neo-

Marxist perspective and their "dual" perspective (solomon and Vandell,

tg9?, p.B3).

Under the orthodox economÍc perspective whích would ìikely ínclude

Grigsby and Rosenburgs'images, landìords and tenants have an arms

length business-'like relationship involving a formal lease and a supply

and demand rent level. Tenants are selected on their probable ability
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to pay the rent as landlords are concerned with maxímÍzing profits.

Landlords will rehabilitate only if the marginal revenue due to rehabil-

itat,ion will exceed the margínaì cost of rehabÍlitation. Financing

involves searching for the lowest possible interest rate of perfectìy

mobÍle capital.

Under the radical neo-Marxist perspective, landlords and tenants

have a por{er relationshíp creatíng conflict. Monopoìy rents exploit the

tenants who are selected as the most disorganized, powerless, non-vocal

(eìderly, mix of backgrounds, ages, ethnic origins) to minimize any

attempts at organizatíon". Landlords are absentee and wealthy and maxi-

mize monopoly rents through the maintenance of their pov{er relation-

ships. They undermaintaín their dwellings to keep housing in short

suppìy and will only upgrade to displace old tenants with higher income

tenants. Property owners and financiers cooperate thereby controlling

the market and a'l 
'lowi ng for the expì oi tatÍ on of I ow i ncome resi dents .

Large absentee landlords do not have to seek loans and owner-occupants

and sma'll owners are redlined or must obtaÍn financíng at monopoly

rates. This is much like Capital Accumulation Theory.

"Dual Theory" suggests "recÍprical, personal, sociaì" relatíonships

between landlord and tenant, the absence of a formal lease, negotiated

responsÍbilities (eg. tenant paints and does minor repairs),and the

landlord's objective is good congeniaì relations with his tenants.

Rents are below market "because of reciprocity and concern with homo-

genity (sic) and satÍsfaction". Landlords seek tenants with simílar

background who are friend'ly and compatible. Landlords are owners, smalì

scale business amateurs who are unsophisticated in accounting procedures
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and "measures of profitability". Rehabílitation ís largely an non-

economic decision based on desire to upgrade neighbourhood and appear-

ances. Financing comes from the famÍly budget and not from capital

markets. The landlord lÍkes to feel he "owns the place".

Neighbourhood stability is maintained by an understanding between

landlord and tenant who operate in a "peasant economy" outside normal

market forces. The system breaks down Ìf the property is sold to a new

landlord incompatible with the community, or if undesirable tenants do

not maintain their part of the bargain or if there are rapid changes in

the local economy which force the landlord into national capital mar-

kets. The result of the breakdown wou'ld likely be hígher rents, poorer

maintenance and tenants who are less committed to the property. Eventu-

ally the neighbourhood wou'ld decline and be redeveìoped (Solomon and

Vandell,1982, p.83).

Resídent behaviour and ethnic ties are important components to

neighbourhood change largely ignored by other theorists. The next

theory concentrates on ethnicity in terms of the cultural isolation and

discrimination that may create unique yet unsett'led neighbourhoods.

3.8 Cul tural Isol ation

This theory encompasses the Ídeas that it is cu]tural and ethnic

differences whích can lead to prejudices and exp'loitation of minority

groups by the established social groups. These ethníc and cultural

minorities either congregate to "like" neighbourhoods by choice or are

forced into ghetto situations by low íncome and prejudice ín the housing

markets. These minority groups can include ímmigrants from non-English
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speaking countries, migrants from non-urbanized areas, non-white racial

groups, low income eìderly peopìe, single-parent families and alternate

tifestyte groups such as hippies, gâVS, etc. l'lhile ìow income is

usually the common denominator of all these groups, it is their social

position in society which a'llows for discrimination and exploítation of

their situations. Some groups may not be low income and their cultural

and ethnic contrÍbution to the cíty may be appreciated, however, it ís

theír cultural ísolation which keeps them apart and creates unique

neighbourhoods often in poor condition with high crime rates and social

probl ems.

Thís approach is rooted in American experience where Black and

Hispanic ghettos have been studied for decades. Grigsby and Rosenburg's

"expìoitive system" and "racial iscriminatíon" images consider the dis-

crimination and exploitation of minorities and disadvantaged inner city

residents. L.S. Bourne's "fiscal crisis and the underclass" and "con-

flict" hypotheses concentrate on the segregation and isolation of these

groups.

Banfield has blamed low income groups for their problems, observing

that they are, ". . .present orÍented. .. and governed by impuì se"

( Banfi el d, t97 4 , p.62 ) . Harvey, ôs noted i n Capi ta'l Accumul ati on,

explains that, "...social class helps to define eligíbiìÍty or access to

those institutions which are financiaìly responsible for housing..."

(Harvey, 1974). Both acknowledge the importance of social class and

income in neighbourhood condition.

I n Canada thi s vi ew has particul ar rel evance regardi ng Nati ve

Indians and immígrant groups. Canadian inner cities have sínce World
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Har II been dominated by minority groups, although this may be changing

rapidìy. Bourne suggests that these groups are forced into cultural

isolation by a systematic exploitation and by uncertainty, disorganiza-

tion and conflict from within their own groups. Such patterns as high

death rates, high occunance of disease, inadequate social services, high

unempìoyment, high críme rates and economic uncertaÍnty create condi-

tíons similar to those in the Third World (Bourne,1978, p.49). Downs

observes that these conditions, often exaggerated by the middle classes,

keep these neighbourhoods segregated and encourage suburbani zation

(Downs, 1970 , pp.29-37) .

As is often the case, the Canadian situation is not as extreme as

the American. However, the influx of Native Indians ínto cities such as

Regína and l,{innipeg have created neighbourhood conditions comparable to

that in the United States. The Institute of Urban Studies has docu-

mented that 30% of the tota'l population of l,linnipeg is now Native Indian

and that these househol ds move frequently i ndi catÍ ng í nstabi'l i ty,

ínadequate housing or forced moves (McKee et al.,1979, pp.24-25\. Hill

and McClain outlÍned in Redefining the Inner City the reasons Native

Indians come to the cities.

Native Canadians come to the ínner city in hopes of employ-
ment, better housing and more opportunity for their chi'ldren.
Because of the lack of support services and, sometimes, a lack
of confidence whÍch prevents them from stepping beyond their
own community in the inner city, some opportunities are cut
off. 0f all the settlers in the inner city, native people are
frequent'ly the most isolated and experience greater problems
of adjustment while living under extreme hardshÍp (Hitt and
McClain, 1982, p.6).

Often a ìarge proportíon of the inner city's popuìatíon is elder-

ly. In L976, t,{innÍpeg had the highest concentration of eìderly in the
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inner city compared to all CanadÍan Cities and its housing stock was in

the second worse condition (McKee et al.,1979, p.10). McClain and Hill

observe that the elderly stay in the inner city because of strong

cu'ltural ties, famil iarity, 'lack of family ties, social service

dependencies or because they have no other alternatives (Hill and

McCl ai n, 1982, p.4) .

Ethnic and cultural values are also the prÍncipal determinant of

neighbourhood change ín the last theory, outlÍned next.

3.9 Social Movement

Thís theory concentrates on the importance of similar social values

in the revitalization of inner city areas and in many ways indicates a

complementary víew to Cultural Isolation. l,lhile the previous theory was

concerned with the ísolating effects of mÍnority cu'ltures, thÍs approach

emphasizes the changÍng preferences of a new middle class. Their tastes

and I i festyl es are not governed by economÍc factors but rather by

concerns for quality of life. This approach differs from Consumer

Preference i n terms of tastes and val ues which are col I ecti veìy

determined rather than individually determined.

Allen has noted that the revitalization process has undertones of

ideo'logy and utopia. The nevr residents of the inner cíty are middle

income, anti-suburban and pro-urban wíth a taste for cultural diversity

and pluralism. Hhile Allen thÍnks the new settlers may be romantically

distorted, he states that they, "are trend-setters, the tastemakers, and

perhaps the harbi ngers of a wi der soci al movement" ( Al I en, 1980 ,

p.409). The new residents are attracted to the inner city for precisely
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the reasons the old mÍddle class residents left in Culturaì Isolation:

social diversity of c1ass, âgê, status and sexual orientation. Allen

suggests there are three reasons behind the revÍtalization movement:

practical reasons determined by economic considerations, preferentiaì

reasons determined by choices of lifestyle and ideologÍca1 reasons based

in values origÍnating in the 1960s: communal lÍving, acceptance of non-

conformists and particípation in social movements (R'llen, 1980, p.412).

The chi I dren of the 1960s have grovrn up and are now the nelr mi ddl e

cl ass.

Smith has outlined the changing socia'l and demographic characteris-

tics reflectíng the new lifestyìes: fewer children, postponed marriages

and rising divorce rate (Smith, L979, p.538). In his arguments against

consumer preference, he stated the case for this theory.

If cultural choice and consumer preference really explain gen-
trifÍcatÍon, thÍs amounts eíther to the hypothesis that indi-
vidual preferences change in unison not only natÍonally but
i nternati onal ly. . .or that the overri dÍ ng constrai nts are
strong enough to obliterate the individuality implied in con-
sumer preference. If the latter is the case, the concept of
consumer preference is at best contradictory: a process first
conceived in terms of indivídual consumption preference has
now to be explaíned as resu'lting from cultural uni-dimension-
ality. The concept can be rescued as theoretically viable
only if it is used to refer to collective social preference,
not individual preference (Smith, 1979, p.540).

David Ley in "Ideology of Livability", commented on the emergence

of a libera'l reform party ín Vancouver that was based in these values.

It Ithe liberal reform party] institutionalized the values of
a social movement of professionals and senior white col'lar
workers who were drawn towards i ssues of meaní ng and qual Í ty
of experÍence in urban life- Maslow's higher needS.... Wher-
ever scarcity is becomÍng social rather than material, the
promise of an enhance quality to consumption in an envÍronment
designed to maxÍmÍze livability wÍ11 lead to a predictable
market response (Ley, 1980, p.7).
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Ley observes that in contemporary post-industrial cities, white

collar workers dominate blue collar workers bringing an emphasis on con-

sumption and amenity rather than work. This means that patterns of con-

sumption come to dictate patterns of product,ion and, "guide central land

use decisions" (Ley, 1978, p.11).

hlhile this movement has been actively encouraged by many urban

munícipalit,ies because of purported increased tax bases, lowered crime

rates, preserved housing stock and improved neighbourhood stability,

Julia Weston has outlined the disadvantages:

...because it a'lso leads to increasing competition for inner-
city housing, more and more urban planners are beginning to
question the assumption that t,he movement is necessarily
socíaìly progressíve. Some of the costs that are noþr beÍng
realized are: the displacement of previous residents due to
sudden large Íncreases in rents or property taxes; the decon-
version of multi-unit structures into'lower densíty units,
resulting in a net'loss in the number of housÍng unÍts in the
cíty; and higher costs for improved municipa'l services
demanded by the new, arti cul ate mi ddle cl ass resi dents
(Weston, 1982, p.11).

EvÍdence of this type of social movement in a neighbourhood will be

apparent from the demographic characteristics, the physical characteris-

tics and the emerging problems, as identified by Weston.

This concludes the outline of these theories. The following chap-

ters interpret these ideas in three neighbourhoods ín the Inner City of

Toronto. Following these interpretations, these theories are evaluated

Ín terms of their appl icabil íty to the neighbourhoods studÍed and

critiqued regarding their ìimitations and usefulness in explainÍng the

evidence of neighbourhood change.
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CHAPTER 4

SOUTH PARKDALE

The neighbourhood of South Parkdale is a clearly delineated area

located in the south-west of the Inner City of Toronto. It is bounded

by Queen Street to the north, Dufferin Street tc the east and the

Gardiner Expressway and Canadian National Raí'lway mainline to the south

and west. Map 3 indicates the location of South Parkdale in the Inner

Cíty of Toronto. Map 3A provides a detailed look at the neighbourhood.

Historically it has developed from a separate village to an exclu-

sive suburb with a rural and lakeshore setting to an inner cÍty neigh-

bourhood with diverse and unique characterÍstics. Today it is a neigh-

bourhood of contrasts. It enioys a physically attractive setting on low

bluffs above the lake, but is cut off from the lake by the very busy

Gardiner expressyray and the CN nainlíne. It is an area of huge old

Victorían homes, some well preserved, others renovated in a modern style

but many are run down boarding houses. It has a stable resident popula-

tíon, politically conservative, which is usua'lly at odds with the newer,

prímari ly I ow i ncome resi dents who are of t,en po1 i ti ca'l ly radi cal . The

Queen Street Mental. Health Clinic is located near the area and South

Parkdale provides inexpensíve singìe household housing for many of the

out-patients who are often alÍenated and unemployed. The presence of

several group homes in the area ís a contentious issue with many of the

residents. South Parkdale also supports a varied immigrant population.

Queen Street provides the main commerciaJ activíty and is in distinct
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decìine. To the north and west is a relatively stable and well-to-do

neighbourhood bordering High Park. To the north-east is a stable low

income neighbourhood. To the east is an industrÍal area with railway

yards and to the south east is the Canadian National Exhibition grounds

with an annual fair and continuous sports events. Parkdale is about a

twenty mÍnute streetcar ride from downtown Toronto.

The major sources of infonmation on South Parkdale include Census

of Canada statÍstics and neíghbourhood studies Trends and Planning

Goals: South Parkdale (1976), South Parkdale Commercial Study (1977\,

Toronto Planning Atlas ti9B0) and Neighbourhood Plan Proposals: South

Parldale (1983) both published by the City of Toronto Planning and

Devel opment Department.

4.1 Characteri stics

Table 3 provides information on the characteristics of South

Parkdale based on Census of Canada statístics for 1971 and 1981.

Populat,ion: The population has declined moderately between t97L

and 1981, (-3.0%) although the population loss was greater in the ent,ire

inner city of Toronto (-6.5%). The population of the neÍghbourhood had

been Íncreasing up until 1971 and now appears to have stabilÍzed.

The populatìon of South Parkdale Ín 1971 was 19,140, repre-
sent,ing a total increase of 40% over the 20 year perÍod 1951-
t971. This increase occurred primaríly between 1956 and 1966
and the population has by and large remaíned stabìe since then
(City of Toronto Planníng Board, t976, p.35).

There are far less children in the area compared to the inner city,

but their numbers are not decliníng as rapidly as in the inner city.

The number of elderly is comparabìe for both areas and their numbers are
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TABLE 3 Characteristics of South Parkda'le, Inner City of Toronto

1971, 1981

Vari abl e South Parkda'le Inner City

Year t97 I 1981 197 1 198 1

PopulatÍon (% of IC) 19,140(3.0%) 1.8,561(3.1%) 642,290 600,687

Age groups:
I ess than 1.9

65 and over

Hou sehol ds :
number
average size

Average househol d
i ncome

Educati on:
less than grade 9
uni versi ty

Type of Dwelìing:
sÍng1e detached
apartments

Dwel I i ngs:
ovJner-occupi ed

Room per dwe'll i ng

Average annual rent

20%
rl%

6950
2.6

$8,401

3I%
5%

7%

84%

t0%

4.1

$1620

L9"Á

L2%

8775
2.0

3895
2.0
1.0

28%
L0%

221,060
3.2

42%
6%

45%

22%

43%

43%

5"2

$1438

24%
1,2%

234,080
2.6

NA

NA

NA

22%
46%

43%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

$10,104 NA

Famí I i es:
number
famÍly size
child/famíly

Born outside Canada 24%

4190
2.6
0.9

159
3.2
1.3

137,600
3.0
L.2

807

NA

6%

86%

8%

NA

NA

N0TE: 1981 figures were taken from advance census data, hence not all
informatÍon was available when this research was carríed out.

Source: Statistics Canada: 1971, 1981 Census of Canada
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i ncreasi ng moderateìy.

Average household size Ís significantly smaller in South Parkda'le

and is declining genera'lly throughout the CMA. The number of households

has increased from 6950 Ín 1971 to 8775 in 1981. This indicates an

Íncrease in apartment unÍts and conversion of singìe famíly houses into

multi-unit dwellings. South Parkdale remains an neíghbourhood with one

of the híghest popu'lation densities ín the city (CÍty of Toronto

Planning and Development Department, 1983, p.27).

Mobi'lity of the population can be measured by migration and immi-

gration into and out of the area. In t97I, migrants (defíned by

Statistics Canada as persons 5 years and older whose place of residence

was outside the municipalÍty 5 years previously) made up 35% of the

populatÍon and immigrants (residents born outside Canada but not

necessarí1y mígrants) made up 42% of the population (City of Toronto

Planning Board, 1976, pp.36-45).

0verall educational attainment was hígher in South Parkdale ín 1971

than in the inner city as a whole with only 31% of the populatíon with

less than grade 9 compared with 42% for the inner city. University

graduates made up 5% of the population ín South Parkdale and 6% of the

popuìatíon of the inner city.

Socio-economic Status: South Parkdale average household income

figures from Table 3 indÍcate a lower income level than in the inner

cÍty area as a whole. There is little reason to expect thÍs pattern has

changed as in L977, a report on commercial activity in the area observed

that, "income levels had faìlen and the number of discount or second-

hand stores had íncreased dramatically...(City of Toronto P'lanning Board
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L977, p.221. The unemp'loyment rate was 8% in 1976 compared withT% for

Toronto and 66% of the workíng ìabour force worked wÍthin the boundaries

of the City of Toronto (roughly comparable to the inner city area),

(Ctty of Toronto Planning and Development Department, 1980, pp. 96-98).

The results of a 1.975 housing survey stated:

,..the Íncome and employment sÍtuation of certain sectíons of
the resident labour force in South Parkdale has deteriorated
in recent years. 0f the residents intervÍewed in the 1975
survey, 25o/o noted some form of assistance as their primary
source of income. In 20% of the househo'lds interviewed, no
one vlas employed. This trend could be a signifÍcant aspect of
the apparent I ocal i nstabi I i ty ( Ci ty of Toronto P'l anni ng

Board, L976, p.50).

Empìoyment breakdowns for 1976 indicate about 3% of the total

employment involved in retail actívíties,5% in office functions,69% in

factory and warehouse jobs and 23% ín other activitÍes (City of Toronto

Planning and Development Department, 1980, pp.82-90).

Census data indicates that South Parkdale had a low car ownership

ratÍo relatíve to the rest of the city. In 1971, 46% of the households

had one or more cars compared to 56% for the ci ty of Toronto and 77% for

Metropo'litan Toronto (CÍty of Toronto Planning Department, 1976, p.82).

Family Status: Fewer children than the inner city area, decìÍning

househoìd size and increasing number of households in South Parkdale has

already been establíshed under population characteristics. The number

of families has remained faírly stable (4190 in 1971 and 3895 in 1981)

and famÍly size in 19Bl was 2.0 persons per farni'ly compared to 3.0 for

the Inner City. The number of children per family increased slightly to

1 from 0.9 over the ten year períod. In 1981, 49% of the residents were

sÍngìe, higher than the CMA, 38% married, much lower than the CMA, 8%



widowed and 6% divorced, both hígher than the CMA
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( 1981 Census of

Ethni ci ty: Aìthough dominated by residents of British 0rigin and

English mother tongue, South Parkdale has a varied ethnic composition.

In L97L there þrere significant Asian, French, German, polish and

ukrainÍan groups and Ìn 1981, chinese, French, German and portugese

languages were identified as the mother tongues by about I0% of the

residents. Other Ethnic groups identified ín a recent survey ínclude,

"native Indians, native Black canadians and l.lest Indians" (city of

Toronto P'lannÍng Board, t976, p.36). In 1971,2q1" of the population was

born outsÍde canada compared to 45% for the inner city of Toronto.

Communi 0rganÍzation: The residents of South parkdale are sptit
into two dístinct political groups: resídent homeowners with common

ínterests and concerns and traditional values, and neh, arriva'ls and

tenants who are general 1y poorly organized, subjected to socia]

tensions and politically radical. The extremes of wealth and poverty,

prÍvileged and underprivileged, eìegant homes and s'lum dwellings have

split the neighbourhood. Moreover, the overwhelming image is that of

despai r:

Today, south Parkda]e brings to mind psychíatric patients
iettisoned from Queen Street's mental hearth facility'who are'left to fend for themselves. underneath this troubled pubìic
surface is a .simiìarly tumultous po1Ítical reality. A"long-
standing clash of intenests and ideoìogÍes - the 'jtwo dÍffei-
ent worlds" of parkda]e...makes accord on any of the com-
munity's issues seem more remote stil t (elbUe and Mail ,
January 15, 1983, p. 7).

AccordÍng to the 1976 neighbourhood study, the resident homeowners

are a "cohesive communÍty.., with similar interests" (City of Toronto
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Planníng Board, L976, p.741. The South Parkda]e Residents AssociatÍon

defends theír interests and recentìy successfully prevented any neþ,

group homes from being established in the area through a zoníng vari-

ance. They are concerned that group homes and single fami'ly dwelling

conversions to multi-unit, illegal (according to building codes)

"bachelorette" apartments are havÍng a negative impact on property

values. The tenants and migrants are a heterogeneous group and a number

of communíty services and organizations attempt to serve their needs.

The r976 neighbourhood report notes that, "...the communities that are

emerging seem to be based on specÍfic interests or needs of those ìiving

close rather than sinrply geographic location" (City of Toronto p'lanning

Board, 1976, p.78). The Parkdale þlorking Group on Bachelorettes and the

Parkdale Tenants Associatíon are the major organizations established to

serve their needs. Some 'local ethnÍc groups have established servíce

organÍzations. In general the largest group of residents, the tenants,

are poorly organízed.

As a result of these perceíved prob'lems, (noise, molestation,
loud noÍsy tenants, winos) tne diversíty of interests and the
recent arrival of many residents, the south parkdale community
Ís unorganized and therefore seems unable to Ínitiate and sus-
tain the process of reso'lving neíghbourhood problems (city of
Toronto Planning Board, L976, p.78).

The neíghbourhood is divided along lines of income, ethnicity,

tenure and lifestyle.

Physical Conditions: A general survey of South Parkdale indicates

an agi ng housi ng stock, a'lmost al I pre-T,,lor]d war I I, mostly ín fai r to

good condition, some renovated and many needing improvements: "many 2-3

storey houses have been allowed to deteriorate to the extent that exten-
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sive repairs or renovatÍons seem needed"(City of Toronto planning and

Development Department, 1983, p.31). It is generaìly an architectura]ly

attractive area with large Victorian houses, many converted into board-

Ìng houses or more recentìy, "bacheìorettes", self-contained basically

one room apartments, The bachelorettes are hetping to maíntain the

reìatively hígh population density and íncrease the number of house-

holds. While dwellings housing bache'lorettes may not be ín poor condi-

tíon, the cramped living condítions and mÍnimal maintenance may deveìop

severe physical problems. Apartment blocks are mostly 10-20 years old,

in good conditÍon and concentrated in the centre of the neíghbourhood.

The poorest housing conditions are on the eastern síde of the neighbour-

hood, with gradual improvement toward the western sÍde. }lhitepaÍntÍng

is sporatic and not as extensive as in other neighbourhoods in Toronto

that are as architecturally attractive.

HousÍ n land Costs: Average house prices for the general area

Índicate a pattern of lower house prices in South parkdale relative to
the whole region (CMA). For example the average residentíal price of all
houses sold in 1965 was 917,448 Ín the area of South parkdaìe compared

to $20,213 for the regíon. By 1983, the average price was g94,44g in

South Parkdale compared to $102,524 for the regíon (Toronto Real Estate

Board,1965,1983). suzanne Das Gupta, of a local Real Estate company,

Darrell Kent, suggested that the buíldíng of the GardÍner Expressway in

the mid-1950s caused property values to fall below that of the city
average. As well the fact that south parkdale is made up largely of bíg

houses brÍngs the average price up relative to the smaller overall cíty
house size. There is a lÍmíted market for these dweilings.
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Tenure: From Table 3, it is clear that in South Parkdale ovrner-

occupancy Ís yery'low at B% of all dwellings in 1981 and declining.

This indicates that rentaì apartments made up g2% of the dweì'lings in

1981. These figures do not compare with the Inner City where owner-

occupíed dwellings made up 43% of the total and had not changed over the

ten year period. Single detached dwellÍngs declined from 7 to 6% of the

tota'l by 1981 while apartments increased their share of the dwellÍngs

from 84 to 86% of the total. In the Inner Gity of Toronto single

detached dwellÍngs remained unchanged at 22% and apartments increased to

46% of the tota'l in 1981. In t97t, average annual rent was significant-

ty higher in South Parkdale ($1620) compared to the Inner City ($1438).

Non-resÍdential Functions: Retaíì activity is IÍmited to Queen

Street and to a limited extent, King Street. The diversity of business-

es along Queen has been eroded over the last decade and is now limited

to certai n types of outl ets.

It wou'ld appear that, by I976, the retail strip on Queenstreet reflected the change in character of the South parkda'le
neighbourhood that had taken place in the previous twenty-fiveyears. The number of persona'l services declined, which is
probably i ndi catí ve of a decl í ni ng demand for barbers,
cleaners, etc. in the 1970's. As we'll, the number of super-
markets, household furnishings, and clothing accessory shops
fel1 possibly due to the trend towards auto-oriented plaza and
downtown shoppíng for these kinds of commodities (Ctty of
Toronto Pl anni ng Board , L977 , p.22\ .

The number of secondhand and discount stores has Íncreased dramat-

ically as t{as previously noted under SocÍo-economic characterístics.

Pressure for Redevelopment: Over the last decade there has been

limíted redevelopment activity and what has occurred has concentrated on

the conversion and deconversion of single family dweìlings into apart-
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ments or back into single family dwellings. There is some whitepainting

and some ínfill housíng. However, there have been n0 new major develop-

ments and no proposed developments other than the expansÍon of a hospit-

al in the area. There has been some land assembly but generally expect-

ations and pressures for redevelopment are low.

4.2 Patterns of Chan e

From the characteristics, several overall trends or patterns of

change can be identified. These are outìined relative to Mclemore et

al.'s L0 dimensions of the inner city neÍghbourhood (see Table 2).

1. High mobility of the resident population: while the overall

popu'lation has not changed significant'ly over the last decade, there is

strong evidence to suggest that a significant percentage of the popula-

tion does not stay long in the neighbourhood. The declining average

household size, significant migrant population, increasing number of

households, especially single-person househoìds, the decline in the per-

centage of children making up the popu'lation and the increase in the

number of aparttnents al I Í ndi cate a hi gh'ly mobi I e resi dent popul ati on.

The "bachelorette" conversion and the deinstÍtutionalization of resi-

dents of the Queen Street Mental Health Centre and other mental instítu-

tions have allowed South Parkdale to develop into a first placement

neighbourhood for the former patients. They have little income and

housing choice and the neighbourhood offers singìe-household accomoda-

tion at affordable rates close to a mental institution. They are likely

a highly mobÍle group.

2. Decreasing socio-economic status: an average income below the
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city average (1971), increasíng tenancy, evidence of socíal assistance,

hÍgh unempìoyment, declÍning commercial functìons and the deinstitutíon-

alized residents all indicate a low and dec'lining average íncorne level.

3. Increasíng sing'le househo'lds: whi'le the number of families has

declined only slightly, the increase in the number of households and

apartments (especially single unit "bache'lorettes") and declÍne in the

percentage of chÍldren in the popu.tation indÍcate a significant increase

ín síngle households. This ís maintaíning the population and making

South Parkdale one of the most densely populated neíghbourhoods in

Toronto.

4. Entry point for minoritíes: some ethnÍc and minority groups

evident'ly make use of the supply of relatively inexpensive housing for

initial short-term residency. Some ethnic groups have established a

distinct communíty as is evidenced from their sociaì organizatíons but

many]ikely move on to better housing as theír income will allow it, as

evidenced by the largely poor socíal organization in the area and the

hi gh mobí 1 i ty of the popu'l atf on.

5. Poor social organizatíon: a voca'l and poìitically active resÍ-

dent popuìatÍon does not prevent the poor organization, conflict and

frustration evident in the neighbourhood. The conflícts stem from two

very different resident groups, the resident homeowners and the tenants.

The resident homeowners are better organized but make up less than 10%

of the populatÍon.

6. Declining physical conditions: an agÍng housíng stock, dec'lin-

ing housing quality, conversions of single famiìy dwelìings into apart-

ments or rooming houses and 1 imited evidence of whitepai nting and
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revitalization Índicate dec'lining physica'l conditions.

7- Below city average house costs: average resídentÍaì saìe prices

beìow the city average indicate relatively ìow property values. However

the area is architecturally attractive, the houses are large and the

locatÍon near the lake and downtown can only be advantages. The area ís

I i ke'ly rí pe f or revi tal Í zati on but some forces are ho] di ng thí s process

back.

8. Increasing tenancy: the increasing number of apartments, the

conversion of sÍngle family dwellings into multi-unit residences and the

very low and declíning homeownership indicate high and increasing

tenancy.

9. DeclÍne of non-residentíaì functÍons: the conversÍon of the

retail strip on Queen Street into dÍscount and second-hand ouilets indí-
cates a decline in commercia'l activity in the neíghbourhood. Industry

is not signifÍcant in the area however in areas to the east of South

Parkdaìe, there has likely been a decline in thÍs functÍon due to the

economy and decentralization of Índustry.

10. Littte pressure for development: little recent deve'lopment

actÍvity, lÍmited evidence of neighbourhood revitalization and few

development proposaìs índicate a 1ow pressure for redevelopment.

Fron Tabìe 2, whÍch ouilíned the dimensions of the four types of

ínner city neighbourhoods, it Ís evident that South parkdate can be

defined as a neighbourhood of decline according to the criterÍa of
Mclemore et al.

4.3 Theoretical Interpretation

Using the neÍghbourhood characteristics and the identÍfÍed patterns
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of change, the nÍne theories of neighbourhood change can be interpreted

in South Parkdale.

Fiìtering: There ís good evídence to suggest that the filtering
model of neighbourhood change holds for South Parkdale. The neighbour-

hood is now largely low income but was once an exclusive neighbourhood

of large elegant Victorían homes. Many of these homes have now been

converted ínto rooming houses and "bache'lorettes", reìatíveìy inexpen-

sive accomodation for sing'le, lower income short-term residents. Hoyt,s

sector theory might hold that South Parkdale was a fashionable neigh-

bourhood untiì the fashionable residents moved north beside High park

whích is stíll a fashionable neíghbourhood today. There is evidence

that new arrívals, irnrnigrants and low income groups wíth either tittle
housÍng choÍce, physícal or nental problems or a non-conformíng tife-
style congregate Ín the apartments, roomíng houses and "bachelorettes,'

that make up most of the housing stock of South parkdale. There is also

evidence that many of these resídents do not stay in the neíghbourhood

long and move out possíbly due to housing conversions (to bachelorettes,

back to síngìe family, etc.) or perhaps a rÍse in income. The filterÍng
scenario has been evidenced in the l9g3 study by the city of Toronto

Planning Department:

...the physical changes that occurred in the area, the influxof many low-income.people, particularly síngte peoþle, and the
popl] arl_y 

- 
perceÍ ved fgpi d deteri orati ón i n- soii al' I íví ng I ed

to.th,e flÍght of famiIies and moderate income people froñ the
neíghbourhood. The larger houses in South parkdáte were toocost]y for prospective famity residents and less economÍc for
the creation of rental family.uníts than for small apartments
catering to_ síngìe pegpl_q (city of Toronto llanning and
Development Department, 1983, p.30).
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According to the filtering theory, South Parkdale is a declining

neíghbourhood because of the reduced demand for the housing stock by the

middle income groups and the over-supply of large old housÍng. There is

only mÍnimal evidence of "reverse filtering" or revítal izatÍon ôs,

according to the theory, the market in the area has not reached the

fÍnal stages of the filtering process whereby reÍnvestment can become a

popular choice. The strongest evídence agaínst the filtering model is

the long-term residency of a small minority of homeowners who have main-

taíned their dwellings yet not "whitepaínted" them and seem to choose to

live in South Parkda'le because they want to.

Invasion and SuccessÍon: There is strong evidence in South park-

daìe indicating that new resÍdents are "invading" the neighbourhood and

taking it over. However there is little evídence indicating that the

"invaders" are a "1ike popuìation" better ab]e to adapt to their
environment. As the filteríng model indicates, new resídents are rnoving

into the low income housÍng and many of these new resÍdents are immi-

grants. There is evidence that changes have occurred to a]low for the

invasÍon of this neíghbourhood, as McKenzie ouilined. For example,

Suzanne Das Gupta, a real estate agent has suggested that the buildÍng

of a major transportatÍon route, the GardÍner Expressway, was the

turning point in the stability of South parkda'le: property values

declÍned relative to the city average after its construction and the

area has declÍned ever since. As well, the physical "obso'lescence,' of

the aging housÍng stock, too large for middle income famÍlies and not

"economic" enough for conversion to midd'le income famity units, creates

another of McKenzie's conditÍons which inÍtiate the invasion process.
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There has been a redistributÍon of income ín the anea as middle income

people have moved out and low income people moved in, another condition

for invasion. Finally there has been a type of real estate promotion as

conversion of the big old houses into "bachelorettes" has occurred

( i 1 l egal ly) and successful ly as a profi tabl e i nvestment. The "i nvaders"

are being offered resistance as is evident in media coverage:

0ld Guard alderman Ben Grys shows a patríarch's dísdain for
the "radi cal " nevJ boys ..Í n the nei ghbburhood. " I 'm a great
be'liever," 

_ qutt Gfys, "in. tell ing my chil dren, or anlUody
e'l se' s chi l dren, 'you don, t know- whãt i t' s l i'ke to úe 45
because you haven't experienced it, but I know what it's liketo be 20.' what I mean by that is that a person who's'lived
here for five years shouldn't tell a person who's lived here
for 35 years that they don't know what's right for the neigh-
bourhood. ...Maybe they should listen first, and then find
out the truth and let us stabilize the neighbourhood,' (OloUe
and Mail, January 15,1983, p.7).

However, while the condÍtions for ínvasion are met, there ís no

evidence that the invading specíes Ís similar to any overa'll extent.

The invaders are made up of low income tenants, deinstitutionalized

psychÍatric patÍents and different immÍgrant groups. Their only common

characterístÍc is low income. As well it is unìÍke'ly that these new

residents are better able to adapt to the neighbourhood. Instead ít
appears that they are people with few alternatives ín terms of housing

and South Parkdale offers them their on'ly alternatÍve. Burgess suggested

that high rates of mobility, neighbourhood "metabolism" and high proper-

ty va1 ues vtere i nter- rel ated. I n South Parkdal e , mobÍ'l i ty and "metabol -

ism" are inter-related iudgÍng by the evidence of hÍgh mobility and the

volatile poìitical situation, however hígh property values do not seem

to follow. Finally there ís no evidence that succession is occurring

and it is unlikely that Íf the new residents are able to dominate the
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neighbourhood that stabitity will result.

Special Interests: There is mÌnimal evidence that specíaì interests

are controìling and dominat,ing the local housing market. However there

is evidence that some of t,heir activities are affecting the present

neighbourhood conditions and perhaps waiting for the rÍght economic

situation before Ínitiating the revítalization process. The ,,greedy

investor" image cou'ld hold for the non-resídent landlord who converts

his large single-family dweì1 ing into bache]orettes. He is able to
charge higher proportíonaì rents on the space, make a reasonable profit
and exploit the low income and sometimes disadvantaged tenants. As

noted in the characteristics, poor physical conditions due to undermaÍn-

tenance are a sÍgnificant problem Ín the neighbourhood and this could be

due to exploitive landlords or fÍnancia'l "redliníng,'of the area pre-

ventíng access to loan money for upkeep of the dwellings. ldhile there

appears to be little evidence of land assembly and "blockbusting', in

South Parkdale, one observer, a socÍa'l worker in the area suggests that

housing condítions may change:

...things could_ get worse for the ex-psychiatric patients and
low income people generally, when the ecbnomy picki up. stern
says the Isupportive Housing] coa'lition wouid not bd able tobuffer the shock if many boarding houses were turned over to
renovatÍon as luxury properties. she says many buildings in
the area are now being bought up by real estate companÍãs in
g!tíg!pation of an economic upswíng (!þlq and Mail, January
15, 1983, p.7).

There is limited evÍdence of "cataclysmÍc" money and development

havÍng greatly altered the neighbourhood. There was an apartment boom

in the 1960s in the centre of the neíghbourhood whích altered some of

the traditional residentíal character but there has been no major re-
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development projects since. The buiìding of the Gardiner Expressway

could be considered "cataclysmic" in terms of the impact on the property

values in the neighbourhood and límÍting access to the lake.

Consumer Preference: In South parkda]e there ís litt]e evidence

that the majority of residents are able to make loca'l housing choices

based on their income and tastes. Their housing preferences are severe-

ly limÍted by low income and sometimes social handicaps. However there

is evidence that South Parkdale Ís a neíghbourhood that generates diver-

síty and vítality. The on]y evidence of individual consumer action is
in the sporadic whitepaÌnting throughout the neighbourhood and the long

term resídency of a sma'l'l but stable group of dedicated homeowners.Their

indívídual activìtÍes such as renovation, deconversion of rooming houses

and reínvestment and maintenance of theÍr dweltings indicates a renewed

or maÍntaÍned faith in the neighbourhood. However, as evidenced in the

application of Invasion and Succession, many of these "stable" residents

do not approve of the nev{er, more dÍversified residents. The diversity
of the neighbourhood is very evídent:

0ld .and neu,, left and right, rich and poor...in parkdale
tlr.y're all in evidence and often at war. The consensus isthat Parkda'le is probably the most diverse region of cÍty, anã
g wqlk along its Queen street median, west of Duffertn,-ieðmito bear this out. Filipino, caríbbean and vietnameie tooã
stores represent the waves of new Ímmigrants who have alíghteãín the area (parkdale is one of the few downtown netghúour-
hoods most new immÍgrants can afford)... (eloUe and Nai.l,
January 15, 1983, p.7).

Thís diversity has created a strong sense of community, stimulated

actívitíes and created a stron$ public awareness of South parkdale,s

problems and controversies. This vitaìity implies a component of com-

munÍty involvement. However there is lit,tle evidence that thÌs diver-
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sity and vítalÍty is inÍtiatÍng a process of self-improvement or Jacob,s

"unslumrning". There has been no sÍgnÍficant drop in the popuìation,

vacancies are apparent and community organization is weak, alt condi-

tions limitÍng the advent of unslummÍng. The indÍvidual activíty of the

consumer ín South Parkdale may be severely limited, but the indÍvidual

activíty of the resident is substantial.

Capital Accumulation: This theory Ís supported by several actívi-
tÍes" The bui'ldÍng of the Gardiner Expressway represents the pobrer of

state in servíng the dominant interests of the ruling c'lass as the

neíghbourhood declined after its construction. The neíghbouring índus-

trial base has declined in importance reìative to the rapid índustrial
growth in the suburbs. Houses are deprecÍating in value relative to the

city average and there is títtle reinvestment. CapÍtal is draining out

of the neighbourhood due to undermaÍntenance, largely the result of the

restrictions on borrowed capital. Low cost South parkda]e housing ís

clearly ignored by the manipu]ators of the market who allow Ít to

decline in conditíon and value. The only exception is the bachelorettes

which índícate a profitable reinvestment in the area, although illegal,
exploitÍve of the ex-psychiatric patíents and other low income resídents

that are often forced to lÍve there and the probable cause of some of
the socíal conflict and anirnosity ín the neíghbourhood. Many of the

residents are aware of this exploÍtatíon and manipulation and Ít has

created a very politically active and aware neighbourhood:

. . . there i s parkdal e, the batil e zone, whose sl i de from
victorÍ.an g_randeur to urban decay has urô¿ a tough, street-centred politíca1 tradition... early tenant actiúíties Ín
Parkdale were responsible for the rise of the Metro Tenants
Foundatíon. As well...parkdale communÍty Legal servÍces has anear legendary status across OntarÍo for turning out fïrstclass community legal workers (GloUe and Mail, îanuary 15,
1983, p.7).
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The pattern of single family housíng conversion to rental units,

undermaintenance of dwellings, and the inevitable outfìow of capital

from the neighbourhood indicate Smith's conditions of economic deprecia-

tion. The strong politicaì activity índicates resÍstance to the process

and the emergence of some límited renovatíon actívity may indicate the

tÍme Ís close for capit,al reÍnvestment.

Extra-Urban Forces: There is indirect evÍdence that natÍonal pol i cy

decisions, national economíc condítions and dernographic changes have had

a profound effect on South Parkda1e. Federal and provincial policies

over the last several decades have favoured suburban deve'lopment luring

mÍddle class residents away from the neíghbourhood. Transportation

policies have allowed the Gardiner Expressway and shopping centres to be

built, cuttíng off south Parkdale from the lake, decreasing property

values and weakening its commercial and retail base. High unemployment

rates and the decentra'lization of industry have "trapped" low Íncome

residents Ínto neighbourhoods like South Parkdale where the housing is

relatively inexpensive due to its age and condition. Newer housing

poìicies have favoured renovation and their Ímpact has been felt Ín some

parts of the neíghbourhood. However it ís not c'lear if the recipíents

of the benefits of the programs are low income ìong time residents or

hÍgher income newcomers. Changíng demographÍc condítions have also

affected South Parkdal e. The decl i ni ng number of famí I i es, decl i ni ng

household size and increasíng proportion of sing'le households are

national trends which have had a significant impact on the use of many

old large South Parkdale homes. The conversion to boarding houses and

bachelorettes is partly due to these changing patterns. The 1983 neigh-

bourhood plan proposals noted the Ímpact of some of these forces.
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The construction of the Gardiner Expressvray in the mÍd-1950's,
the advance _in.age of .long-standing home-oþ,ners and the flighú
from home of t,heir children, and the increase Ín heavy trucktraffic on neighbourhood streets led to a change 

-in 
the

character of South Parkdal e. . .. The constructiõn of the
Gardiner Expressuray destroyed the hístorica] character of the
neighbourhood and effectively isotated residents from the lake
f ront and the l,lestern Beaches ( ci ty of Toronto pl anni ng and
Deve'lopment Department, 1983 , p,ZZ).

The impact of these broad forces is difficult to pinpoínt in terms

of specific changes but the evidence is c'lear in the general sense.

Landlord-Tenant Relations: south parkdale has not been defined as

a stable neíghbourhood according to Mclemore et al.'s definÍtion and

c'l early I andl ord- tenant re] ati ons i n the nei ghbourhood do not ref I ect

the reciprocal and personal social relationships evident in a stab'le

neighbourhood according to "Dual Theory". Instead the relations appear

to be much more power and conflict orÍented as outlined under the radi-

cal neo-Marxist hypothesis. These poor relations can be traced to

several characteristics: the conversion of many síngle family dwellings

into boarding houses and bachelorettes which have, "increased both

physical and social instability and have led to an ímbalance of the

population structure of the neÍghbourhood (Ctty of Toronto plannÍng and

Development Department, 1983, p.31); non-resident landlords have a'llowed

houses to deteriorate; and the Ínflux of low income immigrants, ex-

psychiatríc patients and singte-household resÍdents that has greagy

increased the demand for low íncome housing and created a shortage of

these uni ts and pressure for conversi on of si ngl e-fami ly houses.

Bachelorettes represent extreme economÍc and perhaps exploitive rela-

ti onshi ps:
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...some bachelorettes, particularly the newìy renovated ones,
are more expensìve that a one-bedroom apartment and about the
same cost as a two-bedroom apartment in moderate rental apart-
ment buiìdíngs. It may be that the high cost bachelorettes
are the most expensive housing when consídered on the basis of
rental cost per square foot (City of Toronto pìannÍng Board,
t976, p. 60).

But while many residents are limited in their ability to change the

sítuation, they are voca'l and have been successful in settíng up ongani-

zations such as the Metro Tenants Foundation and the Supportive Housing

Coalition to work for their interests. Evidence of strictly economic

relatÍonships is apparent in the 1976 study of the neighbourhood.

The loca'l decline in private construction is part of a city-
wide trend and the consequence of an economÍc s'lump in the
housing market....Rising rents and increasingly restrictively
tenant selection effectÍveìy reduces the housing stock avail-
able to low income people (City of Toronto planning Board,
t976, p.5a).

whí'le evidence of "Dual Theory" is not apparent, the confrictíng

relationships between landlords and tenants are clearly addíng to the

Ínstability of the neighbourhood.

Cultural Isolation: There is evidence that ethnic and minority

groups are disorganízed, frustrated, exploited and disrimÍnated against

regarding housing and social status in South Parkdale. The diversity,

ethnic composition and extent of low Íncome and specia'l needs groups in

the neighbourhood have been documented in the characterístics. Their

disorganization and frustratíon have been outlined and discussed in the

Patterns of Change and in previous theoretical interpretations especial-

ly Invasíon and Succession, Consumer Preference and Capítal Accumu'la-

tion. Their exploítation was suggested regarding high rent bachelor-

ettes, limíted housing choíce and apartment rental restríctions. There
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is open discrimination against the exÍstance of group homes in the area

which house specíaì needs groups. At a publÍc meetíng to discuss a pro-

posed group home for ex-psychiatríc patients in an area bordering South

Parkdale, the local response was very hostile:

"Al derman Grys cal I ed a pub'l i c mee
of al I these screami ng and ranti ng
were going to rape their chÍldren.
were ignorant, and they had been
people who started out to whip them
basis" (Globe and Mail, January 15,

tíng and stood up in front
and ravi ng about peopl e who

They were insultÍng, they
whipped into a frenzy by
into a frenzy on a cynical
1983, p.7 ) .

Both aldermen who represent South Parkda'le's Ínterests have a close

associatÍon with an organÍzatÍon which opposes group homes in the neigh-

bourhood. The 1983 study by the cíty p'lanning department observed:

The present number and level of concentration of ex-psychiat-
ric homes in south Parkdale, combined wíth the number of other
types of homes, threatens the stabiìity of the area as a resí-
dential neighbourhood accomodating a variety of househo'rds,
particularly fami'lies (City of Toronto plannÍng and Develop-
ment Department, 1983, p.33).

Clearly there are strong forces against this type of institutional

dwelling and it is understandable that these disadvantaged residents

would feel isolated. There is no evidence of blatant racial discrimina-

tion although a variety of racÍal groups inhabit the area.

Social Movement: There is Iittle evÍdence that the "nerr,, middle

class" is makíng significant inroads into the neighbourhood of South

Parkdale. However the area has characteristics that suggest it may be

the next "Cabbagetown". The houses are archìtecturalìy attractive, not

as expensive as other attractive housing suitable for renovation in

other parts of the inner city and commercíal areas have the potential to

provide the services demanded by a míddte class population. However the

1983 neighbourhood study suggests that while there Ís some whÍtepainting
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actívity, South Parkdale is unlikety to experience the kind of neigh-

bourhood revÌtalization apparent in Cabbagetown:

, . . the areas of apartment bui ì di Igs, . . . the concentrati on of
bachelorette conversions and institutiona'l homes in the neigh-
bourhood, and the type of residents that some of these woul¿
continue to accomodate wou'ld tímit the tendency toward "white-paÍntíng" in South parkdale (City of Toronto planning and
Development Department, 1983, p.45).

However, as noted earlier in specÍal Interests, there is a fear

that with an economic upswing, the low-rent boardÍng houses would be

deconverted and renovated ínto hígh income dwellings.

Summary This conc'ludes the theoretical interpretations of South

Parkdale. The characterÍstics of South Parkdale indicate that it is a

neighbourhood in the state of decline. HÍgh resident mobi'lity, wide-

spread low Íncome problems, relatively inexpensíve housÍng, low property

values, declining physical conditíons and commercial activity, extreme'ly

high tenancy and a political and socialìy divided resident population

that is genera]ìy poorly organized all indicate that the neighbourhood

fits closely to the definítÍon of a declÍning neighbourhood.

Most of the theoríes explaíned important aspects of the neÍghbour-

hoods and provided insíghts into some of the causes of change in South

Parkdale. There was good evidence in the neighbourhood characteristícs

to support the theoretical ínterpretations of Filtering, Invasíon and

Successìon (although with reservations over what constitutes a "'like

popul atíon") , Capítal Accumu'l ation, Extra:Urban Forces and Cuì tural

Isolation. There was mínÍmal evidence to support the interpretations of

Special Interests, Consumer Preference, Landlord-Tenant Relations and

Social Movement.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ANNEX

The Annex Ís located in the centre of the defÍned Inner City of

Toronto, bounded by Dupont Street to the north, Avenue Road to the east,

Bloor Street to the south and Bathurst Street to the west. Map 4 indí-

cates the'location of the Annex in the Inner City of Toronto. Map 4A

provides a det,aÍled look at the neighbourhood.

The Annex neighbourhood began as a fashionable estate area in the

late 1800s and was gradually subdivided and developed for prominent

families. The eastern half of the neighbourhood was part of the village
of Yorkville. By the end of the 19th century it was a desírable neigh-

bourhood housing prosperous residents. The expansÍon of the street

railway "annexed" the area to the city and enhanced its development.

The houses were reputed to be well built and had fuil plumbing. The

lots ín the Annex are generally large although many of the houses are

actually duplexes disguised as one ìarge house. ThÍs was likely the

result of high housÍng costs at the tíme of construction. Commercial

deve'lopment spread along Bìoor Street and by the First World ¡¡ar many

residents of the'larger homes were takÍng in boarders. Many of the

prestigious residents moved north to Forrest HÍ11 and harder economic

times brought an erosion of the singìe family residentia'l base. The

Annex Ratepayers Association formed to preserve the prestÍge and famiìy

orientation of the neighbourhood and also became concerned with other

local íssues such as lack of parks and timited parking. By tgsg the
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B'loor Subway Líne was constructed encouraging redevelopment and invest-

ment. Many apartment buildings v{ere constructed especially near Bloor

Street although by 1972 the'local community persuaded the city to change

the zoning to ìimit further apartment construction (City of Toronto

Planning Board, 1978, pp.19-29). Today the Annex is a relatively stable

neighbourhood with a mixture of renovated and multi-unit dweì1ings and

is not without some of its origínaì prestíge. There are distinct

pressures on the area especialìy those of renovation and redeve'loprnent.

Its location close to the University of Toronto, the exclusive retail

and entertainment area of Yorkville and the less pretentious and equalìy

bustling shopping area at Bloor and Bathurst have all combined to create

one of the most popular and expensive neighbourhoods in Toronto.

The major sources of information on the Annex Ínclude Census of

Canada Statistics, the City of Toronto Planning and Deve'lopment Depart-

ment's two neÍghbourhood studies: Neighbourhood plan pro posaì s: Annex

(1978) and Fina] Recommendations (1981) and the Toronto plannin g Atì as

(1e80).

5 .1 Characteri stics

Table 4 provides informatÍon on the eharaeteristics of the Annex

based on Census of Canada statistícs for 1971 and 1981.

Population: The population has declíned significantly between 1971

and 1981, (-19%) much nrcre rapidly than the decline ín the Inner City

(-6.5%). The population increased gradually from 1951 to 1971 indíca-

ting there has recentìy been a distinct change ín the prevÍous growth

pattern. Population densitÍes are relatively high but dectiníng rela-
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TABLE 4 Characteristics of The Annex, Inner City of Toronto, 1971,1981

Vari abl e The Annex Inner City

Year t971 1981 1971 198i

Popu'lation (% of IC) 19,130(3.0%) 15,47|e.6%1 642,290 600,687

Age groups:
less than 19
65 and over

Househol ds:
number
average size

Average househol d
i ncome

E ducati on:
1 ess than grade 9
uni versi ty

Famí I i es:
number
famí1y síze
chi I d/famí ly

Type of Dwelling:
si ngl e detached
apartments

Dwel I i ngs:
owner-occupi ed

Room per dwel ì i ng

Average annuaì rent

L4%

t0%

6895
2.4

$10,073

t4%
34%

3100
2.6
0.7

69%

207¿

5.0

$1896

L2%

t3%

7665
1.8

8%

73%

L8%

NA

NA

28%

t0%

22I,060
3.2

$10 ,104

24%
t2%

234,080
2.6

NA

NA
NA

NA

22%

46%

43%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

137,600
3.0
I.2

450
2.6
0.8

2

42%
6%

Born outside Canada 47% NA

159,780
3.2
1.3

45%

?2"Á

43%

43"/"

5,2

$1438

97o

NOTE: 1981 Figures were taken from advance census data, hence not all
informatíon r{as available when this research was carried out.

Source: StatistÍcs Canada: t97I,1981 Census of Canada
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tive to other inner city neighbourhoods (City of Toronto plannÍng Board,

1978, p.31).

Popuìation distribution indicates far fewer children in the Annex

relative to the Inner city, comparable numbers of e'lderly people and a

signÍficantly larger share of peopìe Ín the 19-65 age bracket.

Average household size was much smaller than in the Inner city (1.9

in 1981) but is declinÍng at about the same rate. There has been an

increase in the number of households Ín the neighbourhood over the ten

year period (+10%), but thís rate declíned over the previous twenty year

period (+tO¡Z).

Mobiìity indicated by length of occupancy up to LgTL suggested a

high and rising pattern likely due to an increase in rental housÍng

units and the fact that many universíty students reside in the area

(city of Toronto P'lanning Board, Lg7B, p.33). There is no Ínformation

up to 1981 although iudging by the populatÍon decrease and more moderate

increase in households there may be a slight decline Ín mobitíty.

0verall education attainment in L97L h,as significantly hígher in

the Annex compared to the Inner City with only 14% of the popu'lation

with less than grade 9 and with a very high 347" with some university.

SocÍo-economíc Status: Income figures for 1971 indicated that the

Annex had an average household income'leve'l very comparable to that of

the Inner city. It ís likely that in the ten years fo]lowing these

figures the income levels have risen relative to the Inner City aver-

age. This can be substantíated by the sígnificant renovation activìty,
the decline in popu'latíon and the relativeìy high average house price

compared to the Inner City.
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0ccupational breakdowns for 1976 indicate 10% of total empìoyment

invo'lved in retail actÍvities,3I% ín office functions, 9% in factory

and warehouse iobs and 50% in other activites. This compares with the

city of Toronto in 1976 as followsz 9% in retail,4s% in office, zL% in

factory and warehouse and 24% in other empìoyment activÍtes (Ctty of

Toronto P'lanning and Development Department, 1980, pp.g2-90). These

figures indÍcate that the Annex is primarity white collar oriented but

has a large sector of the population in undefined categories, the

maiority of whom are students as is evident from the student residences

and businesses ín the neighbourhood that cater to their needs.

Famíly Status: The number of famÍlies declined in the Annex

between I97I and 1981 l-27%), a more rapid dec'lÍne than in the Inner

City over the same period (-t+Zl. Family síze remaíned steady over the

decade and was smaller than in the Inner Cíty. The number of chíldren

per family was very low and below that of the Inner City but rose very

s1Íght'ly over the ten year períod. In 1981.54% of the population of the

neighbourhood was single, 33% marríed, 7% widowed and 6% divorced (tggt

census of canada). There was a higher percentage of sÍngle people here

than in the CMA.

Ethni ci ty: In 1971,47% of the population was born outside Canada,

a figure slightly higher than the Inner city area. Almost half the

population had a BritÍsh background and ethnic groups included sígnifi-
cant AsÍatic, German, Hungarian, and French populations (city of Toronto

Planning Board, 1.978, pp.35-36). In lgBl "mother tongues" included

French, Italian, Chinese, German and polish as well as tnglish.

Cornmunity Organization: Residents in the Annex have several
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effective organizations to serve their Ínterests. The Annex Residents'

Association has consÍderable po'l itical expertise and is involved in

pìanning and loca'l issues. Its membership, although dominated by home-

owners, Ínclude tenants as _wel1. However the tenants are generally less

successfully organízed wÍth involvement limited to separate buildings.

A neíghbourhood tenants organization formed in 1974 but dismantled after

a year. The major issues are lack of public parks and open space,

limited parking and concerns for local services and facilitÍes (City of

Toronto Planning Board, 1.978, p.37). In general the Ínterests of the

longer term resÍdents are being represented while the short-term lower

income tenants are not effectively organized. Issues of conflict wíthÍn

the area are limited but centred on conversion and deconversion of

houses particularly the problems surrounding bachelorettes which are

illegally converted, have generally hígh re'lative rents and are often

poorly renovated.

Physícal Conditions: A general survey of the area indicates an

agÍng housing stock of large sing'le detached and semi-detached houses,

the majority in good condÍtion and perhaps 25-30% are not{ renovated.

Apartment buÍldings are generally 10-20 years old, most are located

close to Bloor Street and are in good condition. The City of Toronto

P'lanning Department noted 600-700 bachelorettes in the area in L978,

whÍch have become a popuTar type of dwe'lling unit in the Annex, like

South Parkdale, due to the size of the houses, the demand for that type

of housing in the area and profit margÍn involved. There is concern for

"the loss of hÍstorical value or unique contrÍbutíon to the streetscape"

(City of Toronto Planning Department, 1978, pp. 37-44). HhítepaÍnting
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is becoming more and more prevalent and a'lthough not documented in the

1978 report, deconversions are likely a major occurrence in the neigh-

bourhood.

Housi ng/l and Costs: Average house prices in the generaì area

reflect an increasing demand for this type of residency relative to

housÍng in the whole region. For example, the average house price in

the Annex area rvas $18,204 compared to $20,317 for the Toronto region in

l.965, $74,220 Ín the Annex and $75,694 in Toronto regíon in 1980 and

$L24,646 in the Annex and $95,386 in Toronto regíon by 1982 (Toronto

Real Estate Board,1965,1982). This change Ín demand ís very recent

and dramatic and reflects the evidence of extensíve renovation that has

occurred in the area. There is clearly a strong and growing market for

the houses in the Annex.

Tenure: Owner-occupancy declined over the ten year period from 20%

to 18% of tot,al dwellings while Ín the Inner Cíty oÌ.,ner-occupancy

remained steady al 43% of total dwellÍngs. The number of apartments in

the neighbourhood Íncreased from 69% to 73% of total dwellings compared

to 43% to 46f" of tota'l dwellings ín the Inner Cíty. This indícates

rising tenancy. In L97L, average annua'l rent was significantly higher

in the Annex ($1896) compared to the Inner City ($1438).

Non-residential Functions: RetaÍl activity is concentrated along

Bloor, Dupont and Bathurst streets and Avenue Road. In general it is

very díversified and healthy from chÍc boutiques near the YorkvÍlle area

to ethníc restaurants and variety stores near Bathurst and Bloor.

Problems relate to traffic, parking and servicÍng (city of Toronto

Planning Board, 1978, pp.47-55).
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Pressure for Redevelopment: There Ís considerable redevel opment

activity especiaìly near Avenue Road and Bloor Street. Pressure for re-

development stems from this side of the neÍghbourhood which is high'ly

desirable for commercial and residential development. CondomÍnium pro-

jects, commercia'l centres and apartment complexes appear to be the

favoured type of development. These pressures are a considerable threat

to the large homes to the west of thís area (Clty of Toronto planníng

Board, 1978, p.54). More mínor pressures are renovation and housing

conversions to apartments and bachelorettes which are extensíve through-

out the whole neighbourhood.

5.? Patterns of Change

From the characteristics, the patterns of neighbourhood change can

be outlined for the Annex relative to McLemore et al.'s 10 dimensíons of

the inner city neighbourhood (Table 2).

1. Decline of the resident popuìation: this reflects the overall

trend of the Inner City area however the population'loss is much greater

in the Annex. The dec'line ín household size and number of familíes and

the íncrease in households, especia'l'ly síngle households reflected in

the housing eonversions to multí-unit apartments are trends prevalent in

most inner city areas. However the rapid declÍne in population experí-

enced over the last decade accompanied wíth the rapidly Íncreasing aver-

age house price relative to the whole city regíon and the extensÍve

renovation actÍvity suggest a rapidly changÍng socio-Íncome míx from

lower to higher income level resídents. As we]l, loss of dwellings,

dwelling deconversion and declíne in household size help to explain this

trend.
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?. Increasing socio-economic status: this trend can be deduced

from the rapi dly i ncreasi ng average house pri ce, the renovati on

activity, the pressure for development and the high demand for housing

in the area and the decline in popu'lation.

3. Increasing singìe households: while the overall population is

decliníng dramatically and the age mix, family size and number of

children per family is not changing significantly, the number of

families and the household size is decreasing and the number of apart-

ments and bachelorettes is also increasing indícating an increase in

si ng'le househol ds.

4, Significant ethnic community: a relatively large ethnic popu-

lation is significant regardíng diversity and stability of the neigh-

bourhood. Distinct ethnic groups and other cultura'l groups are evident

in the area from the census information and the commercial establish-

ments.

5. Strong social organizatíon: while the limited tenant activity

may question this assertion, the significant work and success of several

organizations notably the Annex Residents Association indicates the

relative success of the community organization process.

6. Improving physical condítions: conversion, renovation and re-

deveìopment activity spurred on by the high demand for housing in the

area as reflected in the relatively high average house price all indi-

cate improving physical conditions,

7. Above city average house costs: as is indÍcated under housing/

land costs and are also reflected in the higher than average rents.

8. High tenancy: a decline in home-ownership, an ÍncreasÍng
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number of apartments and evidence of housing conversion to bachelorettes

indicate that tenancy is íncreasÍng in the neighbourhood.

9. strong commercial activÍty: diversity and success of the

retail functions in the area índicate a stable local economy and strong

commercial actívity.

10. Strong pressure for redevelopment: significant development

actívÍty, housing conversions and deconversions and renovation activíty
índicate strong pressures for redevelopment.

By comparíng these patterns with Table 2, the dimensíons of the

neighbourhood types, the Annex can be defined as prímaríly a revitaliz-
íng neighbourhood. However some of the patterns vary from McLemore et

al.'s criteria. The population is declÍning, an indicatÍon of decline,

there is an Íncrease in single households, an indication of decline or

massive redevelopment, ethnÍc groups appear strong, an indication of

stability, tenure is increasing, indicatÍng dec'line or massive redeve'l-

opment and pressure for redevelopment is high, indicating massive re-

deve'lopment.

5.3 Theoretical Interpretation

Using the neíghbourhood characterÍstÍcs and the identified patterns

of change, the nine theories of neÍghbourhood change can be applÍed to

the Annex.

Fi I teri ng: There is good evidence to suggest that both the fitter-
ing model and the reverse fílterÍng model of neíghbourhood change hold

for the Annex. The Annex was once a prestigious area of large síng]e

famity homes. Hoyt's Sector theory seems to hold that the fashionable

resÍdents moved on.
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Although the dominant impression in the area was still that
the Annex was a prestigious residence area, many famÍlies were
moving north Iin the 1920s] to Forest Hil'1, east to Rosedale
or west to Parkdale. Others remained in the area and fought
hard to preserve Ít as a síngìe family area (City of Toroñto
Pl anni ng Board, 1978, p.26) .

The 'large houses were conducive to conversion into mu]ti-unít

dwel I i ngs.

Nearly all the houses used for residential purposes are class-
ifÍed as bo_ardíng 9r _l,odging houses, converted'dwelling houses
or single family dwellings. Actual usage varies, sinðe rooms
or apartrnent uníts are often rented out in houses Ín any of
these classifications. The cost of maintaining large- old
hou ses sol e_'ly for si ng1 e f ami ry u se and a growi ng marrãt f or
smaller units has led to an increasing number of units Ín
houses (Ctty of Toronto p'lanning Board, igZg, p.39).

The significant ethnic populatíon in the area suggests that these

dwellÍngs were approprÍate for arriving ímmigrant groups. The hígh

student population índicates a supply of low income resídents with
'little choice in the housing market. The Annex supplied sufficÍent

dwe'lling units at affordable rents to short term and lower Íncome resi-

dents. However the recent renovation actÍvity, the rÍsing average house

príce re]atÍve to the city and the growth of the chic commercíal area

indicate that reverse fiìtering is occurrÍng rapidly. This ís clearly

evident by the number of whitepainted houses. The onìy evidence against

the filtering scenario ís existence of a core of long-tenn residents who

want to stay in the area.

Invasion and Succession: There is signifÍcant evidence of invasÍon

of neht groups into the neighbourhood although it seems to have been a

contÍnuíng phenomenon from the 1920s to today. The origina'l prestÍgious

neíghbourhood was "invaded" by'lower íncome boarders as the'large homes

became too expensive or less desirable to the fashionable residents. A
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gradual invasion process seems to have occurred with waves of immigrants

and students who moved in and out of the area annually. The relativeìy

high mobility rate, the high ethnic population and the diversity in age

groups, income and com¡rercíal activities seem to support the invasion

process. Several conditions exísted or notv exist that aìlow for an

invasíon of the area: the large aging housing built for high income

groups; the existance and expansion of a large Ínstitution, the Univer-

sity of Toronto; the constructÍon of the Bloor Subway Line in the 1950s

whÌch improved city access and increased the land va'lues in the area;

and most recently the significant real estate actívity and promotion of

the still prestigious dwellings for higher Íncome groups as single

famíly dwellings as is evidenced by the rísing house prices and renova-

tion activity. Resistance to the invasion process seems to come targely

from the Annex Residents Assocíation who organized origÍnally to pre-

serve the neighbourhood for single famÍly residents (Ctty of Toronto

Planning Department, 1978, p.261. Objections to this theory are based

on the diversíty of the residents and conunercial activities and lack of

uniformity of "like" populatíons both Ín the case of the long term resi-

dents and the Ínvading population.

Speciaì Interests: There are two strong cases supporti ng thi s

theory: the bachelorette conversions and the recent real estate and

renovation activíty. ldhile there is no strong evidence of deterÍoratíng

housing conditÍons due to undermaintenance, the "greedy investor" image

can be substantiated by the evidence of "an increase in the number of

absentee owned propertíes" (City of Toronto PlannÍng Department, 1978,

p.41) and the bachelorette conversÍons.
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Some of the bachelorette conversÍons have been poorly done,
rents can be high...and tenants are forced to doubìe up to pay
the rents, Stress is felt by the tenants and the community
(City of Toronto Planning Department, 1978, p.a3).

There ís evidence that real estate companies are renovating houses

to sell them at a higher price and increase their profit. Darrelì Kent,

a real tor who speci al i zes i n i nner cÍ ty nei ghbourhoods I earned the

system.

In 1968 he bought his fírst house - in less than trendy
Cabbagetown. He renovated and sold it. Then he bought another,
renovated and so'l d i t. " I rea'l i zed there was an opportunÍ ty
to make money..." Cabbagetown, flush with renovation fever,
became his bailÍwick. "I doubled my salary in the first
year..." (The Toronto Sun, July 27, L983, p.9B).

'Darre'll Kent, Realtor' signs are promínent in the Annex.

Consumer Preference: There is some evidence su pporting this theory

centering on the increasÍng demand for housing, the diversity of the

neighbourhood population and the patterns supporting Jacob's "uns'lumm-

ing". WhiIe "unslumming" referred to a slum neighbourhood that moved

Ínto middle class stabi'lity, the Annex exhibits many of the characteris-

tics and condÍtions which allow thÍs rejuvination process to occur:

there has been a marked drop in the popuìation; average income levels

over the 'last few years wou'ld ìíkely indícate an overall increase in

socio-economic status relative to the cÍty; there appears to be a strong

community organization; and there is diversificatÍon in the resídent

population and comlnercial functions. And there is no evidence that the

revitalization process is as yet dest,roying the neÍghbourhood diversity.

This diversity indicates a strong e'lement of individual choÍce. The

rapid increase in the demand for housing may indicate a strengthening of

consumer choice or it may indícate a concerted effort on the part of
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special property interests to direct demand. Finally, it is difficult
to determine who the renovators are: some are evidently new residents

to the area while others could be ìong term residents. If so, this would

support Smith's assertÍon that production decisions are directíng demand

and consumer preference is determíning the final character of the Annex.

Capital Accumulation: There is evidence to suggest that capital is
being reÍnvested in the Annex at an increasing rate. In the l9b0s, the

construction of the B'loor Subway line helped to increase property values

and stimulate development. The bachelorette conversions are high]y

profitab'le but involve some reÍnvestment into the housing stock. The

strong pressures for redevelopment especiaìly near Avenue Road, índi-

cates profítable reÍnvestment, Darrell Kent expìained the very profit-

able side to renovation activity ín certaÍn inner city neighbourhoods

(Special Interests), As property vaìues contÍnue to escalate, reínvest-

ment becomes more extensÍve and profitab'le.

However, characteri stícs of the Annex do not seem to support

SmÍth's Rent Gap Theory. Smith suggests that capital must deprecíate in

the neighbourhood to a particular extent befor capital reinvestment

becomes a profitable decision. There is little evidence that capital

depreciation has ever occurred to any great extent in the neÍghbourhood.

There has been little evidence of physical deterioration and tittle
evidence that "the sequence of declinÍng values had pretty much run íts

course". It is unìÍkety that the Annex has never experienced a strong

outflow of capital from the area.

Extra-Urban Forces: There is no strong evídence to support the

view that national polícies have been detrimentat to the Annex neigh-
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bourhood. The only incident in this regard centred on the construction

of the "Spadina Expressway" which would have run through the centre of

the Annex. Many of the residents organízed with other resídents in the

effected neighbourhoods and successfully squelched the proposa'l (City of

Toronto PlannÍng Board, 1978, pp.27-28). The constructíon of the Bloor

subway Line improved access and property values in the area, as pre-

viously noted. Commercial functÍons have remaíned strong and reinvest-

ment activities are pÍcking up. The onìy evidence of outside forces

directly affecting the housing stock would be the changing economic con-

ditÍons and demographic characteristics (decreasing household size)

which have led to the housing conversions to bachelorettes. The Annex

has remained an economÍcalìy strong and well organized neighbourhood

which has he]ped to prevent detrímental actions of extra-urban'forces.

Landl ord-Tenant Relations: Although the Annex has a large ethnic

populatíon whích cou'ld be conducÍve to non-economic relations between

landlord and tenant, a varÍety of other condÍtions índicate that in the

neíghbourhood the vast majority of these relations are strictty econo-

mic. Bachelorettes are often high rent re'latÍve to space and tenants

have sometimes been forced to double up to pay the rent (Special

Interests). Students are probably the largest group of tenants and they

tend to be short term residents with'lÍttle concern for the neighbour-

hood condition. The relatively high mobility in the neighbourhood, the

increase Ín absentee owned properties and the relatively high rents also

indicate economic relations between landlord and tenant. l,lhile evidence

of "Dual Theory" is not apparent, the strong resident association is

helping to reduce conflict between the two groups.
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There is tittle evidence that ethnic and

minority groups are dísorganized, frustrated, exp'loÍted and discrimin-

ated against in the Annex. l{híle there ís a large ethnic population,

they seem to be able to protect their interests through good communíty

organization. Students make up probably the Iargest "like" cultura'l

group but are often short term resídents wíth high expectations and

generally are able to defend their interests. The diversity ín the

resÍdent popuìation and the commercial functíons indicate a to]erance of

alternate lifestyles. There ís evidence of exptoitation in the renta'l

accomodation, especially bachelorettes (special Interests) but no índi-

cation of obvious discrirnination toward specifÍc ethnÍc or cultural

groups.

Socíal Movement: There are some clear índications tha t the "new

middle class" is changing the character of the Annex. The relatively

strong community organÍzation especially the residents' partÍcipatÍon in

the anti-Spadina "socíal movement", the diversity in the resident popu-

latÍon and commercial functions and tolerance of alternative lifesty'les,

the increasing socío-economic status of the majority of the residents,

the íncreasing number^s of sing'le households, small families and divorced

resÍdents and the domÍnatíon of "white colIar" occupations over "blue

coìlar" all indicate that the Annex is tikely experiencing a middle

class social movement in terms of a lifestyle more concerned with

quality of lÍfe than straight economic concerns. The accompanying

problems are not yet in evidence although thís movement only has been

gaining momentum recently as is indicated by the risÍng property values

relative to the city and the extensive renovation activity and the
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problems may soon appear. The declining population of the area indi-

cates some loss of dweìling unÍts due to deconversion, however the

number of dwelling units increased between 1971 and 1981, suggesting the

impact of deconversions and whítepaintíng may not be documented as yet.

Summary ThÍs concludes the interpretations of the theories of

neighbourhood change Ín the Annex. The characteristics of the Annex

indicate that it is primarily a revÍtaìÍzing neighbourhood. This is

evidenced by rising income leve'l s, a high community organization,

improvÍ ng physical condi tions due to renovation and redevel opment,

rising house prices and strong commercial activity. The overalì

character of the area is changing rapidly as indÍcated by a declining

populaton, rÍse Ín síngle households and bachetorette conversÍons. How-

ever, the strong ethnic populations and the student population continue

to dominate much of the neighbourhood.

Most of the theories were significant in their interpret,ations of

the neÍghbourhood. Filtering, Invasion and succession, Special

Interests, Consumer Preference, Capital Accumu'lation, Extra-Urban Forces

(in a positÍve rather than detrimental way) and Social Movement were all

supported in their interpretatÍons by good evidence in the neighbour-

hood. 0n1y Land]ord-Tenant RelatÍons and Cultural IsolatÍon could not

be explained in the Annex due to tittte evidence.
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CHAPTER 6

SOUTH RIVERDALE

South Riverda'le is located in the south-east corner of the defined

Inner City of Toronto. It is bounded by the GardÍner Expressway to the

south, the Don River to the west, Gerrard Street to the north and Jones

Avenue and Leslie Street to the east. Map 5 indicates the location of

South Riverda'le Ín Toronto's Inner City and Map 5A provides a detailed

look at the neighbourhood.

Historically it has developed from a market gardening area to a

workÍng class and middle Íncome residential and industríal neighbourhood

as the street car lines were extended ínto the area from the centre of

the cÍty. The Canadían Natíonal Railway Line cuts through the neÍgh-

bourhood and orÍginally stimulated industrÍal development, especially in

the area south of Queen Street. By 1923, the bulk of the land had been

deve'loped for industrial uses and residential areas fitled in the gaps.

The close proximity of the houses to the industrial uses and the spread

of inexpensive pubìic transit made it a comfortable working class area.

The residential and industrial uses have become more intensely developed

over the years and friction has íncreased as industrÍal pollution has

increased and the desirabílity of the area has declined. There has been

'little major development in the area since the 1920s and most of the

physical character of the area remains íntact. One publÍc housing

deve'lopment bJas constructed in the 1960s as an urban renewal project

(City of Toronto PlannÍng Board, !971, pp.7-11). Today, South Riverdale
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Bloor Subway Line was constructed encouraging redevelopment and invest-

ment. Many apartment buildings were constructed especialìy near Bloor

Street although by L972 the local community persuaded the city to change

the zoning to limit further apartment construction (Ctty of Toronto

Planning Board, 1978, pp.19-29). Today the Annex is a relatively stable

neighbourhood with a mixtune of renovated and multi-unit dwellings and

Ís not without some of its oríginaì prestige. There are distinct

pressures on the area especially those of renovation and redeve'loprnent.

Its location c'lose to the University of Toronto, the exclusive retail

and entertainment area of YorkvÍlle and the less pretentious and equally

bustling shopping area at Bloor and Bathurst have a'll combÍned to create

one of the most popuìar and expensive neighbourhoods in Toronto.

The major sources of information on the Annex include Census of

Canada Statistics, the City of Toronto Planning and Development Depart-

ment's two neÍghbourhood studies: Neiqhbourhood Plan Pro posaì s: Annex

(1978) and Final Recommendations (1981) and the Toronto planni ng Atl as

(1e80).

5.1 Characteri stics

Table 4 provides informatíon on the characteristics of the Annex

based on Census of Canada statistícs for 1971 and 1981.

Population: The population has declined si gnificantly between 1971

and 1981 , (-19%\ much rcre rapí dìy than the dect i ne i n the I nner Ci ty

(-6.5%). The population increased gradua'lly from 1951 to 1971 indica-

ting there has recentìy been a distÍnct change in the previous growth

pattern. Population densities are re'latively high but declining reìa-
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TABLE 4 Characteristics of The Annex, Inner City of Toronto, 1971,1981

Vari abl e The Annex Inner City

Year L97t 1981 L97L 1981

Population (% of IC) 19,130(3.0%) 15,471(2.6%) 642,290 600,687

Age groups:
I ess than 19
65 and over

Hou seho'l ds :
number
average size

Average househol d
i ncome

E ducati on :
1 ess than grade 9
uni versí ty

Room per dwel I i ng

Average annual rent

l4%
t0%

6895
2.4

$10,073

L4%
34%

20%

5.0

$1896

L2%

L3%

7665
1.8

NA

8%

73%

L8%

NA

NA

28%

l0%

22I,060
3.2

$10 ,104

159 ,780
3"2
1.3

45"/"

??%
43%

5.2

$1438

24%
12%

234,080
2.6

NA

NA

NA

NA

22%

46%

43%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

42%
6%

Fami I i es:
number
famí1y síze
chi I d/fami ìy

Born outside Canada 47%

Type of Dwelling:
single detached
apartments

9%

69%

Dwel I i ngs:
owner-occupi ed

00
6
7

31
2.
0.

2450 137,600
3.0
t.2

2.6
0.8

43%

NOTE: 198i Figures were taken from advance census data, hence not all
informatíon was available when this research was carried out.

Source: Statistics Canada: t97 1, 1981 Census of Canada
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tíve to other inner city neÍghbourhoods (City of Toronto P'lanning Board,

1978, p.31).

Population distribution indicates far fewer children in the Annex

relative to the Inner city, comparable numbers of elderly people and a

significant'ly larger share of peop'le in the 19-65 age bracket.

Average household size was much smaller than in the Inner cíty (r.g
in 1981) but is declining at about the same rate. There has been an

increase Ín the number of households Ín the neighbourhood over the ten

year period (+10%), but this rate declined over the previous twenty year

period (+103%).

MobÍìíty indicated by length of occupancy up to L97L suggested a

high and risÍng pattern likely due to an increase in rental housÍng

units and the fact that many unÍversity students resíde in the area

(city of Toronto Planning Board, 1978, p.33). There is no informatÍon

up to 1981 although iudging by the populatíon decrease and more moderate

increase in households there may be a slight decline in mobility.

0vera'll education attainment in L97L was signifícantly higher in

the Annex compared to the Inner city with onìy 14% of the population

wÍth less than grade 9 and with a very high 34% with some university.

Soeio-economie Status: Income figures for 1971 indicated that the

Annex had an average household income level very comparable to that of

the Inner City. It is likely that in the ten years followÍng these

fígures the Íncome levels have risen relative to the Inner City aver-

age. This can be substantiated by the significant renovation actívíty,

the decline in population and the relatÍvely high average house price

compared to the Inner City.
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0ccupational breakdowns for 1976 indicate 10% of tota'l empìoyment

ïnvolved in retail activities,3I1, in office functions, g% in factory

and warehouse jobs and 50% in other activites. ThÍs compares with the

city of Toronto in 1976 as follows:9% in retaÍl,4s7o ín office, zL% in

factory and warehouse and 24% in other ernployment activites (City of

Toronto Planning and Development Department, 1990, pp.sz-90). These

figures Índicate that the Annex is primarily white collar orÍented but

has a large sector of the popu'lation in undefined categories, the

maiority of whom are students as is evÍdent from the student residences

and businesses in the neighbourhood that cater to their needs.

Family Status: The number of famÍ'l i es decl i ned Í n the Annex

between L97L and 1991 l-27%), a more rapid dec'line than Ín the Inner

City over the same period (-L47,\. Fami'ly size remained steady over the

decade and was smaller than in the Inner Cíty. The number of children

per family was very'low and below that of the Inner City but rose very

slÍghtly over the ten year period. In t98L 54% of the populatÍon of the

neighbourhood was sing]e, 33% marríed, 7% widowed and 6% divorced (tgat

Census of Canada). There was a higher pereentage of single people here

than ìn the CMA.

Ethni cí ty: In 1971,47% of the populatÍon was born outside Canada,

a figure slightly higher than the Inner city area. Almost half the

population had a British background and ethnÍc groups included signifi-
cant AsíatÍc, German, Hungarian, and French populations (City of Toronto

Planning Board, 1978, pp.3s-36). In 19gl "mother tongues" inc'luded

French, Italian, chinese, German and polish as well as EngrÍsh.

community Organization: Residents in the Annex have several
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effective organizations to serve their interests. The Annex Residents,

Association has considerable politicaì expertise and Ís Ínvolved in
plannÍng and local issues. Its membership, although dominated by home-

owners, Ínclude tenants as .weil. However the tenants are generalìy less

successfully organized wÍth involvement tímited to separate buildings.

A neighbourhood tenants organization formed in 1974 but dismaniled after
a year. The major issues are lack of pubtic parks and open space,

limited parking and concerns for loca'l services and facilities (City of

Toronto Planning Board, 1978, p.37). In genera] the ínterests of the

longer term residents are being represented while the short-term 'lower

income tenants are not effectively organized. Issues of conflict wíthin

the area are limíted but centred on conversion and deconversion of

houses particularly the prob'lems surrounding bache'lorettes which are

illegally converted, have generally high relative rents and are often

poorly renovated.

Physical Conditions: A general survey of the area indicates an

aging housing stock of large singìe detached and semi-detached houses,

the majority in good condition and perhaps 25-30% are now renovated"

Apartment buÍ'ldings are generally 10-20 years old, most are located

c'lose to Bloor Street and are in good condÍtÍon. The City of Toronto

Planníng Department noted 600-700 bachelorettes ín the area in 197g,

which have become a popular type of dwellíng unÍt in the Annex, like
south Parkdale, due to the size of the houses, the demand for that type

of housing in the area and profit margin involved. There is concern for

"the loss of historical value or unique contribution to the streetscape,'

(ctty of Toronto Planning Department, 1979, pp. 37-44). HhÍtepainting
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is becoming more and more prevalent and although not documented in the

1978 report, deconversions are likely a major occurrence in the neigh-

bourhood.

Housi ng/l and Costs: Average house prices in the generaì area

reflect an increasing demand for this type of residency relatíve to

housing in the whole region. For example, the average house príce in

the Annex area was $18,204 compared to $20,317 for the Toronto region in

1965,574,220 in the Annex and $75,694 in Toronto region in 1980 and

$I24,646 in the Annex and $95,386 in Toronto region by 1982 (Toronto

Real Estate Board,1965,1982). This change in demand ís very recent

and dramatic and reflects the evidence of extensÍve renovation that has

occurred in the area. There is clearly a strong and growing market for

the houses in the Annex.

Tenure: Owner-occupancy declined over the ten year period from 20%

to lB% of total dwellings while in the Inner city owner-occupancy

remained steady al 43% of total dwel'lings. The number of apartments in

the neighbourhood íncreased from 69% lo 73% of total dweltings compared

to 43% to 46% of tota'l dwe'llings in the Inner Cíty. This indicates

rising tenancy. In L97L, average annual rent was significant'ly higher

in the Annex ($1896) compared to the Inner City ($1438).

Non-residential Functions: Retaíl activity ís concentrated along

Bìoor, Dupont and Bathurst streets and Avenue Road. In general it is

very diversified and hea'lthy from chÍc boutiques near the Yorkville area

to ethnÍc restaurants and variety stores near Bathurst and Bloor.

Problems relate to traffic, parking and servícing (city of Toronto

Planníng Board, 1978, pp.47-55).
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Pressure for Redevelopment: There is considerable redevel opment

activity especÍally near Avenue Road and Bloor Street. pressure for re-

development stems from this síde of the neighbourhood which is hÍghly

desirable for commercial and residential development. CondomÍnium pro-

jects, commercíaì centres and apartment compìexes appear to be the

favoured type of development. These pressures are a considerable threat

to the large homes to the west of this area (City of Tononto plannÍng

Board, 1978, p.54). More mÍnor pressures are renovation and housing

conversions to apartments and bachelorettes which are extensive through-

out the whole neighbourhood.

5.2 Patterns of Change

From the characteristics, the patterns of neighbourhood change can

be outlined for the Annex relatíve to Mclemore et al.'s L0 dimensions of

the inner city neighbourhood (table Z).

1. Dec'line of the resident population: this reflects the overall

trend of the Inner City area however the population loss is much greater

in the Annex. The decline ín househo'ld size and nurnber of famílies and

the increase in households, especÍaì1y síngle households reflected in

the housing conversions to multi-unit apartments are trends prevaìent ín

most inner city areas. However the rapid decìine in population experi-

enced over the last decade accompanied with the rapidly Íncreasíng aver-

age house price relatÍve to the whole city region and the extensive

renovation actÍvity suggest a rapÍdly changing socio-income mÍx from

lower to higher Íncome level residents. As well, loss of dwellings,

dwellÍng deconversion and declíne in household size heìp to explaÍn this

trend.
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2. Increasing socio-economic status: this trend can be deduced

from the rapidly increasÍng average house price, the renovatíon

activity, the pressure for development and the high demand for housíng

in the area and the decline in popu'lation.

3. Increasing single househo'lds: while the overall population is

declÍning dramatically and the age mix, famiìy size and number of

children per family Ís not changing significantìy, the number of

families and the household size is decreasÍng and the number of apart-

ments and bachelorettes is also íncreasing indicating an increase in

single househol ds.

4. Significant ethnic community: a relatively large ethnic popu-

lation is sígnificant regarding diversíty and stability of the neigh-

bourhood. Distinct ethnÍc groups and other cultural groups are evident

in the area from the census information and the commercial establísh-

ments.

5. Strong social organizatíon: whÍle the linited tenant activity

may question thÍs assertion, the significant work and success of several

organizations notably the Annex Residents Association índicates the

relative success of the community organization process.

6. Improving physíca'l conditions: conversion, renovatíon and re-

development activity spurred on by the high demand for housing in the

area as reflected ín the relatively high average house prÍce all indi-

cate improving physical condÍtions.

7. Above city average house costs: as is Índicated under housing/

land costs and are also reflected in the higher than average rents.

8. High tenancy: a decìine in home-ownership, ôr Íncreasing
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number of apartments and evidence of housing conversion to bachelorettes

indicate that tenancy is Íncreasing ín the neighbourhood.

9. strong commercial activity: diversity and success of the

retail functions in the area indicate a stabte local economy and strong

commerci a'l actí vi ty.

10. Strong pressure for redeve'lopment: signifÍcant development

activÍty, housíng conversions and deconversions and renovation activity
indicate strong pressures for redevelopment.

By comparing these patterns with Tabte 2, the dimensíons of the

neighbourhood types, the Annex can be defined as primarily a revitaliz-
ing neighbourhood. However some of the patterns vary from McLemore et
al.'s criterÍa. The population is declíning, an indication of declíne,

there is an íncrease in sing'le households, an indicatÍon of decline or

massive redevelopment, ethnic groups appear strong, an indicatíon of
stabilÍty, tenure is increasÍng, indicating declíne or massÍve redevel-

opment and pressure for redevelopment is high, indicating massive re-

devel opment.

5.3 Theoretical Interpretation

Using the neÍghbourhood characteristics and the Ídentified patterns

of change, the nÍne theories of neighbourhood change can be applied to
the Annex.

Fi I teri ng: There is good evídence to suggest that both the filter-
ing model and the reverse filterÍng model of neíghbourhood change hotd

for the Annex. The Annex was once a prestigious area of large síngle

family homes. Hoyt's Sector theory seems to hold that the fashionable

resídents moved on.
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Although the dominant impression in the area was stil.l thatthe Annex w?s_q prestigious residence area, many families were
movÍng north Iin the tgZOs] to Forest Hill, eãst to Roiedaleor west to parkda'le. 0thers remained in the area and fought
hard to preserve it as a single famity area (Ctty of Toronto
Pl anni ng Board, 1978, p.26) .

The large houses were conducive to conversion Ínto multi-unit
dwel I i ngs.

Nearly all the houses used for residential purposes are class-ifíed as boardÍng gr_!odgÍng houses, converfed'dweiting ñousesor sing'le fami1y dweì1ings.- Actual usage varies, sinðe".oorcor apartrnent uníts are often rented out in housãs Ín any ofthese classifications. The cost of maÍntaining .lârge'old
houses sol e.ly lo. si ngl e famí ly use and a growÍ ng *arrät rorsmal'ler uni ts has I ed to an 

-i 
ncreasí ng nümuer 

-of 
uni ts i n

houses (City of Toronto planning Board, ígZg, p.39i.

The sígnificant ethnic populatÍon in the area suggests that these

dwellÍngs þrere appropriate for arriving immigrant groups. The hÍgh

student population Índicates a supply of low income resÌdents wÍt,h

littte choice in the housÍng market. The Annex supplied sufficÍent
dwe'llÍng units at affordable rents to short term and lower income resi-
dents. However the recent renovation activÍty, the rising average house

príce relative to the city and the growth of the chic commercial area

indicate that reverse filtering is occurring rapÍdty. This ís clearly
evident by the number of whitepaÍnted houses. The only evidence against

the filtering scenarÍo is existence of a core of long-term resídents who

want to stay in the area.

Invasion and Succession: There Ís signifícant evidence of invasíon

of neb, groups into the neighbourhood although it seems to have been a

contÍnuíng phenomenon from the 1920s to today. The original prestigious

neighbourhood was "invaded" by lower income boarders as the large homes

became too expensive or less desirable to the fashionable residents. A
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gradual Ínvasion process seems to have occurred with waves of immigrants

and students who moved in and out of the area annually. The reìatively

hÍgh mobility rate, the high ethnic poputation and the diversity in age

groups, íncome and commercial activities seem to support the Ínvasion

process. Severaì conditions exÍsted or no$r exist that allow for an

invasíon of the area: the large aging housing built for high income

groups; the existance and expansÍon of a large Ínstítution, the Univer-

sity of Toronto; the constructÍon of the Bloor Subway Line in the 1950s

whÍch irnproved cíty access and increased the'land va'lues in the area;

and most recentìy the significant rea'l estate activíty and promotion of

the stí11 prestigious dwellings for hÍgher income groups as single

family dwellings as is evidenced by the rising house prices and renova-

tion activÍty. Resistance to the invasion process seems to come largely

from the Annex Residents Associatíon who organized origÍnally to pre-

serve the neighbourhood for single famity residents (City of Toronto

Planning Department, tg?B, p.26). 0bjections to this theory are based

on the diversity of the residents and cornrnercial activities and lack of

uniformíty of "like" popu'lations both in the case of the long term resi-
dents and the invading population.

specÍal Interests: There are two strong cases supportíng this
theory: the bachelorette conversions and the recent rea'l estate and

renovation activíty. þlhile there is no strong evidence of deteríorating

housíng conditions due to undermaintenance, the "greedy investor" image

can be substantiated by the evidence of "an increase in the number of

absentee owned properties" (city of Toronto planning Department, 1978,

p.41) and the bachelorette conversions.
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some of the bachelorette conversions have been poorly done,
rents can be ligt'...gnd_tenants are forced to double ui to pay
the rents. Stress is felt by the tenants and the còmmunity(City of Toronto Planning Department, 1979, p.43).

There ís evidence that real estate companies are renovatíng houses

to sell them at a higher price and increase their profit. Darrell Kent,

a real tor who speci al i zes Í n i nner ci ty nei ghbourhoods I earned the

system.

In 1968 he bought his first h
Cabbagetown. He renovated and soì
renovated and so] d i t. " I real i
to make money..." Cabbagetown,
became his baiIiwick. "I doub
year..." (The Toronto Sun, July 2

ouse - in less than trendy
d it. Then he bought another,
zed there was an opportunity
flush with renovation fever,
led my salary in the first
7 , 1.983, p.98 ) .

'Darrelì Kent, Realtor' signs are prominent in the Annex.

Consumer Preference: There Ís some evidence su pporting thÍs theory

centering on the increasíng demand for housing, the diversity of the

neíghbourhood populatíon and the patterns supporting Jacob's "unslumm-

i ng" . I,lhi I e "unsl ummi ng" referred to a sl um nei ghbourhood that moved

Ínto middle class stabilíty, the Annex exhÍbíts many of the characteris-

tics and condÍtions which allow this rejuvination process to occur:

there has been a marked drop in the population; average Íncome levels

over the last few years would likely Índicate an overa]l íncrease in

socio-econotnic status relative to t,he city; there appears to be a strong

communîty organization; and there is diversification in the resident

population and comtnercial functions. And there is no evÍdence that the

revitalization process ís as yet destroying the neíghbourhood diversity.

This diversity indícates a st,rong element of indivÍdual choice. The

rapid increase in the demand for housíng may Índicate a strengthening of

consumer choice or it may Índicate a concerted effort on the part of
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special property interests to direct demand. Finally, it is difficult
to determíne who the renovators are: some are evidently new residents

to the area while others could be long term residents. If so, this would

support Smith's assertion that productíon decisÍons are dÍrectíng demand

and consumer preference is determíníng the finat character of the Annex.

Capital Accumulation: There ís evidence to suggest that capital is
being reÍnvested in the Annex at an increasíng rate. In the 1950s, the

construction of the Bloor Subway line heìped to increase property values

and stimu'late development. The bachelorette conversions are highìy

profÍtable but involve some reinvestment Ínto the housíng stock. The

strong pressures for redevelopment especially near Avenue Road, indi-

cates profÍtable reÍnvestment. Darrell Kent explained the very profit-
able síde to renovation activÍty in certain inner city neighbourhoods

(Specia'l Interests). As property va]ues continue to escalate, reínvest-

ment becomes more extensive and profitable.

However, characteri stics of the Annex do not seem to support

Smith's Rent Gap Theory. Smith suggests that capita] must depreciate in

the neighbourhood to a partÍcu]ar extent befor capital reinvestment

becomes a profitable decision. There is littìe evidence that capital

depreeíatÍon has ever occurred to any great extent in the neighbourhood.

There has been little evidence of physicaì deterioration and 'little
evidence that "the sequence of declinÍng va'lues had pretty much run its
course". It is un'likely that the Annex has never experienced a strong

outflow of capÍtaì from the area.

Extra-Urban Forces: There is no strong evi dence to support the

view that national policies have been detrimentaì to the Annex neigh-
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bourhood. The only incident ín this regard centred on the construction

of the "spadÍna Expressway" which would have run through the centre of

the Annex. Many of the residents organized with other residents in the

effected neighbourhoods and successfully squelched the proposal (city of

Toronto PlannÍng Board, 1978, pp.27-zg). The construction of the Bloor

subway Líne ímproved access and property values in the area, as pre-

viously noted. Commercia'l functions have remaíned strong and reinvest-

ment activities are pÍckÍng up. The only evidence of outsÍde forces

directly affectîng the housing stock wou'ld be the changing economic con-

di tÍons and demographic characteri stics ( decreasÌ ng househol d size)

whích have led to the housing conversions to bachelorettes. The Annex

has remaÍned an economícal'ly strong and well organized neighbourhood

which has helped to prevent detrímental actíons of extra-urban'forces.

Landlord-Tenant Rel ations: Although the Annex has a large ethnic

populatíon which could be conducive to non-economic relations between

landlord and tenant, a variety of other conditions indicate that in the

neíghbourhood the vast nrajority of these relations are stricily econo-

mic. Bachelorettes are often high rent relative to space and tenants

have sometimes been forced to double up to pay the rent (special

Interests). Students are probably the largest group of tenants and they

tend to be short term residents with little concern for the neighbour-

hood condition. The relatively hÍgh mobility in the neÍghbourhood, the

increase in absentee owned properties and the relatively high rents also

indicate economÍc relations between landlord and tenant. þlhite evÍdence

of "Dual Theory" is not apparent, the strong resídent associatíon is

helping to reduce conflict between the two groups.
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is lÍttle evídence that ethnic and

mìnority groups are disorganized, frustrated, exptoited and discrÍmin-

ated agaÍnst in the Annex. l.lhite there is a ìarge ethnÍc popu'lation,

they seem to be able to protect theÍr interests through good community

organi zati on. students make up probably the I argest ,'l i ke', cul tura.l

group but are often short term residents with high expectations and

generaì1y are able to defend their interests. The diversity in the

resident population and the commercÍal functÍons Índicate a to]erance of
alternate ìifestyles. There is evidence of exploitation in the rental

accomodation, especially bache'lorettes (specia'l Interests) but no indi-
cation of obvious discriminatÍon toward specifÍc ethnic or cultural

9roup s.

Social Movement: There are some clear indications that the "new

middle class" is changing the character of the Annex. The relatively
strong community organÍzation especÍally the residents' partÍcÍpation in
the anti-Spadina "socÍal movement", the diversÍty in the resident popu-
'lation and commercial functions and tolerance of alternative lifestyles,
the íncreasing socío-economic status of the majority of the residents,

the i ncreasi ng numbens of sÍ ng'le househol ds, sma'l I fami I i es and di vorced

resi dents and the domi natíon of "white co'll ar" occupatÍons over ,,b'lue

collar" all indicate that the Annex is likely experiencing a middle

class social movement in terms of a lifestyle more concerned with
quality of life than straight economic concerns. The accompanying

problems are not yet in evidence although this movement only has been

gaining momentum recently as Ís indicated by the risíng property values

relative to the cíty and the extensive renovation activity and the
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problems may soon appear. The declÍnÍng populatíon of the area indi-

cates some loss of dwelling uníts due to deconversion, however the

number of dwelling units increased between 1971 and 1981, suggesting the

impact of deconversions and whÍtepaíntíng may not be documented as yet.

Summary Thís concludes the interpretations of the theories of

neighbourhood change ín the Annex. The characterístics of the Annex

indicate that it is prÍmarily a revita'lizíng neÍghbourhood. ThÍs ís
evi denced by ri si ng i ncome I eveì s, a hi gh communi ty organi zati on,

Ímproving physical condítions due to renovatíon and redevelopment,

risíng house prices and strong commercía] activity. The overall

character of the area is changing rapidly as indícated by a declining

populaton, rÍse in sing]e households and bachelorette conversions. How-

ever, the strong ethníc populatÍons and the student population continue

to domÍnate much of the neighbourhood.

Most of the theoríes were significant ín their ínterpretations of

the neighbourhood. Fíltering, Invasion and succession, speciat

Interests, Consumer Preference, Capital Accumulation, Extra-Urban Forces

(in a positÍve rather than detrimenta'l way) and Sociaì Movement were all

supported in their interpretations by good evidence Ín the neighbour-

hood. Only Landlord-Tenant Re]ations and Cultural Iso]ation could not

be explained in the Annex due to littìe evÍdence.
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CHAPTER 6

SOUTH RIVERDALE

South Riverdale is located in the south-east corner of the defined

Inner City of Toronto. It is bounded by the Gardiner Expressr{ay to the

south, the Don River to the west, Gerrard Street to the north and Jones

Avenue and Leslie Street to the east. Map 5 indicates the locatíon of

South Riverdale in Toronto's Inner City and Map SA provides a detailed

look at the neighbourhood.

Historica]1y it has developed from a market gardenÍng area to a

working cìass and mìddle Íncorne resídential and industriat neighbourhood

as the street car lines were extended ínto the area from the centre of

the city. The CanadÍan NatÍonal Railway Line cuts through the neÍgh-

bourhood and orÍginally stimuìated industrÍa'l development, especially in

the area south of Queen Street. By tgeg, the bulk of the land had been

developed for industria'l uses and residential areas filled in the gaps.

The close proximity of the houses to the industrial uses and the spread

of inexpensive public transit made it a comfortable working class area.

The residential and industrial uses have becore more íntensely developed

over the years and friction has íncreased as industríal pollution has

increased and the desirability of the area has declined. There has been

little major development in the area since the 1920s and most of the

physÍca] character of the area remaíns íntact. One public housÍng

development was constructed in the 1960s as an urban renewal project

(city of Toronto planning Board, !977, pp.7-11). Today, south Riverdale
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is still predominantly working class although more middle Íncome resi-

dents have moved into the area. Major issues are the]ow íncome of some

of the resÍdents, the condition of the significant industríal base and

the possibiìity of extensive renovatÍon activity whích is occurring to

the north of the neighbourhood.

The major sources of informatÍon on South Riverdale inc]ude Census

of Canada Statistics (tgZt, 1981), the City of Toronto planning Board's

^r.-l:-^, ç^-----J- - rr-!-t-L-sI,uures: tow.lrqs.l NeìgnDournooo rtan: SouIn Rìveroale (Le77 ) anci rhe

Toronto Planning Atlas (1980).

6.1 CharacterÍ stics

Table 5 provides information on the characteristics of South

Riverdale based on census of canada statistics for 1971 and 19g1.

Popul ati on: The population of South Riverdale declined signifi-
cantly between 1971 and 1981 (-23%\, much more rapÍdly than the decline

in the Inner City (-6.5%). The population has declined gradually since

1951, however thÍs most recent decrease is the most dramatic over any

other ten year period sÍnce 1951. Population densities which have been

relatívely high are decreasing.

of children in the neighbourhood than Ín the Inner city generally,

although their share of the total populatÍon has declined substantially

over the ten year períod. There are proportionalìy less elderty and

people in the 19-65 age bracket than in the Inner city although their

share of the total population has been increasing.

Average household size declíned in South Riverdale over the decade,
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TABLE 5 Characteristícs of Sout,h Riverdale, Inner CÍty of Toronto,
1971, 1981

Vari abl e South Riverdale Inner City

Year L97L 1981 t97I 1981

Popuì ati on(%of IC) 21 ,805 ß .4%l t6 ,BB9 Q .g%) 642,zg0 600,6g7

Age groups:
ì ess than L9
65 and over

Househol ds:
number
average size

Average household
i ncome

Educatí on:
I ess than grade 9
uni versi ty

Famí I i es:
number
family size
chÍ I d/fami ly

Type of Dwelling:
sí ng'le detached
apartments

Dwel I i ngs:
owner- occupi ed

Room per dwe'l'li ng

Average annual rent

$8,423 NA $10,104 NA

Born outside Canada ?5%

40%
8%

5825
3.7

3t%
3%

4550
4.0
1.8

I6%
L6%

52%

5.6

$1332

29%
t0%

5350
3.2

NA

NA

L3%

l8/"

58%

NA

NA

DQq

t0%

221,060
3.2

42%
6%

159,780
3.2
1.3

45%

?2/"
43%

43%

5.2

$1438

o ÀotLï lO

t2%

234,080
2.6

NA
NA

137,600
3.0
L.2

NA

22%
46%

NA

NA

3825
3.3
1.5

NA

43%

N0TE: .1991 Figures were taken from advance census data, hence not all
informatÍon was available when this research was cârried out.

Source: Statistics Canada: 1971, 1981 Census of Canada
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however it is still larger than that in the Inner City. Significantly

the number of households declined by 8% while they increased ín number

in the Inner City.

Mobi'lity has been relatíveìy low Ín this neíghbourhood relative to
other Inner City neighbourhoods: "between 1966 and 1971 only 2t% of the

residents moved, 6% below the city average of z7%" (ctty of Toronto

Planning Board, 1977, p.21). More recently there has been an outflow of
--^-J J^-^!^ f-^^* !Lf'es I ueil L5 I t'uilt Lf te dred.

Educati onal attai nment i n 1971 was hi gher i n South Ri verda'le re'l a-

tive to the 31% of the population with less than grade 9. However only

3% of the population had some uníversity compared to 6% for the who'le

Inner City.

Socio-economic Status: Income figures for l97L indicated that

South Riverdale had an average household income leve'l below that of the

Inner City. It is líkely that in the years foìlowing these figures, the

neighbourhood has continued this relatívely low status: the 1977 neigh-

bourhood Study observed little change.

The half decade since the last census has been a períod of
worsening economic conditíons throughout the country, and
South Ri verdal e' s posi ti on appears to have fol I owed the
national trend (City of Toronto Planning Board, !977, p.l7).

It is'likely that this situatíon has carrÍed on Ínto the 1980s.

0ccupatíona1 breakdowns for L976 índÍcate B% of total employment

involved in retaÍl activities, 2% in office functions, 7l% in factory

and warehouse iobs and t8% in other emp'loyment activities (City of

Toronto Pìanning and Development Department, 1980, pp.82-90). These

fÍgures indicate the South Riverdale is predomÍnantly a working class

nei ghbourhood.
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The number of famílies declined ín the area over

the ten year perÍod (-16%), as did family size although family size was

still significantly larger Ín South RÍverdale relative to the Inner CÌty

and was comparable to that of the cMA. The number of children per

family was higher than Ín the Inner City and higher than the figure for

the Cl'lA. Clearly ít is a family oriented neíghbourhood.

Ethnicity: In 1971, only 25% of the population was born outside

Canada compared to 457, in the Inner City. Major ethnic groups included

Italian, East European, Asian, Northern European and French. Nearly

half the population was of Britísh background. (city of Toronto

Planning Board, 1977, p.12). In 1981, "mother tongues" included

chínese, Portugese, French, Italian and German as well as Engìish.

Community Organization: Residents Ín the area have several social

service agencÍes and community centres to meet those particular needs

but are poorìy organízed in terms of political expertise and involvement

in planning and locaì issues. Homeowners are increasing Ín number rela-

tive to renters and as prices are lower than the cíty average (see

Housing/land costs), this group does not appear to have pressing con-

cerns. There is a community newspaper which focuses on local issues but

in general involvement in community concerns appears minimal.

Physica'l Condi ti ons: A general survey of the area indicates an

aging stock of smallish detached, semi-detached and row houses many ín

need of repair. The 1978 neÍghbourhood study outlíned the situation.

Because of the low average family incomes in South Riverdale,
many people have not been able to afford to carry out regular
maíntenance on their houses. As a result, many of the hóuses
are in need of repair... Few of the houses have deteriorated
to a point beyond repair but many require extensive, costly
repairs (City of Toronto Planning Board, !977, p.al).
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Most of the rentaì accornodation is located above stores on commer-

cíal strips and ín houses converted Ínto flats and appears to be in fair
condit,ion. Some whitepainting is evident in the area which is heìping

to improve overall physÍcal conditions a'lthough it is not extensive as

yet.

Housíng/land Costs: Average house prices in the general area have

remaíned much lower than those of the whole region. For example, the

average house price in the South Riverdale area was g12,520 compared to

$20,317 for the Metro region in 1965, $56,387 in South Riverdale and

$75,694 Ín the region in 1980 and 972,60s in South Riverda'le and $95,386

by L982 (Toronto Real Estate Board,196s,1990,19g2). There ìs no

clear Íncrease or decrease in demand relative to the regíon.

Tenure: 0wner-occupancy increased significantly over the ten year

period and is much hÍgher than the average for the Inner city and is

comparable to that for the CMA. Apartments make up a minimal amount of

the housíng stock and rents in L972 were lower than the average for the

Inner City. Rents appear to vary throughout the area but South RÍver-

dale is known as a low rent dístrict (City of Toronto planning Board,

1.977 , p.22).

Non-resi dential Functions: Commerci a'l acti vi ty í s qui te extensi ve

and congregates along the main access streets. The retait strip type of

commercia'l development is not without its problems such as lack of park-

ing, unattractive storefronts, traffic and congestion and competÍtion

from shopping centres. A re]atively new mall opened on the northern

boundary of the neighbourhood and has had some detrimental effects on

some of the long established businesses. Many of the outlets are exper-
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iencing decìining sa]es (City of Toronto PlannÍng Department, L977,

pp.55-57). South Riverdale has one of the most mixed industria'l areas

in the city and in I97L about 145 firms employed about 8Á of the city's
total industrial employment. Although healthy in many respects there

are concerns with lack of room for expansion, the vÍew that the area is

"disreputable" compared to newer industrial parks, labour supply is

ìimited for some operations and transportatíon and access Ínto the area

is poor. There is a continua'l turnover and adjustment of industrÍal

uses ín the area and many firms are attracted to the area because of the

reìatívely low rents (City of Toronto Planning Board, L977, pp.93-11.4).

Pressure for Redevel opment: There i s mi nÍmal redevel opment

activÍty in South RÍverdale however there are considerabte pressures on

the existing housing stock. Due to íts low average príce relative to

the region, the housÍng in the area ís attractíve to mÍddle income resi-

dents who could not afford to buy a house elsewhere ín the city. ThÍs

in some instances, may be forcíng residents out and due to the shortage

of low cost rental accomodat,ion in the city, it is difficult for these

'low income residents to fÍnd new homes. As well the shortage of poten-

tial new housing sites limits new resídentia'l activity (City of Toronto

Planning Department, 1977, p.53). ldhitepaÍntÍng activitÍes are becomíng

more vísible in the neÌghbourhood although they are not yet extensive,

6.2 Patterns of Change

From the characteristics, the patterns of neíghbourhood change in

South Riverdale can be outlined relative to Mclemore et al.'s 10 dimen-

sions of the inner city neighbourhood (Table 2).
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1. Decline of the resident population: thÍs reflects the overa'll

trend Ín the Inner City area although the population loss is more exten-

sive in South Ríverdale. The decline in household size and number of

households and fami'lies indicate an outflow of peopìe and a decline Ìn

densÍty more dramatic than in most Inner City areas.

2. Low socio-economic status: a predominantly working class area

with serÍous low incone probìems, South Riverdale has been unable to

improve its low socÍo-econornic status. Evidence of new middle c'lass

residents moving Ín and whitepainting may improve its income status,

however not wíthout creating seríous prob'lems for the low income resi-

dents forced out.

3. Maíntenance of famÍly status: although the neighbourhood has

lost some famÍlies, the relatively high family size and number of child-

ren per famiìy relative to the Inner City, implies that South Riverdate

is stíll very much a famíly oriented neighbourhood. The changes in popu-

lation mix generally fol'low the trends in the Inner City however there

are still proportionaìly more childern in the neighbourhood.

4. Maintenance of ethnic mix: evÍdence is limited but the growth

of the Chinese community indicates a sÍgnificant and perhaps growing

ethnic component ín the neighbourhood.

5. Weak social organization: limited Ínvolvernent and limited self-
initíated organizations Índicate both a ìack of concern and a lack of

organizatíonal abÍlities (or lack of perceived problems) on the part of

the resídents.

6. Declining physícal condítíons: an aging housing stock, some of

originally poor constructÍon, decliníng house quality, low income resi-
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dents that are not able to invest ín maintenance and limited whitepaint-

íng activity indicate declíning physÍcaì conditions.

7. Below cÍty average house costs: average house price figures

indicate sale prÍces well below the city average which ís attracting

some middìe Íncome resÍdents into the area who couìd not afford a house

el sewhere.

8. Increasing home-ownershíp: an Íncrease in owner occupied dwe'l-

'lings and minímal apartment dwellings substantiate this pattern.

9. Mixed non-residentíal functions: while overa'l I commercial

activity is declining sìowly, industria'l uses are experiencing some

changes Ín use but are generalìy hea'lthy.

10. Little pressure for redevelopment: tittle recent development

actívity, few available sites, limited whitepainting and lower than city

average property values all indicate minÍmal pressure for redevelopment.

By comparing these patterns with Table 2, the dimensíons of the

neighbourhood types, South Riverdale can be defined as a stable-to-

declining neighbourhood. Characteristics of decline in South Riverdale

include: decl ining popuì ation, dec'l ining socio-economíc status, poor

community organization, declining physÍca'l condítions, low housing costs

relative to the city, declining commercial sector and low pressure for

redevelopment. Characteristics of stabilÍty Ínclude: maintenance of

high famÍly status, significant ethníc communÍty, lack of community

organization due to lack of necessíty, high home-ownership, stable

industrial base and mínímal pressure for redevelopment.
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6.3 Theoretical Interpretation

UsÍng the neighbourhood characteristics and the identified patterns

of change, the nine theories of change can be interpreted in South

Ri verdal e.

Fi I teri ng: There is little evídence that the housing stock in

South Riverdale has "filtered down" to the present low income residents,

however there ls some indication that a "reverse filtering" process is

beginning. The neighbourhood was originally buÍlt for working c'lass

residents and the houses are srnal'lish and many are not of particularìy

good constructi on. It i s cl ear that hi gher i ncome groups never

ínhabited the dwellings. Resident mobility ín and out of the area has

been below the city average and the family status has remained hígh.

Ethnic groups make up a smaller proportion of the population here than

in the Inner City. It ís therefore unlikely that filtering has occurred

to any great extent. However, it is likely that those residents who

experience a rise in income move out of the neighbourhood as it is cer-

tain'ly not a fashionable area. To the north of South Riverdale is a

neighbourhood novr becoming fashionable again and the houses there are

considerably larger and more attractive. There is evidence that the

value of South Riverdale homes is decìíníng more rapidly than their

quaìity stimulating new residents to move in.

Because houses in South Riverdale are less expensive than
houses in other parts of the City, many people not previously
residents in the area realized that their only hopes of home
ownership lay in purchasing a house within the district.
Thus, there has been an influx of middle income families
buying into what was tradítionally a workÍng cìass area (City
of Toronto Planning Board, 1977, p.41).

Thís situation of low property values relative to the city is
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aìlowfng a process of reverse filtering to start. It is not clear to

what extent it will develop as the housing stock is clearly not as

attractive to middle income residents as other inner city neighbour-

hoods.

Invasion and Succession: There is little evidence of an invasion

of a "Iike" popu'latíon into the area except for the limited arrival of

the middle classes. The conditions which Ínitiate invasion are not

being met to any great extent in South Ríverdale. There has been 1íttle
physical change in the area except for the aging of the housing stock.

There i s I imí ted resi dentí al mobi 1 i ty and rel atí vely I ow property

values. These charateristics imply limited potentíaì for invasion and

of the conditions that initiate the invasion process only the physical

"obsolescence" and Iow dernand of the housing stock and the Iow income

status of the majority of the residents allow for nev{ populations to

enter and take over the area. As mentioned Ín Filtering, this is
starting to occur and there is evidence that the mÌddle classes are

quÍte a different group from the established residents. If the process

continues, the invasion and succession scenario may unfold. However,

the hÍstory of the neighbourhood does not indicate any past process of

i nvasi on.

Special Interests: The I ow tenancy and I ack of devel opment

activity indicate a limíted involvement of special property interests in

the area. However the declining physical conditíons and possibìe real

estate promotion of the area for the mÍddle classes may Índicate more

subtle Ínvolvement of the "property industry". Landlords in the area do

not appear to be overly exploitive as rents are below the city average
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and the area is known as a low rent dÍstrict (see Tenure). The only

evidence of "catac'lysmic" money was a public housing urban renewaì pro-

iect built in the 1960s. However the declining physica'l conditions

indicate that the residents cannot get access to financial markets and

as a result theÍr houses are undermaintained. The new midd]e income

residents can afford to purchase these properties and renovate them. As

well, real estate companíes are likely buyÍng up suitable dwellings,

renovating them and making a substantial profit as was outlined under

Specía'l Interests in the Annex. There are 'Darrel'l Kent, Rea'ltor' signs

in the neighbourhood.

Consumer Preference: Due to the low income status, low demand and

low housing costs Ín the area compared to the city and lÍmited diversity

in the neighbourhood population, it Ís unlike'ly that consumer preference

has played a maior part, in the development of South Riverdale. EvÍdence

of the long term resÍdents reinvesting in the housing stock or commer-

cial functions ("unslumming") is also minimal. However, the population

of the area is dropping and it exhibíts many of the.onàitions of a

stable neíghbourhood which indicates that some unslummÍng may be occurr-

ing. It, is more likely that the mÍddle classes are the primary investors

in the neighbourhood. These nelr residents are like'ly choosing to live
here for largely economic reasons (see Filtering), however proximity to

the downtown and employment, the family orientation of the neÍghbourhood

and relatíve stability of the area are other factors.

Capitaì Accumulation: In several major respects the needs of capi-

tal accumulation have dominated the needs of the residents in South

Riverdale. Historicalìy, land use decisions were made based on the
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needs of industry in the area. Today those needs have created local

concerns.

As índustrÍes have expanded on their sites and road has
replaced raíl as the predominant means of transportation, thefríction has increased between residents and the indust,ries
located side by side. In the area south of Queen Street in
partícular, the effects of Índustríat polìution have become a
matter of great local concern (City of Toronto planning Board,
L977, p.11).

The domination of Índustrial capÍtal has undoubtably influenced the

cost of the housing in the area whÍch is much'lower compared to the cÍty

and the poorer origÍnal construction and design as workers' dwellings.

However, Smith suggests that with undermaintenance and capital deprecÍa-

tion, the housing will convert to rental unÍts. In South Riverdale,

nany dwellíngs are undermaintained but ownership is Íncreasing. Capítal

reinvestment is now iust starting, perhaps after the relative value of

the dwe'llings has depreciated to the extent that reinvestment is now a

rational market response. This is difficu'lt to evaìuate, however

smith's "Rent Gap Theory" may hold, especially as real estate promotions

of the area for the middle classses Ís evident.

Extra-Urban Forces: There appears to be an indirect impact of

national policies, economics and demographic trends ín South Riverdale.

Natíonal policies and changing economic situatíons have directed the

growth of the local Índustriaì base and national polÍcies have a'ltered

such aspects as transportation routes (see capital AccumulatÍon). More

recently, neighbourhood improvement programs have been directed at South

Riverdale. In L976, a NeÍghbourhood Improvement program area was

desÍgnated in South Riverdale (see Map 5A), as it was determined to be a

"seríously deteriorated" neÍghbourhood. Money was altotted to bring low "
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income dwe'llers'houses up to safety, fire and health codes as well as

to improve the physical infrastructure Ín the area. Problems with the

program included the length of time for the approval process due to the

difficuìty wíth dealing with three levels of government and differing

interpretations of the 'legÍslature. The Resident Rehabilitation Assist-

ance Program provided resident home-o$rners in "N.I.p. areas" with money

for repairs on homes. Land'lords qualified for the grants and there was

no provision for assurÍng that they did not pass costs on to the tenants

and profit the grant money (Cíty of Toronto planning Board, L977, pp.

43-45). The overall impact of the programs is mÍxed with some benefits

accruing to the residents. NatÍona'l demographic trends such as decreas-

ing family size and íncreasing single households are apparent in South

Riverda'le but not as pronounced as in other inner cÍty areas.

Landl ord-Tenant Relations: There is good evidence to support the

idea that "non-economíc" re]ations between land'lord and tenant are

helpíng to maintaín the stability of South RÍverdale. However there ís

also some evÍdence that changing economíc conditions are starting to

erode some of these relationships. Although there is lirnited tenancy in

the area relative to the Inner City, the relatively inexpensive housing,
'low rents, type of tenant dwellÍngs (ie. no large blocks), smal'l but

signÍficant ethnic community, the relative stabÍlity and famÍly orienta-

tion of the area and the low mobility of the residents all indicate that

there are likely good "non-economic" relationshÍps between many of the

landlords and tenants in the area. This implies that rents are beÍng

kept below market levels because of the reciprocity and understanding

that has evolved between landlord and tenant. Actual evidence of this
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neÍ ghbourhood

characteristics suggest that it is plausíble. There Ís also evidence

that these relations may be becomÍng more economic.

It is not easy to estimate area rents sínce rents seem to vary
greatly withín the area and in recent years have been esca'lat-
ing rapÍdly. However South Riverdale is generally known as an
area of I ower than average rents and thus appeal s to house-
hol ds wi th I ower than average i ncomes ( Ci ty of Toronto
Planning Board, L977, p.221.

As physicaì conditions decline and a poor economic sítuation aggra-

vates ìocal probìems, the likelihood of these "non,economic" relations

survíving is diminishing.

Cultural IsolatÍon: South Riverdale is clearly a low íncome area

and whíle social class (socio-economic status) is limíting the housÍng

choices and prospects for the residents, there Ís no overt evidence of

discrimination in the housíng and rental markets other than regarding

income. Low Íncome is wÍdespread throughout the anea causíng social

problems and declining physical conditions. Cultural isotatÍon and

dependence on social servÍces are ìikely inter-related.

A tallying of figures received from the unemployment Insurance
CommÍ ssi on, the Metro Social ServÍces Department and the
Provínce provided a rough estimate of somewhat more than 20% of
the populatÍon counting on some form of assistance for income
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976.... These esti-
mates indicate that the recent rise in unempìoyment across
Canada has not spared South Riverdale (City of Toronto Planning
Board, L977 , p.21).

There is no clear evidence that any cultural mÍnorÍty groups are

being díscrimínated against in terms of housing or employment.

Social Movement: It is evident that the middle class is beginning

to make inroads into the area and that this group has distinctly differ-

ent social values than the long term working class residents of South
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Ríverdale. However, as the neighbourhood is not particularty diversi-

fÍed in terms of income, jobs, social status or lifestyle, the mÍddle

class residents who choose to live here may have different values than

those of the "neyú middle class" who seek neighbourhood dïversity and

involvement in social movements, The mÍddle class resídents who choose

to live ín South Riverdale may have more tradítional values and limÌted
incomes. There is evidence that these new residents are dísplacing some

of the long tenn low income residents.

House prices in South RÍverdale are too hÍgh for many area
residents to afford. The tenants living in-houses whicn are
sold are having difficulty findÍng rental accomodatÍon Ín thearea.... The most vu]nerable people in the current sÍtuatíon
are those who are dependent on rental accomodatÍon: tenants
have the least bargai_nÍng power during a housÍng crisis. Low
income homeowners at least have the option to sejl their homes(City of Toronto Planning Board , Lg77', p.aÐ.

Clearly new midd]e class residents are movíng Ín and Iow Íncome

residents are beÍng forced out but there is no evÍdence that the new

residents have values governed by concern for "quality of life,'rather
than economÍc concerns.

Summary This completes the applÍcation of the theories of neigh-

bourhood change to South Riverdale. The characterist,ics of South River-

da'le indÍcate that the neighbourhood is primarily stable but has rnany

characteristÍcs of decline. It is a family oriented neighbourhood with

a significant ethníc population, high home-ownership, a stable local

industrial base and low pnessure for redevelopment. However, deteriora-

ting physical conditions, a declining commercial sector, low famíly

i ncomes, weak communÍ ty organi zati ons and I ow housi ng costs a'l 'l i ndi cate

a growing pattern of decline.
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Few of the theories could explain aspects of neÌghbourhood change

in South Riverdale. Only Capitaì Accumu'lation, Extra-Urban Forces and

Landlord-Tenant Re'lations were supported by strong evidence in the

neighbourhood information. Fíltering, Invasíon and Succession, Specia'l

Interests, Consumer Preference, Cuìtural Isolation and Social Movement

þrere generally poorly Ínterpreted by the evidence in the information on

South Riverdale.

The fo'llowing chapter evaluates these theoretical Ínterpretations

for all three neighbourhoods.
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CHAPTER 7

AN TVALUATION OF THE APPLICABILITY OF THE THEORIES

This chapter reviews and critíques the theories of neighbourhood

change in light of their application to the three neíghbourhoods in the

Inner City of Toronto. The strengths and weaknesses of the theories are

evaiuateci in the following four steps. Initiaìly, the range of the

theoretica'l interpretatíons is outlined. This provÍdes an overview of

t,he abilitíes of the theories to explain the phenomena evident in alt

three neighbourhoods. Secondly, a typology of the theories is developed

based on this range of interpretations, providing a framework for an

assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the theories. Thirdly,

the límitations of the theories Ín terms of theír abilities to explain

neighbourhoods are discussed. Finally, some observations are made on

further use and development of these theories as a tool in the interpre-

tation of neighbourhood change.

The Range of Interpretati on As a result of the interpretatíons of

the neighbourhoods, three "classes" of theorÍes can be distinguÍshed:

those that explaÍned the phenomena evÍdent in all three neÍghbourhoods;

those that explaÍned two neighbourhoods; and those that explaÍned onìy

one neighbourhood. It is significant that atl of the theories were

valid in explainÍng at least one neighbourhood. l,lhíle some of the

theories did not explain phenomena evident in partÍcular neighbourhoods,

no one theory failed to be valid in an expìanation of at teast one of

the three neighbourhoods.
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The theoríes that explained aspects of all three neighbourhoods

Ì{ere: Capital Accumulation and Extra-Urban Forces. These theories all

had an interpretive value in explaining the characteristics and patterns

of change in all three neighbourhoods. The theoríes that explained

aspects of two of the neighbourhoods were Filtering and Invasion and

Succession. They were valid ín explaíning the situations ín two of the

neighbourhoods but had no validity Ín the third. However "reverse

filtering" had an ínterpretive value in all three neighbourhoods. The

theories that exp'lained the aspects of only one neighbourhood were

Speci al I nterests, Consumer Preference, Landl ord-Tenant Reì ati ons,

Cultural Iso]ation and Social Movement.

The Types of Theories From the range of interpretations, the

theoríes can be díscussed and further evaluated by deveìoping a typology

based on their focus. They can be grouped into three general types:

comprehensíve, those that attempt to describe and explain all types of

neighbourhoods and theÍr phenomena; narrow focus, those theories that

concentrate narrowly on one or two determinants of neÍghbourhood change;

and neighbourhood-specific, those theories that concentrate on neigh-

bourhoods ín one of three states: decline, stability, or revitaliza-

tion. The theorÍes general'ly fit one type although it is difficult to

categorize them rigorously.

Comprehensive Many of the theorÍes explained a varíe ty of deter-

minants in neighbourhoods in a varíety of conditions (declíne, stabil-

Íty, revitalizatíon). Those theoríes that explained alì three neigh-

bourhoods can be generally considered comprehensÍve. However, thÍs

broad focus has some negative implications regarding indÍrect evidence
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and a superficÍal treatment of many of the dçterminants of neighbourhood

change.

The aim vras to include as many aspects of neÍghbourhood change that

could be encompassed by the approach. However, as a result of the

interpretations, it is clear that some of the theorÍes are more

encompassing than others. It is also clear that whiìe a theory may be

comprehensi ve, i t may not necessari ly expl ai n the nei ghbourhoods

succinctly. For instance, Invasion and Succession is a comprehensive

theory in terms of the wíde range of characteristics it considers, how-

ever substantiation of the main concept (the similar actÍvíties of'like
cultural groups) is difficult ín any more than a general way.

Extra-Urban Forces provides the most comprehensÍve focus of alt the

theori es. There rdas evi dence of the i ndi rect ímpact of nati ona'l

policies, the national economy and national demographic trends Ín all

three of the neighbourhoods studied. In fact it can be safely asserted

that this theory has great potentÍal to exp'laÍn any inner city neigh-

bourhood. Its weakness lies in the difficulty of linking natÍonal

trends and forces to partícular neighbourhood changes in anythíng more

than a general way.

Narrow Focus ldhile all the theories are oriented towards one

general aspect of neighbourhood change (eg. Filtering is concerned with

the changÍng use of the housing stock; Specia'l Interests, the col'lusive

activíties of players in the property industry), some are focused on

only one or two specifíc determinants. A narrow focus has the potential

of uncovering the subtle forces at work behÍnd that particular determin-

ant, but may ignore other important determinants. For Ínst,ance, Land-
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lord-Tenant Relations is the most specifically focused of the theoríes

as the concept of reciprocal relations between landlord and tenant is

concerned with onìy that one determinant of neighbourhood change.

Good relations between landlord and tenant are only one factor Ín

mai ntai ni ng nei ghbourhood stabi'l i ty. Cul tural I so'l atí on i s narrowly

focused on di scrimi nati on and i soì ati on of mi nori ty groups i n
neighbourhoods. These theoríes are limited by the few characteristics

and patterns of change inc'luded in their interpretations.

In some cases, the theory can be limÍted by the requirements of

specific neíghbourhood criteria in order for a theory to have any

validity. For example, Filtering, which appeared to be a comprehensive

theory as outlined, is actually more narrowly focused. The concept of

neighbourhood housing stock fi'lterÍng down to low income groups as the

housing ages and declines in quatity vras limÍted by severa'l criteria
that must be met: the dwellings must be large and must have been

originally prestigÍous; they must be conducíve to conversion into board-

ing houses or multÍ-unÍt dwellings; and housÍng demand in the area must

be such that hígher income residents will want to move out, leaving the

dwe'llings for low Íncome residents. This theory had validity Ín two of

the neighbourhoods however in the third, South Riverdale, the houses are

not large and were not originatly prestigious, were buílt for low income

industrial workers and are not likery to be chosen by hÍgher Íncome

groups. There is líttle need to interpret Filtering in a neighbourhood

which does not meet this criteria

Nei ghbourhood- Speci fi c Some of the theories are specí fical ly
focused on particular types of neighbourhoods. These theorÍes concen-
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trate on the determínants that shape neíghbourhoods characterÍzed by

declÍne, stability or revítalization. In the introduction to Chapter 3,

i t was i ndi cated that many of the theori es y,ere ori gi na'l 'ly ori ented

towards the forces that create decìiníng neighbourhoods. This Ís a

clear bias of the theorÍes which ís understandable due to the problemat-

ic nature of declining neighbourhoods. Revítalizing neighbourhoods are

the new focus of the theorists judging by the recent literature. How-

ever, as also pointed out in Chater 3, many of the orígina'l concepts can

be adapted to explain revitalization (eg. Filteríng, Invasion and

Succession, Special Interests). Stab'le neighbourhoods are poor'ly

explaíned by the theories. 0nly two theories, Landlord-Tenant Relations

and Invasion and Succession are concerned with the forces that maÍntain

stable neighbourhoods. South Riverdale is the most stable of the neigh-

bourhoods studied and i t was general ìy poorly expl ai ned by the

theories. Only CapÍtal Accumulatíon, Extra-Urban Forces and Landlord-

Tenant Relations appeared to have much vaìidity in explaÍning its con-

di ti on.

Other examples of neíghbourhood-specific theories are as follows:

Social Movement which is clearly oríented towards areas exhibiting signs

of recovery or revitalization. Cultural Isolatíon is orÍented towards

declÍning neighbourhoods inhabited by cultural minorities. Consumer

Preference appeared to be a comprehensive theory as outlined but really

on]y had val i di ty i n revi t,al i zi ng or hí gher i ncome nei ghbourhoods as i t
is only here that residents likely are able to afford to make their own

decisions regardíng housing.

Now that the apparent strengths and weaknesses of the theories have
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been highlighted, the limitatíons evident with a'll the theories and with

this approach to neÍghbourhood change can be ouilined.

0veral I Limitations There are several overa'll timitatíons to the

theoríes that have become evident from the Ínterpretations of the neigh-

bourhoods. These limitations relate directly to the ability of all the

theori es to expl ai n al I three nei ghbourhoods and have ímpt i cati ons

regarding further interpretations of other inner city neÍghbourhoods.

The va'i i rii ty test of the theorí es í s predi cated on the assumptÍ on

that the phenomena they descríbe can be fu]ly substantiated. The avaÍ'l-

abiìity of Ínformation on the neighbourhoods sets the'limits of thís
substantiation. In their present state of development, these theories

can not permit a complete Ínterpretatíon of neighbourhoods short of

carrying out extensive and detaÍled empirÍcal studies; this casts some

doubt on theÍr practical usefulness. Moreover, the scope of thÍs
research has limited the neighbourhood Ínformation to ten major charac-

teristics as identified by Mclemore et al. This informatíon may not

cover more subt'le aspects of the neighbourhood. For example, Land'lord-

Tenant Re'lations requires studies of rental sub-markets and surveys on

the relationshÍps between land'lord and tenants.

Some of the required information is nearly impossÍble to collect
due to the abstract nature of the concepts the theories purport to
il'lustrate or to the disputable methods which may be required to collect
data of this nature. For exatnp'le, in the case of Consumer preference,

there are no obvíous ways to measure the extent that individuals are

making their own housing choices. In Invasion and succession, it is

difficuìt to define cultural groups in any satisfactory vray and to
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measure the impact of their actívities on a neÍghbourhood. In Specia'l

Interests, it is dÍffÍcult to define collusíon and to supply evidence of

such activi ty.

To a certain extent, all the theories would likely be aided ìn

their Ínterpretations of neíghbourhoods by more detailed information,

This is not necessarily a limitation of the theoríes but is a lÍmitation
of the interpretatïve framework. However ín several cases, the vague

concepts embodied in the theories limited their Ínterpretive value in
explaining nei ghbourhoods.

Some of the ídeas contained Ín the theorÍes overìap. This is due

to the need for further conceptual development of the theories, the

inter-related nature of various approaches and the fact that they are

dealing with soft phenomena. Definíng some of these ideas as "theories',

may be premature as they require further development. Grigsby and

Rosenburg labelled the ideas "images", L.S. Bourne called them

"hypotheses" and Neíl smith titled one of his papers "Towards A Theory

of Gentrification". This indicates that there is still much work to be

done and beÍng done in the area.

There are examp'l es of overl appi ng ideas and i nter-rel ated

approaches. For example, Invasion and Succession inc'ludes the filtering
scenario to explain the transition of residents through the housing

stock. Special Interests and CapÍtal AccumulatÍon both assume there Ís

a strong element of control over the housing market by elites. Consumer

Preference and Social Movement Theories both base their premises on the

demand side of the housing market. Invasion and Succession and Cultura]

Isolation are both concerned wíth like cultural groups and their domÍna-
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tíng or exp'loiting sítuations. These overlaps are a limítation regard-

ing a separate evaluatÍon of the theoríes. For example, the validity of

Invasion and Succession in a neighbourhood rests to some extent on the

va1ídity of Filtering as the filtering concept is an Ínherent part of

i ts premí se.

Thus, consÍdering that these over'laps are symptomatic of soft
phenomena, it is clear that there can be no truly scientific explana-

tions for neighbourhood change in any one neighbourhood. This is why

there are nine somewhat integrated theories atternpting to explain neigh-

bourhood change and albeit they all have some valÍdity to Ínterpret

neighbourhood phenomena, there will never be one theory that explains

with full satisfactÍon all aspects of neighbourhood change in all neigh-

bourhoods.

Another overall 1ímitatÍon of the theoríes Ís their lack of inter-
pretation of unique neighbourhood characteristics. A'll three of the

neíghbourhoods exhibited strong unique characteristics whích generally

defied expìanation by the theorÍes. For example, South parkda'le is the

home of many de- Í nsti tutí onal i zed menta'l hea'l th pati ents wi th I ow i ncome

and speci al prob'lems. The theori es are ori ented towards genera'l nei gh-

bourhood situatíons and were not able to adequately explain the impact

of these residents on the neighbourhood. The highly polí¡cized and

divided resident activíties were also poorly explained wíth on'ly Capitaì

Accumulation supplying a perspective to the situation. The Annex is

unique regarding its close proximity to a major university and the

cycl Ícal residency of the students. Onty Invasi on and Succession

attempted to explaín thís important aspect of the neighbourhood, South
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Riverdale is unÍque regardÍng the integration of industry into the

neighbourhood. This aspect has considerable implications for property

va'lues, socio-economic status, revítalization, pollutíon, buÍ1dÍng

structures, etc. on the neíghbourhood. The theorÍes generally ignored

this aspect wíth the exception of capital Accumulation.

0f course, sínce many of these theories were meant to explain

generalized phenomena, they cannot be expected to explaín all unÍque

characteristics of a neighbourhood however they should be able to
explain the majority of the general neighbourhood characteristics. It
is likely that the more unÍque a neÍghbourhood is, the less successfut'ly

it can be explained by these theorÍes.

Finally, the theories are all open to slightly different interpre-

tations and may vary in theír perceÍved va'lídity to explaÍn a neíghbour-

hood due to the polítíca] perspective and ideological ouilook of those

ínterpreting the ideas they contain. Several of'these ídeas are based

on highìy subiective and controversial premíses. For example, Capital

Accumulation clear'ly depends upon an outlook supporting a premise that
capital ís manÍpuìated by elites who exptoit those residents who do not,

have access to the ruling institutions. If one cannot accept thÍs pre-

mise, then the theory will not have any validity in any neighbourhood.

Filteríng is dependent on the acceptance of supply and demand forces

workíng Ín a relatively free manket situation and that indivÍduals are

able to make rational market responses. The inabilÍty to accept this
premise may lead one to ignore this theory. All the theories are open

to some Ínterpretations due to the political-economic focus of neigh-

bourhood change. Here again ratíona'l scientÍfÍc explanatÍons can hardly
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by expected. However the inclusion of many perspectives may heìp to
balance the viewpoints and provide a greater overall Ínsíght into neigh-

bourhoods.

Summary 0bservations The theories have been evaluated according to

theÍr abilitíes to explain the characteristics and patterns of change

evident in the three neÍghbourhoods. There are three ,,classes', of

theories as distinguíshed by the Ínterpretatíons of the neÍghbourhoods:

those that explained all three neighbourhoods; those that exptained two

neíghbourhoods; and those that expìaÍned only one neighbourhood. ThÍs

range of interpretatíon indicates t,hat the theorÍes vary regarding their
focus on the determinants of neighbourhood change. Some of the theories

attempt to be comprehensive focusing on many determÍnants, some are

narrowly focused on one or two determinants and some are focused on the

determinants affecting a neÍghbourhood conditÍon of decline, stabiìity
or revitalizatíon. Overal1, the theories vary in their interpretive
value relative to theÍr abilÍty to be substantíated by the neíghbourhood

Ínformation, their conceptual development, their interpretations of
generalÍzed phenornena and their political perspectíve.

How can we better apply these theories to neighbourhoods? What

lessons have been learned from the theoretical interpretatìons of the

neí ghbourhoods?

The theories lackÍng substantiation by the neighbourhood informa-

tÍon require the development of a methodology to better app'ly their con-

cepts. Landlord-Tenant Relations requÍres a means to uncover the

relationships between land]ord and tenant. Invasion and Succession

requires a clear definition of a like cultural group and a uray to
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measure their activities. SpecÍal Interests requires a definÍtion of
collusive activíty and a way to measure it. Thís refining of the con-

cepts of the theories will allow more concise interpretatÍons of neÍgh-

bourhoods and more thorough evaluations of their applicabiìÍty. This

study has demonstrated the need for more detailed and specific kínds of
data on neighbourhoods for the successful applicability of the theories.

The theori es I acki ng conceptual devel opment requÍ re further
theoretical study and possibly a re-evaluation of their central themes.

consumer Preference needs the vague concept of the individual's abiìity
to make his own housing choices based on his tastes and preferences

developed and c'learly defined in order for it to have any practical

applicability. Social Movement needs a clarification not only of the

"neþr" tastes and values of the mÍddle c'lasses but also of how they come

to Ínfí'ltrate neíghbourhoods. There was no solid evidence to link these

vague concepts to the neÍghbourhoods studied. The interpretatíons of
the neÍghbourhoods demonstrated iust how inapplÍcable some concepts can

be to explain the phenomena.

The theorÍes generalizing the phenomena may 1imÍt the consideration

of unique characteristics but may also provide the most comprehensive

and usefu'l explanations of neíghbourhoods. This will depend líkely on

the extent a neighbourhood fits the determined definitions of decline,

stability, etc. Extra-Urban Forces requires some development of Íts
coneepts to línk them more clearìy to neighbourhood changes, however íts
broad focus provides a widely applicable too'l of explanatÍon for all
kÍnds of neÍghbourhoods. From this study it ís evident that the neigh-

bourhood information can provide the initial base to. determíne which
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theories 'likely have a strong appticability in a neighbourhood. Thís

became evident wíth the theories whose applicability was 'limited to

specÍ fi c nei ghbourhood condi ti ons or to speci fi c characteri sti cs .

Filtering can only have an interpretive va]ue Ín neíghbourhoods that

meet its required criteria. Cultural Isolation likely wilt only have an

interpretative va'lue Ín neíghbourhoods of decline, dominated by cultural
minoritíes. As well, it was learned that the theoríes are not meant to

explain the phenomena evident Ín all neighbourhoods and it is only by

studying many neÍghbourhoods that new theories and concepts may be

developed to explain the unique phenomena.

FÌna'l'ly, this thesis did not set out to reso]ve the debate sur-

roundí ng the hí ghly po] i ti ci zed theori es. The controversi a'l premi se of

Capital Accumulation can only be evaluated here regarding its Ínterpre-

tive value to describe the neighbourhoods. This theory requires a

clarÍfication of some of its concepts (eg. economic Arowth serves the

interest of a few; developÍng capital is the moving force behind all
urban change) and a better means to Ínterpret them in the neighbour-

hoods. However, it explained aspects of alt three neíghbourhoods

studied and provided an important political focus lacking in the other

theories. It was learned in the ínterpretations of the neighbourhoods

that polÍtical biases and an ideotogÍcal perspective are an ímportant

and necessary aspect of the theoríes as no one theory can be expected to

explain all neighbourhood phenomena with fu]l satisfactîon.
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CHAPTER B

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this thesis has been to define a body of "theories,,

from the líterature pertaining to neighbourhood change and to evaluate

them by testing their applicabi'lity to explain phenomena in different

types of inner cíty neighbourhoods. Three neighbourhoods in Toronto

were used as case studÍes to test the range of applicabilíty of nine

theories of neighbourhood change.

The criteria used to define and describe the study areas included a

definition of "inner cíty" and the delineation of the area in Toronto

and an identification of ten neighbourhood characteristÍcs providing a

means to classify neighbourhoods as areas of decline, stability or

revitalization. Three neíghbourhoods were chosen from within the Inner

ci ty of Toronto for detaÍ I ed study representi ng each of these

categori es.

Nine "theories" or rather a grouping of related images, concepts

and ideas were defined providing particuìar perspectives wÍth potentia'l

to explaÍn phenomena of change in the three neighbourhoods. NeÍghbour-

hood dynamÍcs were ínterpreted in ìight of these theories by linking the

theoretical concepts to the phenomena evident from the ten neighbourhood

characteri sti cs .

It was found that there were three classes of theorÍes based on

theÍr abilities to explain the neighbourhoods: those theories that

explained phenomena in atl three neÍghbourhoods, those that explaÍned
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two neighbourhoods and those that expìained onìy one neighbourhood.

On'ly two theorÍes explaÍned alI three neighbourhoods and most of the

theories explaíned iust one neighbourhood. However, a'lì the theories

explained at least one neighbourhood.

It was found that the theoríes varied in their abilÍt,ies to explain

the neÍghbourhood phenomena due to their differing focus on the deter-

minants of neighbourhood change. Thís focus ranged from comprehensive,

those theories attempting to explain many determinants in all different

types of neighbourhoods, to narrow, those concentrated on one or two

significant determinants, to neighbourhood-specific, those oriented to
determinants in neighbourhoods meetíng certaÍn limiting criteria or

neighbourhoods in a specific conditïon of decline, stabÍlity or revitaì-
ization. The theories were faÌrìy evenly distributed across this range.

Furthermore, the interpretive value of the theories varied due to

some conceptual and methodological limitations: the difficulty of

gathering information in terms of availability and definition, the need

for further conceptual development, the theoretica'l generalization of

neighbourhood phenomena such that unique neíghbourhood characteristics

may be ignored and the sometimes controversial political perspectíve of

the theories.

However, the above límitations notwithstandíng, it can be concluded

that lÍnking the theorÍes to actual inner city neighbourhoods by

theoretíca1 1y í nterpretí ng theí r phenomena does proví de a means to

evaluate these theories. Conversely, the framework of theoretical

interpretations of neighbourhoods provides a means to study and compare

Ínner cíty neighbourhoods from different perspectÍves.
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Final1y, this thesis has indicated that these theoríes can be

appìied as effective p'lanning tools but that both theory and methodoìogy

need further development and clarification. The comparative study of

many neighbourhoods provides the means by which we can deveìop new

theories to explain unusual phenomena and expand our present knowledge

of neíghbourhood change.
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